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Abyssinia, Expedition to.
Cloth, £4 4s.
Accounts. Army.
Africa.

Su

2 Vols. :md Maps.
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1870.
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MIUTA.RY BOOKS published by Authority------continued,
Allowances. Army. Regulations.
Feb. 1924. 1d. Dec. 1924. Id.
ALLOWANCS, PA't OJ' OPPICERS, and

Jan. 1924. 1s. 6d. Amendment.
Mar., 1926. rd. See also FIELD
SEPARATION ALLOWANCE.

Amharlc Language. Short Manual of the.

With Vocabularr.

Ammunition for Q.F. 4·5-ln. Howitzer .
(With Diagrams.) IS.
Anlmal Management. 19:23.
War Office. (Cloth.) 2s.
Anti-Aircraft Artillery.

Notes on.

1910.

5s.

4th Edition, 1920.

Prepared in tbe Veterinary Department of the

Instructions for Practice.

1926.

6j.

Armourers. Instructions for:Care, repair, browning, etc., of small arms, Machine Guns, "Parapet"
Carriages, and for tbe care of Bicycles. 1912. (Reprinted, with
Amendments, 1916.) 2s. 6d.
Addendum, Jan. 1918. Care and repair of Rifles, Magazine, ·303~ioch
Pattern 1914. 1d.
Do.
Aug. 1921. 1d.
Army Entrance RetulatJons.

Su ENTRANCE.

Army Finance. Two Lectures gh·en by the Army Cla s, London School of
Economics, in March, 1926. 9d,
0

Army Fire Service Reg,u.lations, 1924.

2d.

Army Llst.

Monthly. Officers on the Active List. (Public,::,tion u·as suspended during the Wa,) : Jan. 1919 and after. Each 5s.
Quarterly Supplement. Dec. 1921 to June 1922. Each 4s.
Half-Yearly Supplement. Dec. 1922. 6s.
Do.
June 19~4 and after. Each 5s.

Army List.
Do.

Half-Yearly. (Nol isswtd in October, 1914 .)
Supplement. Jan.1925. 7s.6d.

Army Orders,

Do.

Each 15s.

Monthly. Each 3d.
lndexfor1925. 6d.

Army Orders. CoverWor. 9d.
Army Service Corps.

See

A.rtlticere.

Handbook.

Military.

SUl:VICB

rnth Edition.

ArtWery at lbe Pkardy Manceuvres In 1910.
2$.

f,J.

IJ)

1915.

9ti.

Tran~Lite-d frl,m the Freuch.

/

MILITARY BOOKS t,ublishecl by Au'11ority-continued.
Artillery. Royal:Instructions for Practice (Coast Artillery) Seawards,
Llibt, Medium and Heavy.
Rangetakers.

March 1926.

Instructions for Practice.

3d.

1926. 3d.

Su that item.

Seniority Lists:Artificers. R.A. April 1926. 3d.
Artillery Clerks, Second Division, April 1926, 3d.
Farriers, April 1926. 3d.
Battery Quartermaster Serjeants and Serjeants. April t926,
Master Gunners. 3rd Class. April 1926. 3d.
Saddlers, April 1926. 3d.
\\'arrant Officers. Class II. April 1926. 3d.

3d.

Standing Orders for:Ll•Colonel 's Command R.G.A. {Coast and Siege).

Id.

Trainlnai:Coast. Vol. I., 1921. (Provisional.) 3s. Amendments, l\larch 1924.
::zd.

Jan. 1926.

Jan. 1923. 1d,
Jan. 1926. 2d.

rd.

Vol. II. 1923.

Aug. 1925.

td.

1s. 6d,

Jan.

Artillery, Royal Horse:Seniority LiSts : Battery Qua1termaster Serjeants and Serjeauts.
Warrant Officers. Class II. April 1926. 3d.
Artillery Colle!le.

1926.

Amendments.
td, No. 2.

April 1926.

3d.

Reports upon the 14th to 18th Senior Classes.
print.)

(Out of

IS.

Do.
Do.
Do.

19th. IS. 6d.
20th and 21st. Each 2s.
Advanced Classes, Reports on. (See also 0RDNANt'll
COLLEGE);36tb, IS. 6d.
37th. 2S.
39th. IS. 6d.
Artillery Instruments:Handbook of. 1914. rs. 6d.
Do.
Amendments. td,
Do.
Addendum to. 2d.
•
Do.
Appendix. Dec, 1915 (Periscopes, etc.); ~d Amei.<lments to
o. 111 of the Handbook. Will Plates, id~

Artillery, Light, Medium, and Heavy,

Instructions for Practice.

Artillery Museum in the Rotunda, \Voolwicb.
(Sold al '11e Rotunda, 1s. 6d.)

1925.

Official Catalogue.

3.-L
1906.

MILITARY BOOKS published by AutMrity-continued.
ArtUlery and Rifle Ranges Act, 1885, and Military Lands Act, 189:z.
Byelaws:-

Alde~1~:~•1~~1t~i~si~~~~~~s:i;6~aKFn'gb~~{1e~i.n~8o;z~r~nj~dra~iJ:;;
Lydd-Dungeness, 1895; Middlewick, 1890; Millbrook, 1888; Orchard
Portman, 1896; Scarborough, 1902; Scraps Gate, 1886; Shoeburyness,
1895; Soutbwold, 1896; Strensall, 1900; Wash, 1891; Whitehaven
Battery, Cumberland, 1896. td. each.

Purfteet, 19u.

1s.

Salisbury Plain, 1900.

4d.

Artillery Store Accounts and the Care and Preservation of Equipment
of Royal Artillery, Horse, Field, and Heavy Batteries. Notes on.
Sept. 1914. 6d.
Artillery Survey.

Manual.

Parts I and II.

1924.

(Sold together.)

3s.

Artlllery TralninQ. Vol. I. Drill, 1924. 1s.
Am·ndmcnts. No. :z.
Jan. 1926.
Id. Vol. II. 1923. Guooery. 1s. 6d
Amendments,
May 1924. Id. Dec. 1924. Id. July 1925. 1d No I 19:z6 Id.
Vol. III. I9:n. Organisation and Employment of Artillery m War
u. 6d.
A118trla.

Campal&n of 1866 Against.

See G!:RNANV.

Balllstlce, Handbook of. (Translated from the :znd German edition):Vol. I. Exterior Ballistics. 30s.
Barraclts,

Instruction in Carn of.

1901.

9d.

Bubfortb ChronOiraph. Experiments with, to determine the resistance of
the air to the motion of projectiles. Report on. 1870. IS.
Battle Honoun awarded for the Great War.

Complete List.

Bermuda Mlllda Artlllery.

Regulations.

1914.

Blcyclee (Pedal).

Handbook on.

MUltary,

Bounty to Soldlen.

See

6d.

9d.

1922.

td.

F11tLD ALLOWANCH.

Brltlala Minor Expeditions, 1746 to 1814.

188,1.

2s. 6d.

Cadet List. }
Cadet Unite. See TaaRlT0RlAL Foacs
Calualty List, War Office and Air Ministry Weekly, commencing Aug. ;.
1917 to March 4, 1919. Each 3d.

Cav~1:t:::1 ~;~s~f g:p~~\Zr:ir~x*rAi~y c~~;;~riu:«. B~t/:b
a Preface by GtM:ral Langlois.

Wtli Mapa.
(SI

59. 6d.

.,

MILITARY BOOKS published by Authority-continued.
Cavalry of the Line. Peace Organbatlon of the; and Arrangements for
Mobilization consequent on the Establishment of Cavalry Depots. (Special
A.O. July 19, 1909.) 1d.
CavalryTraining. 1924. Vol.I. rs.6d. Amendment No.t. Jan. 1925. td.
No. 3. Jan. 1926. 1d.
Do.
1920. Vol. 2. (Provisional.) 9d.
See also ITALIAN CAVALRY.
Chemists of the Research Department.
relating to. 1913. Id.
Chiropody.

Manual of.

Rules aJld Regulations specially

2d.

Clothing and Necessaries (including Materials). Priced Vocabulary of.
March 1926. 6d. Amendments No. 1. 1926. id.
Clothin!l Regulations:Part I. Regular Forces. April 1922. 1s.
Do
Amendments, Aug. and Oct. 1922. Ea . . h td. Aug. and Nov.
1923. Jan. 1924. Feb. 1924. Sept. 1924. Nov. 1924.
Each Id.
Part II. Special Reserve. 1914. 3d.
Colchci ter Garrison.

Standing Orders.

1913. 9d.

Comb::i.tant Commissions as Secood Lieutenants. Regulations undu
which they may be granted to Non-Commissioned Officers of the Regular
Army. Nov. 1922. id.
Commands, Military, and Staff in the United Kingdom. Re-orgaoluhon
of. (Special Army Order, 6 Jan. 1905 with alterations to date, Issued
with Special Army Order, II Nov. 1907.) 3d.
Company Training. Notes on. For the use of the Special Reserve, Tenitorial
Force, and newly raised Units of the Regu1ar Army. Sept. 1914, 1d.
Constitution, The German.

(Edition without Notes.)

CooklnQ and Dietary. Manual of Military.

6d.

1918. 6d.

Co-ordination of Voluntary Effort resulting from the formation of thr
D.G.V .0. Department.
A National Scheme of:Appendices III., and IV. (A Detailed Report of the Work of the
Recognized Associations. 1920.) 5s.

lThe,-!:fs;f.!/{u 'Mm~~,%~)-~iS:~,.-:;!9jl>~&~~ -1•"4 II• ...
(61

MILITARY BOOKS publisheJ by Authority-continued.
Cost Accounting Scheme for 1919-:rn. Provisional Instructions relating to:l'art I. For the guidance of Staff, Regimental, and Departroenlal Oillcers
at Home Stations. 3d.
Courses of Instruction.

4d.

Courses of Instruction:Programme of Courses to be held during the period Oct. t, 1924, to March 31,
1925. 2d. April 1, 1925 to March 51, 1926. 4d. April 1, 19.::C., to
March, 1927. 3d,
Cyclist Training,

1917.

Provisional.

6d.

Amendments, Aug. 1918.

1<1.

Demobilization. Army. Regulations:Part I. With Diagram showing Method of Dispersal; and Map of Dispersal
Stations and Areas in the United Kingdom. is. 6d.
Part II. With Plan of Hutment Lines showing suggested Appropriation of
Buildings for use as a Dispersal Station; and Map of Dispersal Stations
and Areas in the United Kingdom, 6d.
Part III.
Do.
Chap. XXIV.
Labour Units. 2d.
Do,
Chap. XXV,
Part 1. Dispersal of Officers of the Army
Chaplain's Department. Id.
Vo.
Chap. XXV.
Part II. Ordnance Services. 2d,
Do.
Chap. XXVI.
Q.M .A.A.C. 2d.
Llo.
Chap. XXYU. Animals. 3d.
Chap. XXXII.
The Volunteer Force. ::d.
Do.
Chap, XXXlll. British West Indies Contingent. ~d
Do.
Addenda to Chap. V. Special Registration. 1d.
Amendments;Nos. 3 to 25. Each 1d.
To Parts I and II. 1d.
Dental Corpe. Army. Regulations for Admission, 1923. 2d.
Do.
Standing Orders . s,e under MEDICAL CORPS,
Deapatcbea,

See WAR OF 1914-18.

Disabled and Dlscharlled. Soldiers In France. Training and Treatment of.
:ieei~~i~i~n~i~oHtb~'~r~i~M\~:~: -~n~~~~~~~i:~n ~fbcer of the Mioislry
Dlaeases, Medical 1 ln the Tropical and Sub-Tropical War Areas.
raoda on. 1919, (Fourth Edition.) 1924. 2s. 6d,

Memo•

Dralaate Manual. For the use of Royal Engineer Officers, and otLer person~,
employ-Pd on the Construction aod Maintenance of Draina,se \\ orks !O
connection with War Department Buildings in the United Kmgdom or m
1imilar Climates. 19.u. 5s.
(7)

I

MILITARY BOOKS p11blishtdby Autl:ority-con•inued.

Drawing Plates. Military:Atta<-k of Dufor's Countermines OL 2nd Plate of Mines;
System; Detached Forts; Concealed Defeoces, 1, 2,
Plale A, B, C, etc.; Detail Plate, No. 1; Do., No. 2;
of Woolwich. Village and Surrounding Ground. 2d.

Carnot's l'irsl
3, 1; Printing
Ne1gbbourboed
each.

Attack of Fortress-Preliminary Operations; Do., Distant Attack; Do.,
Close Attack, Neighbourhood of Metz. 3d each.
Ndi;hbourbood of Woolwich, Southern Side. 1s 6d.
Woods and Villages. 6 Plates. 6d. each.
Drlll Book, R.A.S.C. (issued with A.O. for Oct., 19::0).

Dynamics.

Notes on.

2nd E,:lition.

1908.

3d.

3s.

Education. Imperial Conference. Convened June 11 and 1::, 1919, by the
Chief of the Imperial General Staff. 6d.
Educational Training. {Provisional) 1923.
Id. Aug. 1926. Irl.
Egypt.

British Force tn.

3d. Amcudments, Aug. 1924.

Standing Orders for the.

1912.

Egypt. Campal~n of 1882 in. Military History of the.
Condensed Edition. 1908. 3s. 6d.
Electrical Communications. Fixed. Instructions
printed, with Amendments, 1916.) 4d.
Electrlcity.

Notes on.

1920.

as

to.

Encounter. The Battle of.
Translated. 1s. 6d.

1912.

(Re-

3s.

Electric Light and Power Work of the German Army,
IS. 6d.
Electric Light Apparatus.
1915. Id.

rs.

With case of Maps.

Defence.

Notes on.

19::0.

Instructions for the Working ot.

By Hans von Kiesling.

Part I.

Energy Expenditure of the Infantry Recruit In TralnlnC,
Engineer Services. Lecture given to the Army Class.
Economics. Lent Term. 1925. 4d.

Practical.

3s.

London Sc-hool of

Engineer Services. Regulations. Peace:Part I. 192.1. IS.
Part TI. 1911. Tc.:bnica\ Trealises. (Reprinted, with Amendments to
May1,19rs.) 9d.
Do.
1920. Technical Treatises. 4d.
Parts I and II. Amendments. Jan. 19z4. rd.
(8)

MILITARY BOOKS publ1s!tect OJ· Authot11y-cont111uec.1.

Engineer Training.

1922.

Engineering,
\'ol. II.
Vol. Ill.
\'ol. IV.

(Provisional.)

Military:Defences, 1925.
Bridging, 19z1.
Demolitions and
Vol. V. Roads. 1922.
Vol. \'l. Waler Supply.

9d,

1s. 6d.
3s. 6rl. {:zs. 9d.) Amendments, 1923.
Mining. May 1923. 2s. 6d.
1922.

5s.

Amendments, Feb. 19:?5.

Technical TrainingVol. I. l\lechanical Engineering, 19z5. 3s, 6d
\'ol. II. Electrical Engineering.
1924. 3s. 6d.;
Jan. 1926. 2d,

1d.

1d.

Amendments,

Entrance Regulations.
Staff College,

Army:(Camberley.) 1925.

See also
Equipment.

1d.

MEDICAL

CORPS.

Pattern 1908 Web, Infantry, 1913.

2d.

See also VALISE EQUIPMENT.

Equipment Regulations:Part I. 1923. 2s.
Part 2. Details:Section.
I. Infantry {Regular Army). Jan.
1924. 6d.
la. Mounted Infantry. 1912. 6d.
la. InfaotryDepl'its(Regular Army).
1924. 2d.
II. Household Cavalry, Cavalry of
the Line, Cavalry Dep6t,
Military Mounted Police.
IS. 6d.
111. Army Servke Corps (Regular
Army). 1913. (Reprinted,
with Amendments published
in A.O. up to Dec. 31,
1915.) 6d.
I\", IVa, IVb, !Ve, and l\'J. R.A.
Ordnance Corps ; R .A. Pay
Corps;
R .A.
Veterinary
Corps; Corps of Military
Accountant&; Army Educa•
hooal Cocp1. June 1923. 2d.

Section.
V. Royal Army Medical Corps
(Regular Army). 1914. 2d.
VI .-IXSt!ii ~~l~~:~7mJa~r~s·o~iS~!:
and Schools of Instruction;
Military Prisons, Detention
Barracks and Military Provost
Staff Corps (Regular Army).
1914.
(Out of print.)
X11. Engineer, General, Fortress,
Survey, Railway and DepOt
Units.
Peace and War
{Regular Army). 1914. 2d.
Xb. Field Troop (Regular Army)
1912. 2d.
Xtl. Divisional Signal Company (Re·
gular Army). 1914. 2d.
Xe. Signal Company (Wireless) (Regular Army). 1913. td.
X/. Headquarters Signal Units (Re•
a:ular Army). 191,4.. 2d.

I

I

I

MILITARY 1300KS published by Authority-continued.
Equipment Recutations-continued.
Section.
Xg. Signal Company (Cable) (Regu•
larArmy). 1912. 2d.
Xh. Signal
Squadron
(Regular
Army), 1914. 2d.
Xj. Signal Troop with Cavalry
Brigade (Regular Army).
191:2. 2d.
Xk. Signal Troop with a Cavalry

Brigade not allotted to a
Cavalry Division (Regular
Army). 1914. 2d.
XI. Signal Company (South Africa)
(RegularArmy). 1912. 2d.
Amendments. March 1925. 1d.
Xm. Bridging Train (Regular Army),
1912,

2d.

Xn. Field Squadron (Regular Army)
1914. 2d.

Section.

Xld-contin,ud.

and Dep6ts. Riding Establishment, School of Gunnery
(Horse and
Field), and
Mounted
Band
(Regular
Army). 1914, 6d.
Xl6'. Mountain Artillery with D.L.
2·75-in. Equipment. Moun•
tain Battery and Ammuni•
tion Column. Mule Transport (Regular Army) .. 1914.
Provisional. 6d.
XIIIa. Royal Garrison Artillery (Regli•
lar Army). 191.4. 2s. 6d.
Xllb. Royal Regiment of Artillery
Movable
Armament
and
Machine Guns in Armaments
Provisional with Amend·
meots up to Dec. 31, 19:23.

,,.

X14. Horse Artillery with Q.F. Xlk. Heavy Artillery.
B.L. Cio·pr.
13-pr, Equipment Brigade.
(RegularArmy). 1913. {Utd
Headquarters Battery Briof prinl.)
gade Ammunition Column XIV. Cavalry School. Netheravon
with Amendments up to and
XV. Ca~:fu~!r~m~th~f.1 4
including Dec. 1923. I~- 6d.
(RegularArmy). 1914. 2d.
Xlb. Field Artillery.
Q.F.
18-pr
Equipment (Regular Army). XVI. Special Reserve. 1913. 4d.
XVII. Officers Training Corps. 1912.
19~6. 2s, 6d.
3d.
Xie. Field Artillery. Q.F. 4·5-in.
Practice Batteries and Drill Guns
Howitzer {Regular Army).
{Fixed Mountings) of the
19:!6. IS.
Royal
Garrison Artillery
Xld. Reserve Brigades with Q.F.
{Part 2, Sections XII a and
18-pr. Equipment, Horse
XVI, and Part 3). 1909.
and Field Artillery. Staff
u. 6d.
Part 3. Territorial Force. 191;. 6d.
(Ou, of pri,st.)
Details:-Sec. IX. Artillery. 1912.
Do.
Amendments, April 1912; Feb. 1914. Each 1d. (1d.)
(Out of print.) Sec. X. Engineer, 1912. )d.
Amendments to Parts t, 2 and 3. March 1913. 2d. July 1913. 2d.
Nov. 1913. Id. April 1914. 2d. Sept. 1920. 2d. Aug. 1924. 2d.
Nov_. 1924, Id. June 19:25. 1d. Dec. 19:15, Id. Feb. 1926. Id.
April 1920. Id. June 192:6. id. Aug. 1926. Id.
Amendments to Parts 1 and 2. Dec. 1920, 3d. May 1925. id. Oct.
1925, 1d.
Amendm<!nts to Parts I and 3. l'eb. 19.;q. 2d.

£g;:t

Ame£~~bni~.to Part 2.

Feb., July (two issues), Aug. 1914.
(lo}

Feb, 19ao,

MIUTARY BOOKS publisW by Authority-continued,
Esamloatloo Papers (All published papers of which the dates are omitted are
out of print)Boys for Enlistment into the Army for Training as Tradesmen. Competitive
Examination, July 1923. 6d.
Qualifying Certificates. Sept. 1905; March 1906; Sept. 1909; March,
Sept.1910; Marcb,Sept.19u; March 1912. 6d.eacb.
Entrance: R.M. Academy; R.M. College; Indian Army College, Wellington. Nov.-Dec. 1915. 1s.
Entrance: R.M. Academy; R.M. College; Indian Army College, Quetta.
Cadetships in the Royal Navy (Special Entry), March 1918. 6d.
Entrance: Royal Military Academy; Royal Military College; Royal Air
Force. Supplementary First Appointments in the Royal Marines;
Cadetsbips in the Royal Navy (Special Entry). June 1920. 2s.
Entrance: R.M. Academy, Woolwich; R.M. College, Sandhurst; Royal
Air Force; Supplementary Fir-.t Appointments in the Royal Marines;
Cadetships in the Royal Navy (Special Entry); Indian Police Force;
Police Force of the Straits Settlements, The Federated Malay States,
and the Un federated Malay States. June and July 1921. 3s. 6d.
Entrance: R.M. Academy, Woolwich; R.M. College, Sandhurst, Royal
Air Force. Nov. 1921. 2s.
Entrance: R.M. Academy, Wootwich; R.M. College, Sandhurst; Royal
Air Force; Royal Marines; Royal Navy Cadets; Indian Police Force
and Ceylon and Far Eastern Police Forces, June and July 1922. IS. 6d.
R.M. Academy, Fourth Class; R.M. College, Fourth, Third, and Second
Divisions. July, Dec. 1904. Each xs. June 1905. 1s.
R.M. Academy, Fourth Class; R.M. College, Senior Division, Dec. 1905.
June, Dec. 1906. July, Dec. 1907. ts. each.
Staff College. Admission. July 19u; June-July 1912; Juue-July
Offic!~)~r P~o:~t:,n. Dec. 19u; May and Dec. 1913; April, 1914
Each IS. Oct. 1921. 1s. 6d. <kt. 1922. IS. 6d. April 1924
u.3d. Apri1192.5. IS . 3ct. Oct.1925. IS. Mar. 1926. IS.
Do. Report on the Work Submitted. Mar. 1926. 3d.
Militia, Imperial Yeomanry, and University Candidates. Oct. 1906. ts,
Officers' Training Corps:Cadets d the Senior Division. Certificate A. Dec. 1908. 6d.
Cadets of the Junior and Senior Divisions. Certifi.cates A and B.
1909. Nov. 1911. Mare~ Nov. 1912; March 1914.

~~~'Li~f

Do. Nov. 1920.

6d, March 1921. u. 6d, Nov. 1921. is. 6d.
25.
Nov. 1922.
IS.
March 1923.
IS.
Nov.
1924. IS. March 1925. u. Nov. I9lS,. l&.

ts,

March 1922.
:1:r~-1921:.:

.~~V-

Foreign Languages.

ian.

Modem. June 1919.
1920. 3s.
une 1920. as.
llD, 19H
3s.
~~e 192t • .5s.
Do.
1922. IS, 6d.
Staff~ • t
E~r::i~nue~:pe!er;t ti!
Remarks of the Eumlnen thereon. Feb.•Mareb 19u. H. 6d.
(:u. Jd.) Feb.-llan:h 1924. 4s. 6d. Feb.-Marcb 1925. u.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

c·

.~~h

t~-~:a;foH::i~:n af;J

lul

/

MILITARY BOOKS published by Authorily-contioued.
FamJly Allowance.

See

PAY FOR

SOLDIERS and

SEPARATION ALLOWANCE

Field Allowance to the Commander of an Army and to the Commander .,f an
Army Corps or Group of Divisions; Promotion· of Lieutenants of the
Army Veterinary Corps, Special Reserve, and Territorial Force; Bounty
to Soldiers. Special Army Order June 23, 1916. Id,

Field Service Manuals:Ammunition Column. Divisional. New Armies. 1915. 3d.
Artillery. Heavy (B.L. 6o~pr.) Battery and Ammunition Column.
Expeditionary Force. 1916. 3d.
Do.
Horse. Brigade. 13-pr. Q.F. 1908. 3d.
Cavalry :Regiment. Eitpeditionary Force. 1913. 3d.
Engineers. B_ridging Train. Expeditionary Force. 1915. 3d.
Do.
Field Company. Expeditionary Force. 1915. 3d.
Do.
Field Squadron. Expeditionary Force. 1914. 3d.
Do.
Works Company. Expeditionary Force. 1910. 3d.
Headquarters Units. Expeditionary Force. 19u. 3d.
Infantry Battalion. Expeditionary Force. 1914. 3d .
Infantry (Mounted) Battalion. Expeditionary Force. 1913. 3d.
Medical Service. Army. Expeditionary Force. 1914. 3d.
Signal Service. Signal Company (Cable). Expeditionary Force. 1913. 3d.
Do.
Do.
(Divisional),
Expeditionary Force .
1915. 3d.
Field Service Pocket Book, 1926. Part !.--Countries other than India

"·

Shortened Form of Service for the Burial of the Dead.

rd.

Field Service Regulations:Vo!. I. Organization and Administration. May 1923.
Amendments, Dec. 1924. 1d.
Vol. II. Operations. 1924. IS. Amendments No. I.
Field Works (All Arms) Manual,

1925.

Provisional.
Jan. 19:,6.

IS. 6d.

Financial Instructions in Relation to Army Cash Accounts.
6d, Amendments, Match 1925. 1d. April, 1926, 1d.

Foods. Analyses and Energy Values of.
Foreign Languages.

Study of.

9d.
1d.

Jan. 1924.

6s,

Regulations.

1922.

5d.

Foreign Press. Supplements to the Daily Review of the:Economic. Fortnightly, commencing with that of Aug. 20, 1918, to Aug.
12,1919, Each6d.
Medical. (Compiled by the Medical Research Cowmittee.) Monthly,
commencing with that of June 1918, to April, 1919. Each n,
Reconstruction. Fortnightly, commencing with that of Aug. 13, 1918,
to July 30, 1919. Each 6d.
Technical. Fortnightly, commencing with that of May 28, 1918, to AU&". 19,
1919. Each 6d.

MILITARY BOOKS publi1Tml by Authority-continued.
ForeJi&n Pre■ll-(;onli'.nueli.
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(Land Service.) 1922. 6d, Amendment, April 1924. xd.
6-inch B.L. Gun, Mark XIX, Carriages, Marks VIII and VIiia. 9d.
6-incb "B" Q.F. Guns on Carriages, Garrison, C.P., Mark 11 (Land
Services), 1924, 4d.
Mortar Drill for 6-inch Medium Mortar, Marks I, II and Ill. Jan. 1923.
(G.D. 52.) 2d,
8-incb B.L. Howitzer, Marks VII, VII•, VII•• and VIII. Carriages,
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ENGINEER TRAINING
VOLUME II

PART !.-TRAINING
CHAPTER I
PRINCIPLES AND SYSTEM OF TRAINING
1. Principles of training

l. The training of an army has but one object in vie,l"-the defeat
of the nation 'a enemies in war.
Discipline, by means of which the morale ot a force can
alone be maintained, is the bedrock ot all training.
2. All past wars have proved that victory can be won only as
the result of skilled leadership and bold offensive action, while
experience has shown that the increased decentralization of oom•
ma.nd necessitated by the power of modem weapons calls ever
for increased initiative on the part of subordinate leaders, and

iDcreaBed tactical knowledge on the part of all ranks.
3. The objects of training are:L To inculcate the power of command in the lea.ders, who,
to be successful, must have oharaoter, knowledge,

2
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resource, a sympathetic understanding of those under
them, and the necessary knowledge to give them confidence in their powers of leadership.
ii. To foster the good fighting qualities of the individual
soldier, which depend on discipline, esprit de corps, and
confidence in his leader and in his weapons.
iii. To ensure the successful co-operation of all arms in battle.
4. Engineer Trainitig deals with the general principles, both
tactical and technical, which govern the training of & military
engineer. It must, however, be remembered that the development of morale, which includes fighting spirit and discipline, is the
first object to be attained in the training of an army. Throughout
a.11 training, therefore, while skill is being acquired, the necessity
for fostering morale must always be borne in mind, so t,hat the
two qualities may grow together.

5. An army can exert its full power only when all its parts act
in close combination.
Throughout their training, therefore, all ranks of engineers must be taught to realize the
close relationship between their own role and that of
. the other arms in battle. They must understand not
only the methods employed by the infantry, with which
arm they will be most closely associated in battle, but also
those of the cavalry, artillery, tanks and aircraft I as well as
the duties of all the services, engineer assistance to which
is of no less importance than active co-operation with the
fighting troops ; they must appreciate the hnportance of
close liaison and inti.mate mutual co-operation during the
prelinunary arrangements for a battle and throughout ever7
lltag• of the action.

•
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6. Higher commandero will arrange for the temporary attachment of engineer officers : i. Who are not employed in units, to units of their own arm
during the training of these units.
ii. To branches of the service other than their own, and to the
R.A.F.
Similarly, officers of other branches will be temporarily
attached to engineer units.

In order that these attachments may not lose much of their value,
it is essential that the officers should be given some executive

command during their attachment.
Higher commanders will create opportunities for training the
various arms together, by means of combined exercises and
>p-::-rations.
7. It must be the aim of all officers, warrant officers, and N.C.Oa.

to fit themselves to carry out the duties of the rank next higher
to their own.

8. The principles of training and fighting enunciated in this
ua.l a.re baaed upon wide experience, and their value ha-s been
roved. But principles on pa.per apart from their application
ve little value. Their usefulness depends mainly upon the
rt of the commander to imbue them into the everyday life of
· men. The virtue most to be cultivated in training, as in war,
• energy.
To do nothing is to do something definitely wrong.
~ in t,,,.ining. energy in fig4ting, pride in his work, combined
with strict discipline, and pride in and sympathy for hia men are
aU qualitiee necesea.ry for a eucce;:isful commander.
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2. Responsibility for trafoi11g

1. All commanders, from section commanders upwards, are
responei ble for the training and efficiency of their commands both
in war and peace. As a general rule, instruction will not be delegated to specialists, except in regard to the training of officers and
N.C.Oe. to become instructors, the technicalities of instruction in
skill at trade. skill at arms, physical training, and special branches
of military engineering.
2. No offioer oan himself possess the manual dexterity at trade
which he requires of bis skilled sappers, and which takes years of
practice to acquire ; but his knowledge of the application of that skill
will enable him to superintend the technical work of his men and
ensure that advantage is ta.ken of the facilities a;"t·ailable for improving their trade skill.
3. Senior officers, while delegating authority for the training of
subordinate units, are themselves responsible for ensuring that t,he
training is carried out in accordance with the inBtructions contained
in this manual. They will never forgo their duties of guidanoo and
oontrol, and will exeroise a oontinuoua supervision over the work
of their subordinate commanders. The lower the unit being su1:iervi.sed or the less experienoed its leaders, the closer must be the supervision. In carrying out this duty, senior officers will act as directora of instruction rather than as instructors. The development
of initiative by all subordinate commanders is of vital importance.
Anything likely to tend to its suppression must be avoided.
4. The C.R.E. is not only responsible for the training of his units,
but also for ensuring that the instruction of his officers is conduoted
in such a way as to fit them for their various dutiee. The oharacter
and ability of his officers and men will be largely th• ref!eotion of
his own personality. He must, therefore, set the highest type of
example in everything.

,,
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The C.R.E. should encourage a spirit of sell-confidence and
«solution in his subordinates, and should foster their capacity
£or quick thinking, for readiness of judgment, and for making
prompt decisions. He should make them understand that while
enora caused by excess of zeal may often be pardoned, thoee
caused by inaction and reluctance to assume responsibility are
unpardonable faults in any leader however junior. (Sec. 87) .
One of the chief responsibilities of a C.R.E. is to ensure
that his subordinate commanders are trained in the a.rt of
teaching. The ability to teach is as important an attribute of
all officers and N.C.01. as the ability to learn. Personal knowledge
is of little value to an officer or N.C.O. unless he i• able to impart
to subordinates under his command as much of that knowledge
as it is necessary for them to know.
The C.R.E. will see that the numbers and efficiency of the
officers, N.C.Os., and men required for special duties are
maintained in accordance with regulations. He will also anange
for such training of the recruit as cannot be ca.rried out at the
dep,,t.
5. The com an
the section a

is the rinciJ?a.} training unit of the en&!!,_eers ;
um , complete witli The necessary proportion of trades and cquippe m h tools and transport, to enable it to
be Ubed in<lepenJently, either as a tactical unit or for the execution
of work. The _COIJ?:p~ny is divid~d into four sections, each commanded
in w_l!,r QY a subaRer.n, witli a serJeant as second-~a:nct In
peace sections are comman0ea"7>y tliesectioii serJea.nte, the
auba~Tiecoming ha!f-c9~m.Jl1&-!Uiers.
In peace m units of the Territorial Army or Supplementary
Reserve which have their full comploment of officers, a.nd in war
in all u.nit•, the duties laid down in this book for hall-company
com..m.a.nden will be carried out by section commander.i.
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The company commander will arrange for the continuous training
of his company throughout the year. He is responsible for ensuring
not only that his half-company and section commanders are well
trained, but also that there is a capable understudy to take the place
of each commander whenever the necessity may arise.
6. The half-company commander has a great personal responsibility, in that the efficiency of his half-company is dependent on
him; its future lies in his hands. A good half-company consists
of two sections well trained and well commanded. The ·wisest
plans and the most thorough preparations will avail nothing in war
unless the execution of the scheme, under whatever conditions
of difficulty and danger, is well canied out by the section.
7. The half-company commander commands his half-company
through his section commanders. Power of command cannot be
taught, but it can be acquired by practice in commanding. For
the training of the section commanders it is essential that they should
actually command and train their sections. It is the duty of the
half-company commander to teach them how to train, and to instruct
them; but it is esRential that he should allow them to learn from
their ovm mistakes.
8. Since the training of the section rests with its commander,
the selection of junior N.C.Oa. requires care. The half-company
commander must ensure that bis best men are noted for promotion,
and promising junior N.C.Os. must be noted aa possible section
aerjeants.
The knowledge that good work leads to advancement will
stimulate the keenness of the whole section.
9. The section commander is responsible for ensuring that every
sapper in bis seotio'n ia a skilled ma.n at arms as well as an efficient
tradesman.
He must the?efore bP ~,~n reasonable opportunitie>R
for exeTois.ing bi& mt"n under arm'\, and on work by whioh thPir
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trade efficiency can be fostered and improved. He must remember
;;hat smartness in arms drill is a necessary step in training to arms,
llie goal of which is ~he skilled use of them against the enemy.
io with trade efficiency, the principa.l object of its cultivation is its
nilitary value in the field.
10. The authority poBBessed by the junior N.C.Os. over the men
:lepends to a great extent on the help they receive from the section
mander. Their position is not an easy one. They live with
men they have to command and a.re themselves often of recent
~ motion. The support of the section commander will assist
m to gain and keep the reapeot of the men and to appreciate
obligations of their rank. A charge against a N.C.O. will not
be investigated nor will fault be found with him in the presence
of the men. The men will not address him familiarly, but by his
nk. It is important for the authority of the N.C.Os. that any com•
plaint made by a man against a N.C.O. should be fully examined.
II. Engineer N.C.Os., on first appointment, are selected for their
tellectual ability, power of leadership, character, and trade skill.
view of the fact that engineering work is often carried out by small
taohmente and that N.C.Os. may often be placed in technical
of works, all N.C.Os. should be carefully trained to take
aponsibility as well as in the methods of organization and employ•
ment of labour.
For the general supervision of the details of engineer work,
peci&lly work services and that carried out by contraot, there is
• special body of W.Os. and N.C.Os. called the Establishment for
Engineer Services, which is partly drawo from the N.C.Os. of units
and partly by direct enlistment of technical specialists.
Candidates for appointment to this establishment undergo special
oounee. On appointment they reoeive further practical training
by employment at technical work, but they take part in the technical

s
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Lraining of any units to which they may be attaohed (e.g., a searchlight unit), and are also available to help with the technical training
of junior ranks in work at their trades.
3.

NotetJ on training

1. The aim of all training iB to produce :i. In the leaders : -

The ability to co,nmand-developed by actual practice in the
command of meu. The ability to command includes
readi,ie,s of judgment, which can be acquired as the result
of sound military and technical knowledge only, built
up by constant study and practice until it has become
an instinct. It includes the capacity for quick decisfona
and for giving clear orders, and the will-power to ensure
that orders are carried out. It also includes initiative,
i.e., the ability to determine when independent action
is required, and the necessary self-confidence to take
such aotion promptly and to assume responsibility for
it. Lastly, it includes the ability to execute an order
through subordinate commanders without interference
with their personal responsibility.
ii. In the Dl8D. : (a) The rnoral attrihutes of a soldier, including patriotism,

loyalty, pride of race, and a high sense of honour.
(b) The fighting spirit-resolution to close with the enemy,
based on confidence in their own superiority.
(c) Discipline-the ingrained ha.bit of cheerful and unhesitating
obedience which controls a.nd directs the fighting spirit.
Individually, self.respect and its outward marks, such
u olea.nlinesa a.nd a sma.rt bearing ; oollectively, 0 team
work " under the " captain of the team."

1.ir,,
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(d) E"()rit de corps-the pride in his unit which makes a ma.n
•mwilling tc bring discredit on it and ready at need
t'> sacrifice himself for its success.
(e) Phy/J'l,al fitness-tc stand the fatigue a.nd nervous strain
of narching, fighting, and working under fire.
(f) 8/cill al arms-a thorough knowledge by every man of his
We&);Ons and their use, and thus absolute reliance upon
them tc kill the enemy.
(g) 81,:ill at t>uie-& thorough knowledge by every ma.n of his
trade, to.d how to make use of it in the field.
(lo) Skill in mittary enginuring-ability and readiness tc carry
out all th, field works which are beyond the capacity of
other arm1,.
These are_ the qualites required of a sapper, and they can all be
developed by the meth,ds of training degcribed in this manual.
The growth of the nl:>ral qualities will be fostered chiefly by
environment, and it is th, duty of all ranks to assist in this object
by their conversation and (:g:ample.
2. To be a successful tr4,ner of a section does not necessarily
demand deep learning or th experience of many campaigns. A
good trainer requires:i. Sympathy with and ~wledge of his men.
ii. An exact idea beforehan\ of the result which he is aiming
at and how that result<a tc be achieved.
iii. Knowledge of his subject B\fficient tc produce this result.
iv. Common sense in his methO\s.
v. The faculty of encouraging ~ praise where praise is due,
and the absence of ea.rcas~
There mtJat be a. clea.r rea.aon in the tr8.\er'e mind for every lesson
be teaohea. To train without system is t6ra.ste time.

10
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3. No method of training will be etfective unll':-::. it pv$8t'sse~
the following two essentials:i. Simplicity.
ii. Interest.
The section commander will secure simplicity b~ self~restraint.
He _must teach one lesson only at a time, and hir tea-0hing must
be devoid of everything which does not help to drive his lesson
home. Unessential details obscure the lesson and~onfuse the mind
of the learner.
The converse of interest is monotony. If p:-actice follows day
after day the same unvarying lines monotony results. The lesson
has lost its meaning; the learner is bored; a1d when the learner is
bored the trainer is defeated.
The business of the section commander iF to present to tb.e man
his daily lessons in an interesting and vtried shape. They may
take the form of a competition or even a pt.me, provided that it has
the novelty which attracts interest and 7roduces unmistakably the
result at which he aims.
4. Novelty will not be produced vithout effort, but the great
variety of work whioh falls to the lot ofthe engineers on active service
should seldom leave the section conmander at a loss for a fresh
subject. The scheme of training for any day demands careful
forethought and preparation. Wlenever possible, the section commander will get his junior N.C.fiJ, together, explain hie intentions
to them, and discuss with t1em his plans and arrangements.
Company commanders will fp.me the outline of the training to
be carried out, and on this Jutline the half-company and section
commanders will prepare tl:vir programmes. Tnin.ing programmea
are of two kinda-the pr@&mme on general lines, which a oomma.nder issuea for the gw,&noe of hia immediate aubordinatea, and
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progrart.me in detail which a. subordinate renders to his com!Jl&nder. Th, main value of any programme is for the commander
who makes it. It is the written expression of his forethought.
5. The train'!lg of the section should not be delayed because of
the backwardn0iJs of one or two individual men. Such men must
be detached for special instruction under a N.C.0. to bring them
up to the mark, while the remainder of the section continues itl
training progressi..,ly.
6. In supervising, the work of his junior N C.Os. the section
commander mnst expect and look for mistakes. It is by pointing
out and eorrecting n.istakes that training progresses. Provided
that encouragement f~ows correction, criticism of faults due to
alackness or neglect shtiuld be unsparing, but criticism of shortcomings after an honest attempt must be such as will produce
a further and better effor\. Good work should always be acknowledged.
7. The two main ch.a.mie'.e of instruction are the eye and the
ear. The usual tendency is \c) train too much by the ear and not
enough by the eye. The bra.»J. receives more readily and retains
more firmly what it sees with 11,e eye than what it hears with the
e&r. The trainer must train, thuefore, more by the eye than by
the ear, and for this purpose his instruction should follow a definite
aequence, viz. : Es:planation-Instruction by t._e car.
Dem.01111tration-Instruction byi;.he eye.
Ezecution-Teeting the results of the instruotion a.nd correcting the mistakes.
Repetltion-Praotice to attain proficl;ncy.
8. The tint and quiokeot method of tea'lung discipline is clo••
ordw drill. The ooldier begins his drill '>y being taught the
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"position of attention," which in itself is the key to the purpose for
which drill was devised. It secures the whole attentio, of the man
to his commander by requiring :i. Absolute silence.
ii. The body rigid and motioaless.
ill. Eager expectation of the word of commind, and instaut

readiness to obey it.
While in the position of attention, the section places it.self at the
entire disposal of its commander. In drill movements it adds
to this the instant. unhesitating, and exact oh!dience to ordru:e..
Thus close order drill compels the habit of obedience, and stimulates, by the combined and orderly movel'.I.'6nt of the section, the
man's pride in himself as a soldier. It wilJ not attain these results
unless carried out smartly. Slovenly drill is worse than useless.
It is the quality of the drill and not the iength of time spent on it
which is important. Drill should be carded out for periods of from
l0m.inntes to half-an-hour, but during the drill the section commander
must insist· on the immediate and r.gid obedience of the whole
section to et'ery order he gives. He thus learns to dominate their
minds.
9. Strict and unvarying mainU'tl&nce of unit organization in all
circumstances is the surest guarao.tee of esprit de corps. On and off
parade the man should work Q..:ld play as a member of his section
or company, and not as an i,s.clivi.Uual. Competitions and football
matches between sections st.:"mulate pride in the unit, and loyalty
to it. The man will learn to " play for the side " and not for himself,
and realize that the unit h of more importance than t,he individuals
who c·ompose it. With.:'.o. the section the men mu11t know their
commander a.nd each ot.'.ler.
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Good march discipline reflects esprit de rorpa. A company is
judged-and judges itself-by conduct on the march and by the
bearing and tm-n-out of detached parties and individuals. Officers
and men in a good marching company have pride in themselves.
In a company moving well, the weaker men are unconsciously
helped by the stronger men as the swing of the whole unit carriee
them forward. A straggler will be made to feel that he has disgraced himself, hie, unit, and his corps.
Esprit de corps guarantees good work from a working party if
the men are made to realize that working is a form of fighting and
equally a test of soldierly efficiency ; it ensures that the individual
man, whether present with or away from his company, will bear
himself in accordance with its standards.
Pride of corps will be fostered by short and interesting lectures
on the record of the Corp, of Royal Engineers in the Great War and
other campaigns, including deeds of special gallantry performed
by individual officers and men, and the in.fluenoe of the work of the
corps on the successes of the army in the field.

10. The fighting spirit, discipline, and esprit de corps of a unit a.re
bound up with its physical fitness. The keen, disciplined, and
efficient fighting man requires a sound mind in a fit body. l!'or this
the physic&! exercise of drill and physical training (Seo. 11) are
moat valuable for developing quickness of mind and eye, but are
not by themselves sufficient. F'itn... of body and contentment of
mind come more readily in the free ~tmosphere of games. The
half-company commander should organize football, cricket, boxing,

and orose-cou.ntry running on spare afternooUB and evenings,
eepealaJly in competition between sectiol18, and take part in them
himaolf. The men will respond wholeheartedly and will oarry the
spirit of their jl&mes into their work. A section which plays football,
l"IIIUI, and bona will not be found wanting in war. It will be qualified
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to meet and overcome the stress and strain of battle, of long marches,
and of work under fire.
11. The half-company commander is the guardian of his two
sections. It is his duty and privilege to guard their interests at all
times. He will place his own comfort or convenience after that
of his men. On reaching billets on service or on manreuvrea,
he will see personally that the men are fed and properly billeted
for the night, before he attends to his own comfort. The responsibility rests with him for ensuring that the arrangements for the
supply of rations and water are working efficiently, that the sick
are seen by the medical officer, and that be discerns the man
who will not report sick when he should. He should know all
his men, and the history and personality of each. He should
frequently talk to them on general topics md keep them informed
of the progress of events. When a man becomes a casualty, he
should write to his next-of-kin and see that his personal property
is correctly disposed of.
These are a few of the ways in ~hich the half-company commander can interest himself in his men's welfare and earn a loyalty
which the dangers and discomforts of war will be powerless to
ahake.
12. Leadership depends on simple aud stra.ightforward human
qualities. A leader, above all, must have the confidence of his
men. He will gain their confidence by commanding their respect-respect for the clearness and simplicity of his orders and for the
firm way in which he insists that they shall be carried out ; for
his sense of justice; for his common sense; for his keenness,
energy, and habit of forethought; for his indifference to personal
danger and the readiness with which he shares his men's hardships ; for his persist.ent good humour io fue of difficulties ; and
for the obvious pride he takes in his c,ommAnrl. The J~ndM who
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hia men's confidence baa attained much ; he has an instrument
hand capable of high achievement, and the spirit with whioh
ia able to 6re it will carry it to BUCOOBB through the hardeet
ting. Whatever demande he makee on it will be cheerfully and
· y met. Wherever he goes hia men will follow him.
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CHAPTER II
TRAINING OF ENGINEER OFFICERS
4. Regular ofjiar,

1. The engineer officer should be an efficient soldier and, equally,

an efficient engineer, with a wide practical knowledge of engineering
problems, powers of organization, and experience in th& control of
labour. He must amplliy his military education by constant pro.
gressive training, throughout his service, in the military art, in
order to give himself a clear understanding of the functions not only
of his own arm, but of all the others, particularly infantry,
cavalry, artillery, aircraft, and tanks.
The necessity of this is emphasized more especially in the case
of those officers who in peace are not in units, and are, consequently,
apt to find themselves at a disadvantage in war.
An officer's general engineering training mUBt follow and supplement his military training.
2. He will thus appreciate that engineer work in the field, however vital it may be at certain times to the success of operations,
is only a part of the whole, and a means towards the achievement
of e. definite purpose ; also that its value depends entirely on its
being carried out at the right time, and at the place where the
co-opera.tion of the engineers with the other arms is needed.
3. The training of the officer may be considered under two head•
inga:i. General military training.
ii. Speoial technical tra.ining.
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These two portions of his training are of equal importance, the
one being complementary to the other.
4. The junior officer'• course is designed to develop his military
instincts and also to give him the full education of an engineer.
Part of this course may be carried out at a university.
5. The junior officer's course will begin directly after the course
at the cadet college, where he should have completed his mathematical and general education and commenced his education in
military subjects, including drill and equitation.
6. The course at the School of Military Engineering (and at
Cambridge} for the junior officer includes:i. General military training.-Instruction in rlrill, field
exercisei:i, di.Bcipline, military law, regimental duties,
administration and interior economy, weapon training,
anti-gas training, hygiene, general instruction regarding
the organization and administration of all armR and
services, the tactics of the different arms, and the
organization and employment of engineers in war.
While under instruction at the School of Military
Engineering, officers are attached to companies of the
R.E. depot to learn the interior economy of a unit
and obtain experience in dealing with men.
Whenever possible, officers are attached. for a short
period to unite of another arm during brigade and
divisional training.
W.. Special technical traiD.ing.-Instruotion in:-

\a) Field engi11eeri11g, including field defences, demolitions,
tramways. the use of spars, improvised methods
uf crouing rivers, aerial ropeway1, and light, medium,
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and heavy bridging, including the erection of standard
girder bridges; engineer work in the attack a.nd •
defenoe, coast defence, and the semi-permanent
works Ior the deliberate defence of a position.
(b) General engineering, including applied mechanics (structural), nature and strength of materials, architectural
and building construction, camp services and semipermanent ramps and hutting, masonry structures, f
conrrete and reinforced concrete, structural steel work (including steel bridges), road construction,
hydraulics and water supply, drainage and sanitation,
lighiing and heating, estimating and engineer services,
works economics, and works management and administration.
(c) Ekctrka.! engineering, including the general principles of
electricity and magnetism, theory, testing, design,
and construction of motors, firing of charges electri
cally, house wiring and illumination, power installations, plant and de.~ign, power transmission and
distribution, searchlight installations and t.elephones.
(d) Mechanical engi,neering, including steam engines, internal
combustion engines, pumps and pumping enginN,
well-boring machinery, wood and metal machine
tools, workshop practice, erecting and fitting
machinery and the lay-out, of workshops.
4

(e) S11,n,ey, including field sketching, levelling, chain survey.
railway and road reconnaissance and sr1rvey, uAe of
the theodolite, practical astronomy, t.rigonometrica I
and topographical survey, and map compilation, repro
dnotion and printing.
4
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7. When an officer has completed his theoretical training he is
available for posting to a unit, at home or abroad, or direct in charge
of work on which he may gain the practical experience which is so
necessary a part of the training of an engineer.
8. It must be remembered that theoretical training,' however
good, is insufficient by itself to make a. competent engineer without
practical experience in the conduct of engineering work. All
officers should take every opportunity that may offer itself during
their service of obtaining such experience.
9. Officers selected for duty with fortress or searchlight units
are sent for a further course to the School of Electric Lighting,
Gosport. Those specializing in electrical and mechanioa.l work
undergo a course with suitable civil firms wfder arrangements
made by the War Office.
Those who are going to specialize in railway work join the
Railway Training Centre at Longmoor, for training with the R.E.
railway units, and during their service at Longmoor are sent for a
course of training with a British railway company ; some undergo
an operating and coORtruction course and others an operating and
meehanical course. Certain officers, on completion of their course
at Longmoor are, whenever opportunity occurs, attached to
Colonial, or Indian railways, or to 1·ailway engineering firms to obtain
further practical experience, as indicated in para. 8.
Those who desire and are selected to specialize in survey work
will have ample opportunity on the Ordnance Survey, the Survey
of India, on boundary commissions and on colonial surveys, but
officers are not uaua.lly employed on such work on first leaving
Chatham.
10. Officers whose duties in peace necessarily lead them to
apeoialize in one or other branch of engineering work should bear
in mind that ao they rise in aenionty they may be oalled upon to fill
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in war such positions as that of C.R.E. of a division, or C.E. of a.
oorpe or army, or other positions of high responsibility. In these
positions a wide general knowledge of engineering in all its branches
is needed to direct and co-ordinate -with success the great variety
of engineering work to be canied out by the various units of divisional, corps, or army engineers which may come under their
control. They should, therefore, lose no opportunity of keeping
in touoh with progress in military engineering, and of studying
and practising branches of engineering work other than that on
which they have specialized.
5. Su.pp/em,,nlary Reserve and Te,Tilorial Army o!Jk,r.,
1. The training of officers of the Supplementary Reserve and the

Territorial Army should be carried out on the same principles as are
laid down in this manual for the regular forces. (See S.R. Regulations
&nd T.A. Regulations.)
Although it is not possible for officers of the Supplementary
Reserve and Territorial Army, in the limited time at their disposal,
to carry out the whole course of training, the spirit of the instructions
should be observed.
2. These officers will usually be members of the engineering or
cognate professions, or will be training for these professions, so
that their course of instruction may omit a.11 the civil engineering
work which the regular officer has to study, except in so fa.r as
military requirements may entail modification in the design and
standard of work owing to limitations in resources or time available.
3. They require o. general military education so that they may
appreciate the application of their professional qualifications to
military requirements; attachment to a regular engineer unit
is desirable in order that they may learn the interior economy of
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a company and the work of the engineers in conjunction with the
other anns.
4. The C.R.E. of a Territorial division will draw up a yearly
programme of training for all ranks under his command, both during
the annual camp and throughout the training Be&Bon. He will
keep in close touch with the C.E. of the command as regards faciliiies
for and assistance in technical training, as well as with the divisional
atatf of his division aa regards military training, and will arrange for
the attendance of as many officers aa possible at staff rides, ta.otioal
exercises, and training carried out by other arm.a in the division.
Company and section commanders will be given the same latitude
in training and administering their commands as is le.id down for
regular units, but the training of recruit offiuere and sappers will be
the special duty of the officers and N.C.Oa. of the permanent staff.
Every available opportunity ahould be taken to provide practice
for T.A. officers in problems relating to the duties of engineers in
war, by means of regimental exercises, as laid down for regular
officers. (Sec. 11, 9 and 10.)
5. Officers of S.R. and T.A. units will, so far as time admits,
oarry out evening COUI'808 of instruction, and a modified field works
course or specialist course, with their unit during the period of annual
training.

Besides general training with their units, officers of T.A. units will,
within four years of being appointed and after having p"8Bed a full
T.A. reoruite' oouree, te.ke a modified course in military engineering
at the School of Military Engineering, Chatham, extending over a
period of not 1... than 36 working days.
If poe~ to field companies they will, in addition, within two
yea.n of receiving their commissions, obtain the riding certificate
laid down in Appendix VIII, B (3), T.A. Regulations, 1924..
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CHAPTER III
RECRUIT TRAINING
6. The engineer recruit
1. Sappers on enlistment are divided into two broad classes,

skilled and unskilled. Skilled sappers (groups A, B, C, and D) are
enlisted as tradesmen skilled in one of a list of trades, selected on
account of their military value. The value of an individual sapper
will depend partly on his knowledge of the technical details of his
trade and partly on the speed and effect with which he can apply
this knowledge to work of military importance. The maintenance
and improvement of his skill whilst in the service is, therefore, a
neceBSity.
The unskilled sappers (group E "Pioneers ") include those who
have sufficient knowledge of a trade to act as mates to skilled
tradesmen, and also others who are required to add to the effective
working strength of each unit so that sufficient man-power may be
available to deal with the work it has to carry out. A judicious
combination of skilled and unskilled men increases materially the
technioa.l value of the skilled tradesmen. All unskilled men
should be given every opportunity while in the service of
qualifying at a trade.
Both skilled and unskilled men should be carefully trained in
the military application of their special knowle<lg<', ft,Ild initiative
1hould be encouraged.
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2. The proportion of skilled to unskilled men required in a unit
varies according to the olass of work the unit will normally perform
under service conditions.
Railway, survey, electrical and mechanical, and fortreBS companies require a higher proportion of skilled tradesmen &nd men
of special trades than is necessary in field companies.
3. Sappers of all units receive the aame initial military training
in drill, weapon training, physical training, bayonet tr1Lining,
field operations, grenade training, anti-gas training, swimming,
and elementary technical work to make them proficient soldiers
and inculcate the prinoiples of discipline and organization. Educational and vocational training, the importance of which cannot be
over-emphasized in a technical corps, is carried out in accordance
with the provisions laid down in Educational Training.
They also carry out a complete field works courae, so that after
recruit training they may be available for general duty and for
transfer between units, as the exigencies of the service may require.
4. Sappers may also be specially enlisted in time of war for units
which have no regular nucleus in peace, such as road construction
oompa.nies, inland water transport companies, port construction
oompanies, dock companies, tunnelling companies, boring sections,
land drainage companies, forestry and quarrying companies, and
other special unite in which the officers and men will be employed
only in the one class of work for which their civil qualifications fit
them. In such cases, after a brief instruction in elementary drill
and in the use of their arms and equipment, they a.re post.ed to units.
5. Horsed transport drivers are enlit,ted and trained by the R.E.
mounted depot at Aluersbot ; this depot &!so trains the mounted
appeni of the field oqWMlrons!R. E. in riding and horsemastership
Mtar they have completed their full recruits' course at the R.E.
depot, Chatham.
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6. The diversity of employment of the different engineer units,
e.nd the ve.rying conditions under which they are trained throughout
the Empire, make strict adherence to any one system of training
impossible, but the method.~ described in the following sections are
to be taken as a guide for the progressive instruction of the soldier,
and should be followed as closely as the circumstances of each case
permit.
7. During the course of the year the Territorial .Army recruit will
carry out a similar course of training by means of evening instruction and week-end camps ; this course may be modified as necessary.
7. TM recruit aappu
I. To ensure uniformity, the initial training of the recruit at the
depots is entruated to a permanent staff of officers and N.C.Oa.,
who should be selected for their knowledge, tact, sympe.thetio

influence, and personal enthusiasm in the subjects which they have
to tee.oh.
Recruits on arrival are formed into recruit "parties " numbering
from 40 to 70 men eaoh; the whole of the men in one pe.rty
belong to the same company, so the.t discipline e.nd organization
ee.n be taught from the start. Each recruit party is commanded
by an offioer. and is divided normally into four seotioDB, ea.oh
under a N.C.O.; a.e far e.s poasible, the same inatructional staff
ahould be retained with a reoruit party throughout ita training.
2. The training of the recruit commences as soon as he joins.
The ooune is divided into the following sub-heada :i. Formation of party, teats of trades, &o.
ii. Military dnties (including weapon e.nd anti-gas training).
iii. Field works.
iv. Educational.
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'l'he course occupies about 36 weeks, exclusive of leave. This
eriod does not include the heavy bridging course referred to in
ara. 7. Full details of the course may be obtained from the S.M.E.

3. The time occupied in the formation of a party depends on the
ate of recruiting. It is desirable that it should not exceed 4 week~.
During this period the men are tested for their trade rath1g, inoculated, vaccinated, and clothed.

4. The military duties course includes the development of the
moral qualities which combine to form a soldierly spirit; imtruction
in ba.rrack duties, cleanliness, care of feet, smartness, fitting of
equipment, orders, and such regulations as immediately affect
the soldier; physical training, swimming, squad drill, saluting.
company drill, guards and guard mounting, marching and march
discipline; rudiments of the duties of a soldier in the field,
including use of ground, individual movements of a soldier in
at.tack and defence, and field signals; and elementary principles of
protection when halted and on the march (Infantry Training,
Volume II).
Weapon training (including prPliminary training, visual trainini;,
and miniature, c1assi.fication, and field practices as laicldov;n in Small
Arms Training) ; preliminary Lewis (or Hotchkiss) -gun training;
> bayonet training; and grenade training. in the form of both
lectures and practice.
Anti-gas training (including fitting anti maintenance oi respirators) ; respirator drill; explanation of and precautions fo lJe
taken in gas zones ; clearing trenches ; methods of entering and
leaving dug-outs. In addition, respirators are worn periodically during weapon training and weekly during the field works'
course for a graduaUy increasing period up to a maximum of two
houffl.
B
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5. The field works cour:ie includes the use of tools ; the field
level and elementary field geometry ; cutting brushwood ; all types
of earthworks and revetments ; the erection of wire and other
obstacles ; the use of spars ; knotting and lashing ; light, medium,
and heavy bridging; camouflage; trench tramways; slab roads;
shelters and dug-outs; sapping and tunnelling; machine-gun
emplacements ; concrete work ; rowing and pontooning ; demolitions ; engineer duties in connection with billets, bivouacs, camps,
and water supply ; and practice in working by night.
6. The educational training of the recruit is commenced as soon:
as he joins, and is continued throughout bis service in accordance
with the provisions laid down in the Manual of Educational Training.
7. In addition to the above, which form the normal recruit's
course, all recruits will, if practicable, be given a two weeks' course
in hea1,y "&ridging before being posted to a service unit.
8. On completion of the recruit's oouni-e, sappers are posted to
service units, and, in the case of railway, survey, electrical and
mechanical, and fortress (E.L. personnel) companies, are given
further specialist instruction.
9. Sappers selected for posting to the field squadron as mounted
sappers undergo a course of ten weeks' duration at the mounted
depot, which includes riding and driving drill, anilll<:1.l management,
and two weeks for special instruction in the special field works
and demolition work applicable to a field squadron.
8. The recruit drfrcr

1. The recruit driver's course. includes the inculcation of a

soldierly spirit and mornle, physical training, swimming, squa.J
drill ,vith and without nrms, handling of arms, riding anU driving
dd11, weapon training (including preliminary training, visual

f
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raining, and miniature and classification practices, a.s laid clown
en Small Arms Training), and anti-gas training. The whole course
)ccnpies about 30 weeks.

,

2. The course, divided into four distinct periods, will comprii;c
the following : i. Foot drill, lasting about 8 weeks, in which will be included
physical and anti-gas training, and in the last
4 weeks, instruction Will be given in stable routine
and on the dummy horse.
ii. Riding, lasting about 15 weeks.
iii. Dr-iring, lasting about 4 weeks.
iv. TVwpon training, lasting about 3 weeks, in which will he
included Yisual training and firing Table A.

The remaining two weeks will be alloted for refresher drills and
further anti-gas training.

3. During the second period the recruit will be taught how to look
after one horse and one set of saddlery, and will receive instruction
in elementary horsemaster3hip.
During the third period he ,vill be taught to take sole cluu·,i;:e
of a pair of horses and a double set of harness.
During these two periods he will also be given practical instruction
in march discipline and the care of horses in camp.
4. Physical training should be continuous during the first ancf
second periods.
During the whole period he should he given lectures from Ani111al
Management.

5. The educational and vocational training of a recruit drin•r
will be carried out as for the recruit sapper (Sec. 7, 6).
(B 27 /lo9)z
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9. Physica.l t1nining and hygiene

1. 'rhe object of physical training is to develop the recruit'!::>

strength, agilit,y , and capacity for work, and, in the case of the
trained man, to maintain them at a proper level. The build of a
youth's body depends chiefly upon the characteristics of his ancestors; but his individual peculiarities have been confirmed by a
growth of 18 years or more before he enlists. He is then no longer
80 plastic as a boy, and will be injured rather than improved by
too rapid and vigorons attempts to alter the shape and carriage of
his body.
2. The principle of progression from easy exercises of short
cluration to more difficult exercises of longer duration is essential.
3. The recruit on joining is not in a fit state to undertake his
work as a soldier without preparation. Purely military exercises,
drill, route marching, rifle exercises, stable duties, riding, &c. are
not sufficient, however gradually taken, to put him into the required
state of physical fitness ; nor is it possible by means of these military
exercises alone to correct bad habits acquired before enlistment.
4. The soldier's training is completed regimentally, but in order
to prepare him for and to assist him in this training, and with a
view to his attaining the requirements referred to in para. I, he. is
giYen a special com·ac of physical ~raining, which should he conducted on the principles contained in the Manual of Physieal
Tl',lining.
5. It must be borne in mind that the performance of the varjo,1:;:.
exercises is only a means to an end and that the training is nt,t
merely for the sake of the exercises themselves, but for the ultimafr
effects of the exercises.
G. The value of active games and sports aA adjuncts to physical
training cannot be OVC'rcRtimated. Physical training nnd grnw,,
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should be looked upon as complementary to one another, and a
man's physical training cannot be considered as complete without
inc!ucling some form of active recreation.
7. Throughout all stages of training emphasis will be laid on the
importance of sanitation. This term implies the practical application of certain well-established laws with regard to the preservation
of health and the preYention of disease.
Thi8 C'an be secured only by st,r ict adherence to the la,vs of sanita~
tion and hygiene. This subject is fully dealt with in the Manual of
~Iilitary Hygiene, of which all ranks must have a general knowledge.
All ranks should appreciate the reasons for the various sanitary
measures taken, and should realize that disease is generally due to
dirt, carelessness, or laok of discipline, and that they are personally
responsible for whole-hearted co-operation in these measures, and
that a low percentage of sick in their unit is a sign of their m1it's
efficiency.
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CHAPTER IV
ANNUAL TRAINING
10. General instructions

i. The annual training of the officer and soldier must be progressive
and continuous. To attain this object, the year is divided into
two periods, devoted respectively to : i. Individual training.
ii. Collective training.
Owing to the varying conditions under which troops are trai.ne<l
in different parts of the Empire and in different branches of the
service, it is undesirable to define exactly how the time available
for these two periods of training is to be employed. Commanders
must draw up their own programmes of training, which will
ensure that the required standard of efficiency is reached within
the time allotted.
2. The object of individual training is to prepare the individual
officer, warrant officer, N.C.0., or man for the individmll dutie8
which he will be required to carry out in war. Particular attention
will be paid during this period to the training of junior officer:1,
warrant officers, a.nd N.C.Os. with a view to their becoming efficient
instructors.
The object of collective training is to render sections, companies,
and the larger units and forma.tions capable of manceuvring and
co.operating in battle.
3. The instruction of individuals anrl units fa not to be conajdert·d
ns HmitC'd to the periods allotted for individual and collectiYe train-
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ing. Advantage must be taken of any opportunities that may
~rise for individual training durmg the period of collective training,
a.nd vice -versa.
4. The success or failure of each year's collective training wilt
large)y <lepend upon the care and attention devoted to the indiYichrnl
training which precedes it.
·
5. It is important that leave and furlough should be so arranged
that each company will be as complete as possible for a period or
periods amounting to at least one month <luring individual training.
6. Collective traiuing should begin 'lith the training of the
section, and continue ,vi.th that of the company and larger units
in succession.
7. On the thoroughness of section tr.aining depends the effi-

ciency of the company. Ample opportunity must, therefore, be
given to section commanders to train their sections as complete
units.

8. The C.E. of a command is the adviser to the G.O.C..in-0.
on all matters affecting the engineers within the command.
He will keep in touch with the general and administrative sta.ffs
of the command, and assist them with advice as required. He is
responsible for the military and, except in the case of railway and
survey companies, for the technical efficiency of engineer units
not forming part of divisions of the field army.
will arrange for the co-ordination of the training of all engineer
unite in the command, and will draw up the details of the tactical
and technical exercises for engineers which the G.O.C.-in-0. may
direct to be carried out. He will make such inspections as are
--.ry to aatiafy himself of their cclleotive efficiency at engineerIng work, a.nd of the individual efficiency of the eappers both at

He
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their trades and their military duties. He will arrange, with the
sanction of the G.O.C.-in-C., for the employment of engineer
units, both those of field formations and others, on works services
on the lines laid down in Sec. 11, at times when the annual military
training will not be interfered with.
9. The C.R.E. of a division is responsible, under the divisional
commander, for all the training of the engineer units under his
command. The C.R.E. of a district, under whose command engineer
units not belonging to the field army are serving, is responsible,
uuder the C.E., for the military and technical training of these units.
C.R.Es. will draw up programmes for annual training and forward
them, in the case of divisional engineers, to the headquarters of the
division and a copy to the C.E., and, in the case of other units, to
the C.E. AH C.R.Es. will specially supervise the military and
technical training of the officers under them.
10. The annual training of units of the Supplementary RcserYe
and Territorial Army will be carried out on the same principles as
those laid down for the Regular Forces.
ll. It is not possible for the S.R-. and T.A. engineers, ill
the limited time for tmining at their disposal, to carry out tho
whole course, but the spirit of the instructions should bE.·
observed. Their annual training in camp should be principally
devotefl to training in field works, demolitions, and bridging, or
in practical work conneeted with the special branch of engineering
work for which the unit is intended in war.
11. Indii.:idual traini11g
1. lndfridual train ing 8hould aim at:i. The tactical training of all leaders, from section leaders
upwards.
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ii. A high state of proficiency for all ranks in tbe use of :-(a) The various weapons with which they are armed.
(b) The various tools and appliances used in the field in
connection with their trade.

(c) The respirator.
iii. Physical fitness of all ranks, to enable long marches to be
undertaken and fatigue endured without undue loss of
efficiency.
:!. 1'his training will consist of:-

i. The training of officers as commanders in war and trainers
in peace, and in their professional duties. Riding and
sword drill should be included.
ii. The training of W.Os., senior N.C.Os., section aerjeants,
and their unde1·studies in the duties of a section commander in war. The training of junior N.C.Os., and
sappers likely to become N.C.Os., in taking charge of
works, in fire direction and control, use of ground, map
reacting, reconnaissance, reports, wood and village fighting, outpost work, and the conduct of infantry patrols.
This instruction will be carried out in the section or
company.
iii '£he training of sappers in their individual duties in the
section in war, including practice in their trade, dril1
in close order, fire discipline, duties on outpost, finding
their way across cowitry in the dark, knotting and
lashing, and the uses of the various forms of bridges.
Instructions in the handling and carriage of tools should
be continued. Dig~iog and field engineering should be
continued, the men being taught the general principles
of the construction of trenches, the circumstances in
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whic~h they are required, and their revE-tment and
drainage. The erection and use of obstacles and wiring,
and the construction of cover and shelters should be
practised.
Lectures should be given during this period with the
object of developing a. sense of personal honour, duty,
patriotism, and esprit de corps.
iv. Practice for all ranks in visual training (Sec. 24, Sma11
Arms Training, Vol. I, 1924), in judging distance, and
in the indication and recognition of targets, including the
use of the hand for measuring angles, and in aiming
under varied conditions, The improvement of indifferent
shots, and practice on the miniature:, 30-ya.rds, and
classification ranges.
,~. Physical training. Every man should be exercised in the
trained soldier's physical exercises as laid down in the
l\Ianual of Physical Training, and also out of doors in
marching, running and sul'mounting obsti-\cles.
vi. Training in the use of the rifle, bayonet, Lewis (or HotchkiRs)
gun, and hand and rifle grenades. Every man should
undergo the tests of elementary training in each of these
weapons as laid down in Small Arms Training.
,·ii. Training in the use of the revolver of those armed with this
weapon.
viii. Elementary visual signalling.
ix. Training of all ranks in the use of the respirator
and anti-gas measures generally. This must be
continuous throughout their service, and should
aun at every officer, N.C.O., and Jnan being able
to use his weapons or tools, and to perform all
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his duties, including marching, when wearing the
respirator, both by day and night, without loss of
efficiency.

x. Training in packing and loading all available descriptions
of transport, and, where facilities exist or can be
improvised, in the embarkation, disembarkation, entraining, and detraining of a.nimals and vehicles.
xi. Riding and driving should be practised by mounted men,
and some of the sappers should also be given instruction
in stable duties.
xii. Training at night to accustom the soldier to move and
work in the dark.
3. Before individual training is commenced, Lewis-gun detachments, range-takers, and transport drivers will be brought up to
establishment. Extra men will also be trained, to replace casualties
caused bv drafts, transfers to the reserve, &c.
In order that training methods may be kept up to date in engineer
units, it is essential for all C.Os. t0 ensure that they have an adequate
number of efficient officer and N.C.O. instructors. At least one
officer and two N.C.Os. in each field unit should have passed a
small arms course recently, and one N.C.O. a light automatic gun
course at the Small Arms School, Hythe.
One officer and six N.C.Os. of each field company should be
trained annually in the use of the standard heavy bridge equipment..
One officer and at least one N.C.O. should have passed a course
of anti-gas training qualifying them as unit anti-gas instructors.
4. The importance of the individual training of officers and
N.C.Os. serving with units in the design and execution of work
cannot be overrated. Throughout the year every opportnnity
Ahoulcl be tnken to further this trnining and to prepare officerfl
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and N.C.Os. by practice, reading, and observation for the problems
with which they may be confronted in war. Special opportunities
for such training will occur during the months not occupied by
collective training ; opportunities will also occur during intervals
in collective training of visiting and reporting on works being carried
on in the neighbourhood of the training centre.
5. During the months not occupied by collective training, N.C.Os.
and men should be gh-en every opportunity to improve their trade
and other qualifications. Efficiency as a tradesman i3 a most
important qualification of a good sapper. Individual instruction
of sappers in their trade will be given in the workshops by more
experienced men. They should also be taught technical subjects
by lectures given regularly by officers and N.C.Os-. and by practical
demonstration.
6. No opportunity should be missed of taking over from the works
staff any definite works service and carrying it out. Such works
might be simple buildings, hutments, bridges, water reservoirs, pipelines, roads, light railways, or fortification work. The work should
he continued until finished, and careful accounts should be kept to
compare with the cost by civil contract, and so to test the efficiency
of the unit on a practical basis.
7. The superintendence of works is an essential part of an engi11eer
officer's training for war ; a section officer should undertake the
whole responsibility for the work allotted to his section, designing
and setting out the details of work, levelling and Stll'T"e.ying, and
keeping the record drawings of the work done.
8. The importance of rapid as well as accurate work shoul<l Le
insisted on; the time taken in every operation should be not.eel and
compared with standards. Team work of a small :Party of mixed
trades snomd be watched, and the importance of proportioning the
numbers of each trade noted. A subaltern in command of a.
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half-company should take a pride in the trade efficiency of his men.
just as he does in the turnout of his horses and vehicles, and the drill
of his sections on parade.
9. Senior officers should attend the (li,•ii,;ional or brigade otalf
tours. Regimental exercises should also be organized, having for
their object the solution on the ground of tactical, engineering, or
administrative problems, similar to those which may have to be
::iolved in war by the officers concerned. These exercises, whieh
should be carried out bv the officers aud :N.C.Oa. of units, should
be arranged with the sJ)ecial object of training junior office1·s and
N.C.Os. in detached and individual duties. Greater value
be obtained from these exercises if they are attended by officer.~
of other arms, who can then represent the requirements and vie,\.::;
of their respective arms. All engineer officers, whether employed
with units or otherwise, should be given facilities to attend such
schemes and exercises. Engineer officers not on the strength of
units should also attend army marn.:.euvres in order to keep in touch
,,ith the progress of military thought.
10. The problems to be considered during regimental exerch(•;.;
:,hould be selected from among the duties that would fall to the lot
of engineers in the various phases of a campaign, as described in
Part II. Ea.oh problem should be part of a scheme referring to tlw
operations of a body of troops. It will generally be desirable to
prepare a special idea for each day's work ; it should be clearly
~xplained how the engineer work to be executed depends on tlw
orders of the commander of the force and on the situation t hu.::;
created ; and on the other hand how further orders of the commander may be dependent on the engineer work being executed
according to plan and in the time estimated.
Much of this work may with advantage be 1'1nried out in conjunct.ion with the regimental exereisf'~ of the other arms, and j1111iL'l'
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officers wil] derive much benefit frolll attachment as orderly officers
to C.0s. of regiments or battalions.
11. Junior officers and N.C.Os. should be practised in formulating
plans and proposals quickly for dealing with given situations, i
and especially in making clear and concise reports and sketches
illustrating their proposals. They should be required to calculate
in a given time the strength of the working parties, the number of
tools, and the amount of material and stores required, stating where
the latter are to be obtained. Their proposals should he criticized
on the ground whenever possible.
12. Collective training

1. The object of collective training is to perfect the training of

the unit so as to enable it to take its place in the higher formations
to which it is allotted in war.
-2-:-- Collective training will be carried out first by the sections and
companies working alone, and later in conjunction with other arms.
The collective training not in conjunction with othe1· troops should
be arranged so as to practise the officers and N.C.Os. in the design,
execution, and organization of their special technical work, and
in their general military duties. The object of collective training
with other troops is to familiarize all ranks with the working of the
other arms, so as to ensure co.operation and mutual understanding
between all branches of the service.
3. It is of great importance that engineer officers should have a.
knowledge of the working of other arms, so as to ensure the full
co.operatic.:n which is necessary in the field; the converse is equally
important, i.e., thn.t officers of other arms should be given in peaco
a knowledge of the nature and extent of the assistance they can
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t.nd should expect from the engineers in the field, and that comnanders should learn in peaco how to employ engineers in war.
:\n interchange of officers by attachment, durinf! portions of the
aining period, to other arms will give opportunities for bringing
U.bout the close liaison which is so necessary; lectures by senior
~ngineer officers to officers of other arms on the functions of the
ngineers in war should be arranged.
4. At home stations the period for collective training begins on
the 1st March and ends on the 30th September. At st>ttions abroad
the training season is arranged by the G. O.C. to suit local conditions.
The season may be conveniently divided into three period.a,
as under:i. The first six weeks may be allotted to elementary military
training.
ii. Tho next three months to special technical instruction.
iii. The last two months to the application of (i) and (ii) in
conjunction ,vith other arms.
5. The course of instruction should be continuous and the whole
unit should be instructed at t,he same time. The whole strength of
ea.eh unit should go through the course ~very year and all ranks
should be relieved of duties in connection with engineer flervicea,
and of all other duties that would interfere with the training. It
is often advantageous to combine the instruction given in the various
subjects, such as drill, physical training, &c., with weapon training
or with field works, but when this is done care mnst be taken to
ensure that the prescribed periods of training in military and
technical subjects are adhered to.
No N.C.O. or man, except specialists required to remain in oharge
of machinery, ma.y be exempted from the field-work part of the
course without the previous sanction of the G.O.C. of the formation.
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~o N.C.O. or man is to be so exempted for two consecutive years.
~.C.Os. and men on command should be exercised with the formK•
tion to which they are attached, or arrangements made for their
temporary relief to enable them to be exercised with their own
unit.
The names of N.C.Os. and men so exempted, and of those who
have failed to complete 50 per cent. of the course owing to sickness
or other unavoidable causes, are to be reported in A. F. B 2094
(para. 6).
In the case of drafts sent abroad, or from one station to another
abroad, a statement as to whether the N.C.Os. and men have carried
out the course for the current year should accompany their documents.
6. Before the course begins, lectures should he given to N.C.Os.
and men on the subject of the course. During the course, each
day's training should begin with a short explanation to the whole
unit of the subject to be practised.
During the course, all engineer units will keep a record on A.F.
B 2094 of the instruction given in each of the prescribed subjects.
Full instructions for its preparation are given on the form.
Immediately after the conclusion of the course, the form 1'irill be
snbmitted through the C.R.E. and the H.Q. of the formation to
which the unit belongs to the command. The command will
forward it with any remarks to the Comdt. S.M.E., for his
i.nformation. The Comdt. S.1\1.E. will then forward it with
his remarks to the War Office, whence it will be returned to the
command.
7. In every unit, each subaltern officer should be made respon•
sible for a troop or ha1£-company, as the case may be, and every
f'flort must be made to develop his initiative and sense of responsi•
bility.
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8. Throughout the period of collective training all forms of night
work should be practised by the unit, both alone and when workin~
in conjunction with other arms.
13. The oollective training of a field squadron
1. During the first period of traiuiug (Sec. 12) the troop com manders will instruct their troops in : -

i. Drill.
ii. DiF1-01ounted action.
iii. Engineer reconnaissance and map reading.

2. During the second period, lasting three months, the squadroll
will be instructed in tield works, light and medium bridging, water
supply, and roads. The field works' course should cover as many
as possible of the subjects included in the field company com·st·
(Sec. 14-), giving particular attention to demolitions and improYised
and light bridging. In addition, the squadron should be practised
in swimming horses, constructing ]anding stages, horse watering
Arrangements, and engineer reconnaissance.
3. During this period, which should be completed before the
beginning of cavalry brigade training, the pioneers of cavaJry
regiments will be attached to the field squadron for a three weeks·
course in field engineering.
4. During the third period the squadron will be trained unde1
the orders of the cavalry divisional commander, and will work as
a. unit under its commander, except when one or more troops are
detailed for a special mission to accompany a brigade.
•·
The method of employment of the engineers of a cavalry division
in combination with other arms on manceuvres should follow the
principles laid do"n in Part II for their employment in war. Special
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attention should be paid to engineer reconnaissance parties accompanying the advanced cavalry.

14. The collective training of a field company

I. The first period of training (Sec. 12) should include training
the sappers in bayonet fighting, bombing, and elementary field
operations; the drivers in foot drill, riding, driving, and care and
management of horses and transport in war; and, collectively, the
sections and company in drill, handling of arms, physical training,
anti-gas duties, weapon training (as laid down for e_ngineer units),
judging heights and distances, use of ground, map reading and
finding the way by the map, and engineer reconnaissance.
The time to be given to this period should be about six weeks.
2.-i. The second period, which should last about three months.
should include : (a) Principles of field fortification; organization of work :
effect of weapons and penetration ; digging drill ; us(•
of brushwood.
(b) The construction and repair of all types of field defences,
including drainage and revetments.
(c) Clearing the field of fire; obstacles.
{d) Mine warfare, including detection of mines and tra.pR :
dug-outs and twmelling; O.Ps. ; gun, mortax, and
machine-gun emplacements ; camouflage.
(e) Hasty and deliberate demolitions.
(f) Encampments and water supply; hutting; roads and
tracks; railways and tramlines.
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(g) Knots and lashings ; use of spars, denicks, shears, &c.

(h) Light, medium, and, when possible, heavy bridging.
ii. The field works' course should be arranged not only to train
the individual sapper in his duties, but also to practise the junior
officer and N.C.O. in the design and execution of work, on the tactical
application of all forms of field defences, in the preparation of

estimates for labour, tools, and materials, and in the handling of
working parties. N.C.Os. above the rank of corporal need not
take pa.rt in any instruction involving simple manual labour, but
should superintend and instruct the men. The importance of
carrying out a large proportion of the work at night must be
emphasized. The wearing of respirators during work should be
practised. The work carried out should be in the form of definite
tactical schenies, such as defended posts, defended localities, &c.,
complete with various forms of cover, obstacles, shelters,
and dug-outs. Some of the schemes should be carried out in
conjunction with the field works' training of the infantry and
artillery.
iii. Training in bridging should include the measurement of gaps
and the reconnaissance of suitable bridge sites by officers and N.C.Os.
iv. Light bri.dging.-(a) Particular attention will be given tc the
improvisation of floating piers, to transporting tho necessary ma.terial
to the site at which it will be made into bridge, and from which it
will be carried forward for launching.
(b) Training in the formation of assault bridges will be carried
out in conjunction with infantry (Sec. 61, 13, and Sees. 77-78,
Infantry Training, Vol. II, 1926).
(c) Training in the formation of pack bridges.
The above will be practised by night with special attention to
the time taken.
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v. Ponwon bridging.-Formation of both medium and heavy
bridges from standard equipment will be practised. Pontoon
drill will be fonnd in l\Iilitary Engineering, Vol. III, and this should
be strictly adhered to when imparting instruction in pontoon
bridging.; it should be remembered that the construction of pontoon
bridges will not normally be requfred until the enemy has been
pushed back far enough to permit vehicles to cross.
Yi. Superheavy bridges.-Engineer units should be trained in
launching steel girders over gaps np to 100 feet, and in preparation
of the necessary abutments and piers. It is especially desirable
that every engineer officer and N.C.O. should regard the hand.ling
of the weights involved as a matter of ordinary ro\1tine.
vii. Medium bridges, &c.-Practice is desirable in the improvisation of medium bridges from timber and fastenifigs available
(i.e., plank girders to cross gaps of 50 feet or more), light trestle
and suspension bridges, and cable travellers. Such exercises giYe
officers and N.C.Os. the opportunity to refresh their knowledge of
the strength of materials and in calculations of strain.
viii. The proportion of time to be devoted to each subject mrn,t
be decided by the C.E., or C.R.E., concerned, in consultation with
the general staff, as it is governed by such variable factors as the
effirienoy of the company, the training areas and materials availa hle, and local tactical requirements.
ix. Instruction will be given in the construction of landing stag<'s,
horse watering arrangements, and engineer reconnallisance.
3.-i. Tho third period will consist of the training of engineer
units in conjunction with other arms and of the collective training
of the engineer units of the division under the C.R.E.
ii. 'Where infantry or cavalry brigade training is held, the first antl
second periods of engineer training should be completed in aufficic:nt
time to allow of the tWrd period coinciding with brigade trai11ing.
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iii. During a portion of the infantry or c-a Yalry brigade training.
Jarties of engineers, not less than one section of a field company or
ta equh·alent, should be attached to the brigade so that the brigade
1taff may have practice in using engineers as tactical units.
iv. rfhe method of employing the engineers in combination with
Jther arms on manceuvres should follow the principles laid down
:or their employment in war.
Any part of an engineer unit temporarily attached to a brigade
,r other formation for a specific purpose should, on completion of
mch duty, return to the direct control of the C.R.E.
v. An effective system of liaison between the 0.R.E. aud brigalles
s necessary to ensure that the essentiaJ requirements of brigades
LS regard.a engineers are met without delay; this system should be
>Ut into practice and receive particular attention during training.
vi. DLuing the collective training of the engineer units of a division .
.vork should be undertaken on combined schemeR, illustrating both
no bile and position warfare, which may take the form of:(a) Tactical trairting of the engineers for employment as infantry.
(b) A large bridging scheme requiring more than one field
company.
(c) Engineer work on tho preparation of a defensive system,
including the formation of engiucer dumps and laying
of ~rench tramlines for the distribution of stores.
{d) Rear gusud actions, ·with prepara.tionB for the demolition of
all bridges, and blowing up railways, roads, and culverts.
(e) Engineer work preparatory to an<l during an at.tack or
advanee.
15. 1'he collective training vf a field park company
The training of a field park company should conform to tha.t laid
wn for a field company, with the exl'!eption that more t,ime should
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be devoted to works of the nature of works services and less time
to field works. In addition, the specialists must be trained in the
use of electric light plant and in work in connection with the mobile
plant.
16. The collttlivc training of a fortress company

I. The training of a fortress company will conform, generally,
to that laid down for a field company du.ring the first period.
2. During the second period the company will undergo a continuous
course of field works lasting about six weeks, and embracing,
generally, the same subjects as those for a field company, special
attention being paid to any work rendered import1mt by local
conditions.

3. The technical training of the searchlight personnel is carried
out under the supervision of the C.R.E., and will consist of night
practice with one or more lights every fortnight throughout the
year, and practice during the annual training with portable searchlight plant.
Their tactical training will take place under the orders of the
commander of the defences, and will be carried out in conjunct.ion
with the manning of the fortress by the garrison (or with that of
the air defence by the troops and aircraft allotted to them).
The C.R..E. is responsible under the C.E. of the command for
ensuring that the personnel are technically efficient, and that the
lights, mi1chinery, and telephonic commwtloations are in good order;
while the commander of the defences is responsible that the unit
is trained to work in tactical co-operation with the other arms.
4. Throughout the year all specialists and electric light manipulators should be given theoretical and practioal instruction, designed
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to increase their knowledge in the branch of work fo1· which they
have been trained; one half-day a month should be given to this
instruction. Courses in electrical and mechanical work, in so far
as this is applicable to searchlight duties, will be arranged for
officers and N.C.Os. at the School of Electric Lighting, Gosport.

17. The collective training of a surrey conii;any

1. The personnel of which field sun~ey companies are composed on mobilization is organized in peace in three survey
companies, under the command of the Director-General of the
Ordnance Survey.
2. All collective training, both technical an<l military, is carried
out, under the orders of the \Var Office, by the DirectorGeneral of the Ordnance Survey ; C.Es. of commands are
not therefore responsible. The technical training is concerned
solely with the performance of survey duties.

3. 'Ihe military training includes a triennial course of weapon
tl'aining and such anti.gas instruction as may be laid down
from time to time.
18. The colledive traini11g of a railu'ay companv

I. The collective training of railway troops will be arrangt.~d in
aooorda.noe with Seo. 12, <i to 8, modified as follows:-

i. For the first period of about a month it will conform to tlwt.
laid down for a fortress company.
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ii. The second period will consist of a short course of field

works, other than bridging, lasting about a fortnight.
iii, During the remainder of the training season the railway

troops will be trained in railway work, including bridging,
under special instructions issued by the War Office
direct.

2. The commanding officrr of the rail" ay troops will be responsible
for (i) and (ii) under the C.E. of the command in which companies
are quartered, and for (iii) under the Inspector of Railway Troops
at the War Office.
19. The collective training of an anti-aircraft searchlight baltaUon

The collective training of an A.A.S.L. ba.ttalion will conform,
g:t:nerally, during the first period to that laid do,vn for a field company,
Pxcept that the weapon training will be in accordance with the instructions in Small Arms Training for engineers other than field comp3-nies, &c.
During the second and third periods the training will be carried
Hut under the orders of the commander of the air defence brigade
to which the battalion belongs, and will incllldc a fielrl works' course
of t hree weeks' duration, comprising:i. Principles of fortitications; Ol'ganization of works; effect
of wea1)on(;Idigging drill, &c.
ii. Const.ruction and repair of field defener~.
iii. Clearing fiel<l of fire; ohstac]es.
iv. Hasty and deliberate demolitions.
,,. Knols an<l lat;J1ings; U!-ie of spnra, <lf'l'l'il·k~, --~•·.

rhap.
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20. The collective training of enginur units of tl~ Supplementa·NJ

Reserre

The collective training of A.T. companies, E. & M. companies
d transportation units, which in peacetime form part of the Suppleentary Reserve, is dealt with in detail in the Regulations for the
J;lupplementary Reserve.
21. Technical traini,ig
I. The preceding sections of this chapter have dealt mainJy with
he military aspect of the training of the engineer officer and soldier.
t is essential, however, if both are to improve their engineer
fficiency, that they should receive technical training~the o:fficc-r
the design and superintendence of works services in peace to
prove his knowledge and develop his administrative abilities,
d the soldier at his trade to maintain and improve his skill rit
·s craft.
Attention to such training is particuJarly necessary in :fidd and
eld park companies.
2. The best method of attaining these objects is for such unii:;
undertake definite works under the district C.R.E. Designs
d estimates should be prepal'ed by the unit officers, and the work
ould be carried out by the tradesmt'-n of the unit under the super. ion of their officers.
3. It must be recognized that if tra<lel:lmen are not given facilitic8
maintain their skill at their trades, good tradesmen will not enli,-t
n n voluntary army. (Sec also Sec.11, 3 to 7.)

so
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CHAPTER Y
TRAINING IN FIELD OPERATIONS
(See also Training and Manamvre Regulations)
22. General in.structions
1. The ear1ier chapters of this volume have indicated the method
of training the individual officer and soldier in their military and
engineering duties, an<l have laid down the details to be imparted,
and the annual progressive training of the unit.
The object of this chapter is to impart methods of training for
operations in the field and to deal with the application in such
operations of the principles laid down in Part II.
2. The first aim should be to produce commanders of units and
leaders of all ranks, officers and N.C.Os., who will be prepared to
assume the responsibilities and to solve rapidly the problems, both
tactical and technical, with which they will be faced in the field.
This result can only be achieved by constant practice in those
problems.
The training of leaders should be canied out before the period
fi.x:ed for the annual field training of the unit by means of exercises
without troops. It is better that the leader should learn by making
his mistakes alone without his men than that the men should be
manQ>uvred wrongly or should carry out engineering tasks on
unsound lines.
3. Although it is possible to arrange a programme which wil
ensure the thorough training of engineer units iu the tasks require<
for them in war, the execution of these tasks in co-operation witl
other arms in peace time is not easy. The expense and the difficult~

1
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obtaining permission from landowners for large works of contruction and destruction normally preclude their inclusion in
anceuvres.
The principal effect of this restriction does not react so much
n the engineers as on commanders, staffs, and the other arms who,
ot being fully acquainted with the technical details and seldom
eeing the actual engineer operations carried out, are unable to
'sualize the time, preparation, and organization necessary for
ngineer works in the field.
This points to the desiFability of engineer staff tours being cal'ried
ut by the staffs of commands and formations. and not only as part
f the engineer training confined to engineer officers or units.
4. The field training of the unit should have as its aim the prouction of an unit so organized and trained throughout its component
rts that it can carry out successfully any military or engineerinf:.!'.
sk within its power which it may be allotted in the field.
5. Training in field operations includes the following : i. Training in field enginee1·ing tasks v.ith and without the
co-operation of other arms.
ii. Training in engineer reconnaissance and in preparing plans
for engineer work.
iii. Movements of units in the field. Fire and movement.
iv. Training in the various tactical operations of war. Atta-ck,
defence, advanced guards, rear guards, flank guards,
and outposts.
v. Duties of units in connection with the occupation of billet~.
camps, or bivouacs.
6. The importance in future wars of _night operations must be
e in mind. Units should be trained to a high sta.ndard (Jf
oiency in performing all the above tasks by night.

Chap. V, Sec. 23.
23. Elarch discipline

1. General.-Tha power of lmdertaking long and rapid marches
without loss in numhers and energy is essential to success in war.
The military spirit of troops is reduced by excessive fatigue ;
fatigue can be reduced only by careful training.
Training in marching will be begun during recruit trai.J.ling, and
must be carried out with care, especially in the caso of recruits
and men called up from the reserve, other-wise training ·will result
in a reduction in physical strength.
Column of route is the ordinary marching formation of dismounted
troops. The foundation of good march discipline is keeping step,
~nd this, together with exact covering, dressing, and the maintenance
of the prescribed distance from the man in front, must be insisted
upon even when marching at ease. Discipline, comfort, and reduction
of fatigue depend entirely upon the strictest attention to these
p<lints. Thus only will mn.rch discipline develop into a habit.
U1lits moving in fOlus will march well into the side of the road
in order not to impede traffic, the side of the road depending upon
the custom of the count,ry they are in. The directing flank will
be in accordance wit,h the rule of the road, and during halts men
will fall out on the same side of the road a,s they are marching.
In tropical climates or unde.r dusty conditions, or i.J.1 order to
render a column less conspicuous from the aiT, it may be opened
out on each side of t,he road, the centre of the road being kept clea,
for traffic.
An increase of inter\"'als aud distances between men ma:r ahc
l,e .1.dvisable, in which case orders will be issued.
•
Special parades for the purpose of instruction in marching slioull
rarel.v be necessary except: for transport, but advantage should bt
taken of every opportunity, such as is offered when troops marol
to and from the manceuvre brrouml, of giving instruction in mA.n:hin,
l,oth b)' day and by night.
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2. The company on the march.-Before commencing a march,
half-company commanders will inspect the men's feet and socks,
as well as the fit of their boots. Equipment will also be fitted to
prevent discomfort and chafes. Water-bottles will be examined and
cleaned. Half-company commanders will arrange for short lectures
to their men on the importance of march discipline, the order to
be observed during the march, how smoking affects endurance. and
how thirst is aggravated rather than reduced by frequent recourse
to the water-bottle. Every endeavour must be made to develop
self-discipline in the men. The success of this training will depend
on the efforts and preparations made by half-company commanders
as well as on the example they set themselves. March discipline
ia the ceremonial of war. Troops which are slack in march disciplincare generally slack in battle. '\Vant of march discipline has been
the cause of troops being unable through fatigue to take part in a
battle after a march. The strictest march discipline will be enforced
at all times, especially when marching to and from the range, when
working parties are marching to and from work. &c.
3. The following rules will be observed by dismounted troops 011
' the march : i. Fours will be kept dressed, closed up, and covered off. No
officer, warrant officer. or N.0.0. will march outside the
column.
ii . ...\n officer, warrant officer, or N.0.0. "ill march in rear
and another at the head of each section.
i.ii. Halts will be made for ten minutes at ten minutes to every
clock hour, irrespective of the hour of the start or the
nearness of the end of the march.
h~. Every man in the four "ill change places after each ten
minutes' halt.
The men originally on the inner flank
falling in on the outer flank and the rcmaindc-r of thf'
four mo\~ing to their left or right.
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v. Units will staxt and halt by the whlstle or signaJ, or by
both. The unit \\'ill be warned by whistle one minute
before each halt or start.
vi. Troops will march at attention. when the warning signal
to halt is given. They will wait for orders from company
commanders before falling out after a halt is signalled.
Troops will fall in H at ease" when the warning signal to
start is given. On the command " Quick l\Iarch" they
come to "Attention," slope arms, and march off. They
will then march at ease without further orders.
vii. During halts cross-roads and road junctions will be left
clear for traffic.
viii. Every man will take his equipment off during each clock
hour halt and put it on again at one minute before
starting. Men will be practised in taking off and putting
on equipment quickly. Under suitable conditions they
should be made to lie down during halts and, if possible,
raise their feet so as to relieve them of pressure and
allow the blood to circulate.
ix. Mounted officers should spend most of their time looking
after the rear, not the front, of their units, and should
regulate the pace to avoid distress behind.
x. Men should never be allowed to double. If distance is
lost it will be picked up gradually. If thls fails, word
will be sent to the head of the column to march slower.
Mounted officers can see to this.
xi. Organized singing on the march should be encouraged
in every unit. It helps men to march well evon when
fatigued.
xii. The more tired the men are at the end of the mJ\rch the
more strictly must u1aroh disdpline be enforced.
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xiii. l\Ien unable to keep up till the next halt should be in:structed
to fall out and follow in rear of the column. ,vritten
permission to fall out should be given them by an officer.
xiv. Men's feet will be inspected by half*company commamkrs
immediately after every march.
4. The following rules will be observed by mounted troops on tbe
march:i. " 7henever tactical considerations permit the men should
march on foot, leading their horses for 15 minutes or
so in every hour ; trots of two to three miles, followed
by a march of one*half to one mile on foot, are usually
the best and easiest method of marcllillg. \Vhen the
horses are being led. they should be kept as close to the
edge of the road as puBHible so as to avoid blocking the
traffic. The tendency to string out must be aYoided.
ii To enable men to look round t,heir horses and saddles,
a. short halt should be made about a quarter or half an
hour after starting or as soon a.s day has broken.
Subsequ~ntly halts of 10 minutes' duration should be
made before each clock hour. Duiing a long march a
halt should usual1v be made after four houn, to water
and feed the- hors~.
iii. A squadron should Htart and halt by whistle 01· signal, or by
both. The squadron should be warned by whistle one
minute before eac-h halt or start.
Troops will march at attentic,n when the warning signal
to halt is given. They will wait for orders from troop
commanders before falling out after a halt is signalled.
When troops halt, the commander should give out a.t
once the duration of the halt, so that the men may know
en.otly at what time they must be ready to march again.
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iv. In narrow roads horses' heads should be turned towards
the centre of the road, and the horses backed into the
side of the road. During long halts the horses should ,
be off-saddled and their backs hand-rubbed. D1ll'ing
short halts girths should be loosened and saddles eased
withuot further orders.
v. All commands to "Walk," "Trnt' ,' and" Halt," must
be passed either verbally or by signal down the whole
length of the column, Sufficient time must always be
allowed for a command to be passed down a column
before the change is made. Opening out, which frequently occurs after a halt, owing to units in reru: not
mounting and moving off at the same time as the head
of the column, should be prevented by units decreasing
their distances before dismounting. At the same time
it is advisable for the commander of the colwnn to walk
for a considerable distance after mounting before
giving the order to trot.
vi. To avoid tiring the horses the men should at all time~
sit square and steady in the saddle. No man should
quit his stirrups, and when trotting the men should
rise in them, changing the diagonal every half mile or
so. The correct places in the ranks should always be
maintained. When dismounted the rifle must never be
left on the saddle.
vii. Whenever possible, both when on the march 01· when halted,
one side of the road (decided by the rules of the roa.d in
different countl'ies) should be left clear for other traffic.
There should always be room for a motor-car to paHH,
When a squadron which is marching along one side of a
road wishes to cross to the other the movement should be
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carried out by a simult,aneou~ incline of the ,Yhole
squadron.
Occasionally it may be advantageous to march on
both sides of the road, leaving a free pa-ssage dovm the
centre, but this method should not be adopted unless
the road is exceptionally wide and clear of traffic, or
has good grass borders. If a halt takes place on such
occasions, those men on the right of the road should
usually be moved over to the left before they dismom1t.
viii. Horses should never be halted on a bridge, in a gateway.
or at a road junction.
5. Transport.-The following rules will be observed hy transport
on the march : i. To avoid tiring the horses, the men ,:;hould at all times
sit square and steady in the saddle.
ii. Vehicles will be kept closed up on the march.
iii. No man will be allowed to ride on transport vehicles,
except in the case of those driven from the box or on
those requiring a brakesman on the box. This man
will dismount when going up a, steep hill or over rough
ground.
In all other cases the brakeaman will march "ith
his rifle slung and, except when operating the brake,
will march clear of the vehicle.
In order to prevent gaps, any dismount.ed men accompanying trallilport will march in rear of and close up to
the vehicles. Strfot march discipline 111uat be insisted or
at all times.
In special cases mt;n may, when in possession of a
written order from an officer, ride or place thell· arms
and equipment in empty wagons.
!,H
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iv. At one minute before a halt transport will edge in to the
rule of the road side so that vehicles may close in to the
side of the road when the order to ha1t is given.
v. During halts Jed horses and pack animals will be backed
in at right angles to the road with their heads facing
the centre of the roadwav.
vi. Mounted men will d.ismoufit at each regular halt, loosen
girths, and look round their horses. They should mount
again within one minute of the order to fall in.
vii. Du.ring long halts the horses will be off-sadcllcd or pack::ofl-loaded and their backs ha.ad-rubbed. During short
halts mounted men w ll dismount, girths will be loosened,
and saddles or pack-loads eased or adjusted without
orders. \Vhenever time permits, if only for a few minutes,
pack-loads will be removed, and, in the case of transport,
poles dropped.
Horses aud pack animals should be ready to march
again within one minute of the order to fall in.
6. Compliments on the 1'Wrck.-i. Bodies of troops will be ordered
march at attention, by the commander of a unit or detachment
when passing : (a) The K.ing, the QueE-n, and other Members of the Royal
Family.
(b) Armed bodies of troops on the ·march, commanded by an
officer.
(c) Guard.a, escorts, &c.
(d) Their o,vn C.E .• C.R.E., or the comma.i1der of the infantry
brigade to which thoy may be attached, and general
officers, and officers of the Rovnl Navy and R.A.1''. of
equivalent 1·1mkf-l, wheu in unifofm.
·
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Compliments will be paid by sections or companies if the companies
are too weak to parade in sections. In such cases the commanders
of these bodies will give the command Eye,-ru;ht (or left). All
officers will salute, and also other ranks if in command of sections.
Small bodies of troops not commanded by officers \vill pay compliments to all officers.
ii. Unarmed bodies of troops passing each other will be called
to attention and compliments v;iJl be paid as in sub.-para. i. abo,e.
iii. The officer in command of an armed party wilJ return the
salute of a N.C.O. in charge of an unarmed party of less than 20
men (para. 1020 King's Regulations, 1923), but will not csll
the armed party to attention.
iv. ,vhen in command of a party, armed or unarmed, an officer
will salute any officer in uniform he passes of a rank senior to himself.
v. Compliments paid by guards and sentries will be returned :.1s
in sub.-para. i. above.
vi. A unit on the march or on collective training will only pay
compliments to higher commanders and to its own C.R.E. onre
a. day. At other times the commander of the unit will only salute
bis seniors.
On other occasions, when the frequent paying of compliments
is likely to cause fatigue to the troops, C.R.Es., &c., will use their
discretion and issue orders on the subject beforehand.
vii. \Vhen persons entitled to salutes approach from the rear
compliments will not be paid, but officers will salute.
This ,"i-ill not apply in the case of those members of the Royal
Family to whom compliments are paid; in this case troops will
be ordered to march at attention.
viii. Troops will march at attention until dear of as well as when
approaching their parade ground.
(B27/15n),
c2
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ix. '\Vb..istlc signals should be arranged by unit commanders for
ailention and march-al-ease.
7. Sanitation.-Remains of food, paper bags, &c., will be buried
or burnt, ea.re Deing taken that standing crops or m1dergrowth are
not set on fire. Tins ·will be collected and buried, if possible.
During long halts for mid-day meals, &c., and when necessary
during othe1· halts, arrangements will be made for digging latrines.
They should be dug, if possible, before the an-ival of the troops,
and will be filled in when the march is resumed.
\Vhen camps a.re used or ground is hired for long halts, an officer
will be detailed to superintend the sanitary n.nd police arrangements,
and special orders will be issued to the troops regarding drinking
and washing water, cooking, latrines, disposal of manure, &c.
8. Distances on tlte tnarch.-The normal distance to be maintained
in rear of engineer units such as a field squadron or field company
will be 10 yard.8. Distances will be measured from the tail of the
last horse of a. preceding company or squadron to the head of the
k·ading horse of the next. It will often happen, howe,er, that
rompanies or sect.ions will have to march independently with long
distances betwet:n them, e.g., on roads where large numbers might
attract the enemy's attention, or where traffic is heavy.
9. Positions of officers, &c.-The positions of officers, rue., laid
down for nomwl column of route do not apply to movements on or ,zear
the battlefield, where the unit comma11dn ilJ responsible tlwt his ·unit ia
arranged to suit the tactical requirements.
For instance, it may at times Le necessary for all the SPctiou
tommanders to march at the head of their corupanif's, whel'(' they
will be in convenient positions to recoi,e instructions. to reconnoitre
!ll'ound, or to select methods for pns~ing their seetions OV-t:'r ohstaclrs
1 ,n the Jin<> of march.

r
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24. Quarters
I. Instntetion will be given in the occupation and preparation
of quarters (billets, camps, and bivouacs), Sec.169, F.S.R., Vol. II,
1924.
Men wi.11 bo taught the importance of sanitation, and how to
prepare food and to look after their own comfort in circumstances

closely resembling active service (Cb. XIII, Manual of Fielcl Works
(All Arms), 1925).
Practice in establishing camps and bivouacs will be obtained
in t:he ordinary course of annual training. It is important that
training in the occupation of billets should be given. This will
normally only be feasible by means of billeting schemes in which
officers an<l N.C.Os. should take part or billeting marches in which
all arrangements can be made except the actual occupation of the

billets.
2. The main considerations in the quartering of horses are that
they should be near ,vat.er, on firm ground, protected from the pre•
vailing wind, and close to the mens' billets. In summer proximity
to water is of the first importance. Concealment from observation
from the air is of \.ibl importanc:e. A slight slope is desirable in
order to facilitate dr,1inage.
Picket lines may be attached to the wagons, which should,
however, be replaced by posts as soon as pcs!:-ibJe.
'£0 esoape detection from the air, regular· formations in the open
must be avoided, and whenever possible picket linc-s should be sited
&long the edges of woods, under rows of trees or under hedgerows.
3. In orJer to minimize casualties from bombing from the air,
traverl'les should be built as soon as possible, or advantage taken of
any protection afforded by waifs, banks, and sunken roads. If time
iA limited and no natural cover is available, horses will be piC'keterl
in l!lmall groups well separated.
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Horses should never be tied direct to trees, especially in an
orchard, as damage may be caused thereby, but trees may be used
as posts for picket ropes.
·
4. Advantage should always be taken of existing cover except
in warm weather, when it is often preferable to picket horses in the
open.
As civilian stables are usually scattered, rendering supervision
difficult, horses will, whenever the weather permits, be brought out
to a picket line for grnoming.
5. To avoid risk of contagious diseases, full enqull'ies should be
made of the local authorities before stables or sheds are occupied.

6. Divisional engineers may be billeted in one area under the
direction of the C.R.E., or individual companies may be attached
to an infantry brigade or other formation for the allotment of
quarters. Engineer units other than divisional engineers w:ill
normally be allotted billets by the Q.111.G's. branch of the staff
of the formation to which they belong.
In the case of divisional engineers, the Q.M.G's. branch of the
staff wilJ allot an area for the whole, or part, of the divisional engineers
to the billeting party, which will normally consist of one officer and
one other rank belonging to the C.R.E"s. headquarters. It ,;ill
he the duty of the billeting party to subdivide this area for allotmc-nt to the company billeting parties which will follow lafrr.
7. One officer and one N.C.O. from each company will normally
form the company billeting party, and will be responsible for the
billeting of the company in the area aliot~d by the divisional
engineers' billeting officer.
In the case of individnal engineer mrits attachE'd to a formatic,n.
the unit billeting party will recefre its area direct from a staff
oJficer of t,he formation.
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Billeting parties from divisional engineers or from single units
f will normally move in advance of the troops by horse, bicycle, or
motor-car to meet the staff officer concerned at an. appointed
rendezvous, and ascertain the area allotted.
8. Each billeting officer should know : i. The strength of his unit in personnel, horses and vehicle.-i.
ii. The route that the unit is to follow.
iii. The order of march of units.
iv. The point at which the billeting party is to meet its unit.
Ample time must be allowed by all officers concerned with the
allotment of formation or unit areas to cnsUI·e that detailed billeting
arrangements may be completed before the arrival of units.
It is desirable for each billeting officer to send back to his unit
before its arrival a rough plan of the area, showing roads, billets,
accommodation for horses, transport, &c.
0. When areas have been allotted, company, &c., billeting part.its
will sub-allot to sections, &e., and mark on ea.oh building the name
(or code name if secrecy is essential) of the unit and the sub-unit.
and the names or appointment of officers, or numbers of men and
horses, the billet is to hold. These marks will be removed before
the unit marches out of the area.
Should the available billets in an area be insufficient, the billeting
officer will report the fact as early as posfl-ible to the office1· who
allotted the billets.
10. The following points rcqull'e consideration and decision in a.
billeting area, in addition to the o..ccommodation for men, horses, and
vehicles:i. Assembly post for the unit.
ii. \Vatcr arrangements.
iii. Unit headquarters.
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iv. Officer's mess.
v. Officers' quarters.
vi. Store and ration dump.
The position of and the routes to the headquarters of the formation
to which the unit belongs will be reconnoitred.
ll. When the necessary arrangements have been made, unit
guides will proceed to a pre.arranged rendezvous to meet and
conduct each unit to its area. It is essential that the guide should
arrive in time to avoid delay to the unit on the road.
12. On arrival in billets or bivouacs each unit commander will,
without delay, send two orderlies who know the position of the unit
headquarters to report themselves at the headquarters office of the
immediately superior unit or formation. One orderly will remain
at the signal office of the superior formation and the other will
return to bis unit. These orderlies must be capable of finding their
way to and from the billet on the darkest night.
13. Billets will be left scrupulously clean.
25. Movements in the field
1. Although it is to be clearly understood that engineers will
only be employed in battle as infantry in exceptional circumstances
(Sec. 67), it is essential that their training should be such as to fit
them for such employment.
Moreover, in the execution of their ordinary engineer tasks in
battle, engineer units will be required to moye under all forms of
fire, and must be prepared to adopt the most suitable formations.
The drill for a field company, when moving with its vehicles in
close order, is dealt with in Vol. I.*
When the necessity arises for deploying into a more open formation. and the vehicles are still required with tho unit, the T"eWcles
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of each section may follow the section at a suitable distance, or they
may move by bounds from cOYel' to cover in rear of the section or
company.
\Vhen an engineer unit is employed as infantry, the vehicles
will normally be left in a suitable position under cover, and will
rejoin the unit as occasion demands.
Paragraphs 2-5 deal with formations and movements for dismounted engineer units only when moving without their vehicles.
2. Movements in line, or lines, of small columns from any formation
are of great importance, as they form the link between close order
drill and movements in battle.
Constant practice will be giYen in rapidly changing from any
formation into a line or lines of sections in fours or file at varying
intervals and distances.
From these formations lines of small columns in file or single
file on irregular frontages should be formea. Control "ill be by
means of field signals. (Vol. I.)
3. The rapidity of such movements will depend on the clearness
and completeness of the eA-planations and orders of the company
commander.
The company will also be practised in formations for an attack,
e.g., two sections leading in small columns deployed or in file, each
section on a front of about 200 ynrds, and two sections following
at not less than 100 yards distance in the same formation, company
headquarters being with one of the rear sections. Before advancing
in this or any similar formation, the company commander will
e~lain beforehand to his section col1.llllauders the nature of thl·
movement and the objective al1ottcd to each section. Sectioni-.
will then move off to the required distances and will assume the
neoeaeary formatiow,:, instructions being on the lines laid down in
Vol. I for extended order movement-;.
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4. In movements of this natul'e. the number of executive words
of command should be reduced to a minimum, and each unit should
move to its place in the new formation by the short-est route and in
the simplest manner on the company commander's order to move,
or on tho pre-arranged signal. Units will subsequently be guided
only by such mrthods of control as could he exercised in battle.
& ctions should also be trained to "shake out" into small columns
by signal ; this will prevent delay and confusion in sudden emel'gencies when there is no time for explanat.ions and instructions.

6. Other drill movements besides those detailed in Vol. I may be
practised. The principles as regards words of command, caut,ions,
and formations, given in para. 4 will be adhered to.
6. The soldier will be taught the importance of the principle of
combining fire with movement, and that the wise employment
of every feature of the ground is of great importance in promoting
fire effect and reducing losses. Special attention will be given
to the various methods of advancing under different conditions
of fire and ground, the conditions under which these methods arc
Uf-'.ed and the object of manceuvre being explained, while the one
object of every advance, namely, to close ,vith the enemy, should be
insisted on.
7. Section commanders will be taught that when their units are
advancing in the attack they must continue to press forward until
definitely held up by the strength of the enemy's resistance. They
must not halt because units on the flanks are held up ; the best way
to as8ist these units is by pushing on. thus threatening the ftanks
of those parties of the enemy who may be holding out. \Vhcn.
owing to the volume of fire, a continuous advance is no longer possible.
progress must be made by combining fire with movement, one 01·
more groups will continue the advance in turn, or will endeavonr
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to ,vork round the enemy's flank, covered by the fire of the remainder.
Commanders should on these occasions select the line of approach
giving the best cover, and endeavour to decide beforehand on the
next halting-place for their unit. This should be pointed out to the
men, who must get there as quickly as possible when the signal to
advance is given.
8. The use of ground can best be taught by practical demonstration.
The soldic-r should be made to tmclerstand that it is good cover
which enables him to use his weapon to the best advantage, whilst
exposing himself as little as possible.
9. If an equally good view can be obtained, it is better to fire
round the side of cover than over it, as the firer is then less visible.
l IJ. When firing from behind cover the soldier must keep his
('yes on the target between each shot, otherwise he may lose sight
of it and have difficulty in locating it again.
11. It will be explained that cover from view, which does not
also afford cover from firn, should not pro,ide a good aiming or
ranging mark for the enemy. A hedge or bush, in country where
such features are of uncommon occun·ence, may become a dangerous
trap if men crowd behind it ancl the enemy cliscoYers they are there.
Moving objects catch •the eye more quickly than tho1:10 that arc still,
and when, in default of cover, men are lying in the open, all but the
necessary movements to load and fire must be r"voidcd. Mo1 halted
in the open should not show up against the skyline.
12. Cover from aircraft can best be o btaincd by moving tluough
woods or along hedgerows. rt ,vill also be explained that the
difficulties of obserYation from tho air are inr,reascd if men stand
still or lio down and refrain from looking up when hostile aircraft
are overhead. In sunlight the shadow cast by a figure is more
easily d,.tected from t.he air th1n the figure itself, and troops can
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best avoid detection by keeping in the shade. It must be understood, however, that when once committed to the attack no attempt
will be made by the leading troops to seek cover from the enemy's
aircraft, the mission of which at this time will more probably be to
locate the reserves.
13. It will be explained that even a few troops marching on a
wide road are clearly visible from the air. In order to conceal
a. movement from aircraft, troops should keep to the sides of t,he
road, and march on grass rather than on the metalled portion.
26. Training in the condtlct of patrols
1. Patrols are used to obtain information of our own troops or of

the enemy, of the grormd in the vicinity of the force to which they
belong, or any special information which may be required from the
point of view of engineer work. The strength of a patrol will
depend upon the task allotted to it, and upon the military situation
at the time.
2. The officer who sends out a patrol must give the patrol leader
definite and precise instructions as to the points on which information is required. He must also inform -him of the probable
movements of other friendly troops in the neighbourhood, any
password or signals which may have been arranged, and must tell
11.im what is already known of the country in which he is to operate,
the length of time he may be expected to be away, and the place
to which reports are to be sent.

3. After receiving his instructions, and forming his plan of action,
the leader should explain the whole, or as much as may bt) desirahlf',
to his subordinates, so that every man may know how to car.ry on
the duty in the eYent of accidcntR. He should warn them that if
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captured they should refuse to give a.ny information except th(~i.r
true name and rank, and tell them that by international custom
they cannot be punished for this refusal. No man should carry
any official or private papers or distinctive badges which would
give information to t.he enemy. The leader should also give his
men instructions as to where they are to rendezvous in the event
of the patrol being scattered.
·
4. Patrols should remember that their ll..USsion is not only to
obtain information, but that such information \rhen obtained it-1
of no use until it has been conveyed to the authority who sent them
out. Tho leader of the patrol should therefore constantly be
considering how he can best send back information. " 7Ith this
object he should always endeavour to move in such a formation
that, if surprised, some of the members of the patrol may be able
to get back with the information gained. The usual method of
advance by day should be by bounds from cCJver to cover, some
&en of the patrol remaining halted while the others :ire on the move,
every opportunity being taken to escape the notice of the enemr
or of hostile inhabitants. At night the leader will move at the head
of his patrol so that his orders can be acted on promptly without
noise or confusion. The patrol should keq) as mnch as possib]e
in the shadows. both by day and night. Any IJlaces likely to harbour
an ambush, such as a woo<l, ravine, or village, through which it may
be necessary to pass, must be approached with caution, one 01· two
men advancing firRt under the cover of the rifles of the rema.in<ler.
,vhen resting a patrol should disperse, and one or more look-out men
should invariably be posted.
5. A patrol should seldom use its rifles if its object can Le achie,·ed
by other means. But it must be clearly understood that if a small
party of the entmy is suddenly encountered the assumption of
a. resolute offensive will often be the best conrse of a-0tion.
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6. Special points with regard to the employment of patrols in
defence and from an outpost position are dealt with in Sec-a. 22
aucl 38, Infantry Training, Vol. II, 1926.

27.

Tactical exercises without troops

(To be read in. conjunction with Sees, 15

to 17, Traim 'Tl[J and
0

Manreui-re

RC'.}1dations, 1923)

1. This form of training is of great value for imparting tactical
knowledge to subordinate commanders. Owing to the absence
of soldiers, horses, and vehicles a greater area of ground can ho
covered, a comparatively large number of tactical situations may be
presented for solution, and problems can be discussed at length
·w ithout wasting the time of t,he men.

2. These exercises may be carried out on the sand model or on the
ground. In the winter or during inclement weather the sand model
affords an excellent means of carrying out tactical training, and in the
course of an hour or two a week a large amount of tactical
instruction may be given to junior officers and N.C.Os.
3. The scheme should be as short and simple as is compatible
with giving a clear picture of war to those ,,.- ho ha,e to soh'e tht'
problems put forward.

4. The obj~t of every exercise (e.g., to afford practice in the conduct of a company in the attack) should be clendy stated, together
with the particular tactic·al lessons it is dt'sircd to bring out.
5. The exerrie~ should take the form of a series of tactical problems
in each of which !Jome d€'!finite tactica1 lesson should bo brought
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,Jut.. Each pro_blem should give to those under instruction: fu.stl,y,
a. dearly defined tactical situation, with sufficient information
tl:"gar<ling the enemy, our own troops, flanks, reserves, support
by fire, &c.; secondly, a definite ta.ak to be performed, in the form
uf orders.

6. Those un<ler im~truction should bo required in turn either tv
produce and read out their written orders, if such are necessary,
or to give out their verbal orders. In the lat«·r case the commander
directing the exercise should insist on the orders being given out
as they would be in the field to subordinates. and in the propu
:-;equence laid down in F.S.R., Vol. I*. Vague solutions, such as "I
think I would do so and so," should be definitely discouraged.
7. Bdorc the commander (or di.re( tor) conducting the exercib('
criticizes the solution offered or gives his own solut,ion he should
ask for criticism from some of those under instruction, who
should always be made to give their reasons for any remarks they
make.

8. The problems set may form a connected series, the later
problems being developments of earlier ones, or each problem may
be Repara.te and unconnected with the others. 1n neither caSl'
will results be satisfactory unless the problems have been cardully
worked out by t-he director on the ground beforehand.
A practised instructor may base subsequent problems upon th<·
solutions given of the preceding problem. \Vhcn efficiently carried
out, this methcd is the most intcrestiug of the three mentioned.
9. Though in the eal'lier stages of instruction considerable tinw
for thought should be allowed, the time should be progressively
shortened until a high standard is attained.
• Nt·w ~·•lition to bC' Uliucd shor;Jy.
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28.

Tactical e,,:i;ercise..'l with troops

tI'o be read in conjunction u:ith Chapter III, 1.'raining and Manreuvrt
Regulations, 1923)
1. Tactical training with troops is necessary to train all ranks
of all units in their duties and to familiarize them with the tactical
problems they will meet in the various operations of war. It is
also necessary for the training of commanders and leaders of all
ranks in the handling of their commands.
2. In an exercise with troops an officer commanding a unit should
uot attempt to oommand and at the same time dll'ect operations.
In the early stages of tactical training the unit may only be
required to carry out an operation as a drill or demonstration.
In such cases the officer commanding can command his unit, and
no director is required. But in all other cases of actual tactical
operations, if the officer commanding wishes to direct, he should
appoint an acting commander, while on the other hand, if he wishes
to comm:ind, another officer should direct.
The scheme on which the exercise is based will normally be
prepared by the officer who is going to direct.
When the director is junior to the commander he will give his
comments to the commander at the conclusion of operations, and
the latter, from his own observations and the information supplied
by the director, will compile the comments and remarks t.hat he
will make at the final conference.
8. In tactical exercises the act.ion of one side will be colltrollc-<l
by the director so as to bring about the necessary situations for
the tactical lesson which he wishes to instil.
This system allows an officer commanding a unit while ad-iug
as director to devote his attention to drh-ing home partionla.r
lessons to his unit and to i11Rtt'Ul:ting and eupervit1ing hia 1mbordinateR,
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4. Schemes for tactical exercises with troops will be arranged
?Il the same lines as for exercises without troops (Sec. 27).

:.

General and special ideas are unnecessary as a rule for schemes
'.or unit training. It will suffice to issue to those concerned either
verbally or in writing a brief opening situation, giving a clear and
realistic picture of the unit in some situation of war. This situation,
while brief, must be sufficiently real to enabl~ the commander to
vi::.ualise it, and make some tactical or engineering decisions.
The opening situation may suffice to start and carry on the
operation. But it is often desirable to bring in surprise situation.a.
This can be done by means of previously prepared narratives
or by signal messages or orders from a higher commander. These
are issued successively by the director on the ground when the proper
moment arrives.
5. A skeleton enemy may often be employed in tactical exercises.
This is especially desirable because the force act.ing as the enemy
has a subordinate and restricted role and is liable to obtain little
instructional value.
6. When using a skeleton enemy, it is essential that its movements
and dispositions should Le carefulls controlled by the director in
order that the situations 1·equired to illustrate the lessons which the
uercise has been framed to teach may be brought out.
If possible the director will take the commander of the skeleton
force over the ground beforehand and explain to him on broad
lines how he is to carry out his task. In addition " Instructions
for the skeleton enemy,, ,Yill be issued to its commander which
should lay down clearly its preliminary dispositions and subsequent
aotion at stated intervals. Further instructions, verba.l or written,
will be issued by the director during the progress of the oxeroist.'
aooording to the situation.
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29. Field engineering exercises

I. Field engineering exercises both with and without troops form
an important part of the annual training of engineer units. By
their means engineers are trained in the milit,ary engineering tasks
which they will have to execute in war.
These engineering exercises should, whC'neYer poEsiblc, be bai:::ed
on tactical exercises carried out in accordance with Sees. 27 and
28,

2. In exercises without troops, for officers and N.C.Oa., engineering problems can be introduced in many of the situations. Questioni:i
l-!hould be introduced involving the movement of and allotment of
tasks to the engineers in the different tactical operations of war ;
the organization in detail of specific tasks or work. such as communications and bridges in the attack, demolitions in the withdrnwal,
defence works, water supply, &c. ; the arrangements for engineer
liaison and reconnaissance, &c.
These problems should be worked out in detail Ly those undt::r
instruction, and should be corrected and discussed either on thP
ground or at an indoor conference by the officer directing the exercise.
The problems should range from the higher organization of work
by C.R.Es. down to the details required from N.C.Os. in charge
of specific tasks, such as the demolition of a bridge or the construction
of a dug-out. Materials, tools, and labour available should aH be
considered. The division of work between the engineer unit:s and
the, other arms, or t-he allotment of certain works to labour units
or to civilian labour, should be discussed in detail. The preparation
of detailed working party tablet! in a,•cordance with the Manual
of Field \Yorks should be insisted on. Attention should also bt·
given to the a.rrangaments for meeting and gniJing working pal'tit.·t1
of other arms, and the preliminary men.surf's that can be takf'n to
(•nsure that such working parties can g,•t strnight to work without
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delay. Organization is the basis of a11 good field cnginet-ring,
and organization can only be instilled by continual practice.
3. Many of the engineering works rnqu.ired in war involve
construction or destruction on a large scale. Certain difficulties
arise in executing such works during peace training, particularly
the problems of time and expense.
Operations usually progress too rapidly during training and
manceuvres to enable the engineers to complete any large works,
and the expense involved may be prohibitive.
In consequence, training in field engineering exercises ,vith troops
on a large scale is difficult to arrange, but where possible every
annual field works course should include some large work requiring
careful design, organization of labour, and economy of materials.
If the employment of large working parties of other arms, or working
in conjunction with infantry or artillery, can be included, so much
the better.
4. It may be possible for <livisional engineers to be employed on
the construction of useful work such as permanent or semi~permanent
defence works invohing concrete work, temporary bridges for
heavy traffic, road construction, demolition of buildings or bridges,
large earthworks, such M levelling operations or dam constn1ction.
If employed on such works a tactical picture should be introduced
if feasible, or at all events time limits should be fixed and worked
to, so a~ to introduce some of the problems of organization that will
a.rise in war. A large proportion of such work should be done
at night. lroprovised and even unsuitable materja)8 should be
em.ploycd provided the finished w01·k will not suffer tmduJy.
5. ,vhere useful works cannot be carried out, offenSive and defeusin.1 schemes on a large scalo way bt:, carried out on a digging area.
In tb.is case also night work, short-time limits for completion, aml
the introduction of a skeleton enemy or attacks from the air to
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interfere with the progress of work will help to give practice in the
problems which arise on active service. ·:
There should be no difficulty in bringing into every annual
training realistic bridging tasks with light, medium, or even heavy
equipment. These should be executed in co-operation with the
other arms (Sec. 30), and under service conditions, by night in
respirators and with casualties marked down by umpires.
6. Attention is directed to Sec. 71 Training and l\la.nomvre
Regulations, 1923, whlch give the regulations governing the execution
of engineer works in a manc.euvre area.
30. Engineers in co-operation wi.th other arms
1. It should be impressed on all officers and other ranks of engineer
units that they exist solely to a.ssist the other arms and the services
in war. They should, therefore, be trained to foresee their requirements and to devote all their energies to executing the requirements
of cavalry, artillery, infantry, and tanks in preparation for and
during battle.
2. It is therefore essential that engineers should work with the
other arms during nil phases of training in field operations.
This co-operation, to be really effective, should be initiated from
above, and should be directed in its various stages by the staffs
of higher formations.
For example, within the division it shoulJ be initiated by the
divisional commander, and the necessary instructions should LC'
issued by the general staff after consultation with the C.R.E. It
is not sufficient to leave the matter to the individual efforts of t hf'
field company commander.
3. During ba.ttalion training it is desirable that engineer offi.('l•nJ
and N.C.Os. Rhould take part in some ol the battalion ext1·l'iHe!i.
Tasks for the employment of engineers in bulk will not usua11y
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ise, but engineer officers and N.C.Os. may be usefully employed
n engineer reconnaissance, and will also benefit by acquiring an
ntiruate knowledge of infantry tactics and a personal acquainta.nce
ith units and troops wit.h whom they may have to co-operate in war.
In this connection attention is drawn to Sec. 1 regarcling the
ttachment of engineer o.fficera to other arms.
Engineer commanders should always be 1J1·epared to provide
etachments for bridging, &c., if required by the infantry during
ttalion training or for technical works if r('quired in defence
hcmes.
4. It will facilitate the effective execution of the liaison duties
war laid down in Sec. 71, if during peace training engineer officers
ake the personal acquaintance of the commanders and staffs
'th whom they may have to deal. There are, in consequence,
at advantages to be gained by the C.R.E. of a division arranging
r each engineer unit under his command to train as continuou.sly
may be with the same infantry brigade t.hroughout the amrnal
ining. The field company commander will have the opportunity
gaining the confidence of the brigade commander. and will also
ure that his subalterns become acqua.intecl with the Lattalions uf
brigade and frequently visit them during training.
The same method is applicable to a field squadwn and caYalry
rmations and wilts.
It must be borne in mind, hmvever, that in war the principle of
viBional control of the engineer units "ill often prevent th..tachment of a particular field company or troop to a particular
· ade.
5. During brigade training some useful tasks "ill arise for engineer
·ts to execute. The staff of a division should. therefore, arrange
·th the O.R.E. for engineer milts to be made available for this
. In the case of a cavalry formation and a fioJd squadron
0
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similar arrangements should be made direct for t.he employment
of engineers on certain exercises during brigade training.
The whole or a portion of a field company or field squadron should 1
not necessarily be required to take part in all brigade exercises, , 1
but only when there is likely to be some useful engineer task, In
other cases it will suffice for engineer officers and N.C.Os. to take
1x1.rt in the exercise and carry out t,he normal duties of engineer
liaison a nd engineer reconnaissance (Sec. 71).
It should, however, be the aim of the commanders of infantry-01·
cavalry formations to devise in conjunct.ion with their engineer commanders some schemes du.ring every brigade training which will give
u seful employment to the engineer unit allotted to train with them.
It will be necessary to organize the annual trnioing of engineer
units so that they can be made available for these exercises
(Sec. 10).
Such tasks as bridging in the advance or attack, demolitions iu
the withdrawal, defence works either designed or taped out or u:tuaUy
constructed, water supply, &c., should be introduced into the
brigade exercise.
U. During divisional training engineers should be employed on
the same kind of tasks as laid down for brigade training. Engineer
liaison and reconnaissance should always be practised.
In addition it may be possible to introduce some larger engineeJ
scheme where the bulk of the dhisional engineers is employed unde1
U1f' orders of the C.R.E.
In order to familiarize all arm8 witJ1 the employment and passag1
of military bridges, actual bridgiug operations should be w1dt,rtakei
whenever possible.
7. During manruuvres the engineers will get practice in tl1
provision of water supply. It may bo difficult to introduco fiel I
engineering works in cxerciRes in the manu'uvre area ·with th I
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exception of bridging. Light and medium bridging can alwa:•~
be undertaken, and on occasion heavy bridging a.tso. If possible,
therefore, the necessary bridging equipment for engineer units
should be taken into the manceuvre area, and the plan of operations devised to introduce the various types of bridging.

8. Engineer units are not provided with adequate means of transport for stores for largo engineer works. It is therefore necessal';\"
for staffs of formations to make arrangements for the necessar:·
. transport when engineering work, such as bridging, is included in
manceuvre exercises.

1

31. Engineer reconnai.saance attd plans for u·ork

I. Engineer reconnaissance duties, unlike most engineer ta&ks.
can be undertaken under all conditions of training. They cA.n be
carried out just as they would in wa.r, and not onJy afford excellent
I training to officers nncl N.C.Os. but serve to maintain their interrst
in operations during training and manccuvrcs.
2. It is therefore incumbent on all engineer commanders tu
I isend out reconnaissance parties during all stages of training sueh
as brigade and divisional training and army manamvres, and tn
insist on thorough reports being compiled and sent in. Theel:'
reports and sketches should be checked and discussed with thnS<·
who compiled them on the completion of the exercise.
\Vhen engineer umpires are available dming manoouvres tht"y
should take into consideration t,he time saved by good reconnaissanct
reports in adjudicating on the completion of engineer tasks.
3. Officers and N.C.Os. should receive training in recon1111issanCt·
duties during the individual training season by means of shmt
staff tours or reconnaissances on bicycles. &c.

so
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Good reconnaissance ~•ork can only be carried out by those pro•
ficient in the following : ~fap reading, the ability to find one's way across country
by day or night, the use of the prismatic compass, the
writing of brief and concise reports, the production
of map enlargements or sketches, rough plans and
elevations, the ability to estimate quantities of stores,
tools, &c.
Training is required in the rapid production of map enlargements
up to a scale of 6 inches to 1 mile. Such an enlargement often
offers the clearest and most concise way of showing the results
of engineer reconnaissance, but is only of use if it can be produeed
rapidly and without wasting time required for the reconnaissance.

4. When, owing to the normal restrictions as to damage to
property iri manceuVTe are.as, it is impossible to execute engineer
works, much value in training may be obtained by preparing detailed
plans of work proposed, giving sketches and tables of time, labour,
and materials. Engineer commanders should insist on such plans
being prepared when actual work is impossible, and should check
them and discuss the feasibility of the work proposed by sub.
ordinates.
Umpires should give credit ior these works having been executed,
provided the work ie feasible.
32. Night work
The continual dt:Jvelopmcnt in the employmeut of aircnft in Viar
ri-'nders proficiency in work, movements, or rcconnai:ssauces by
night of increasing iinportance. Night advauc-es nn<l night assembli~s
prior to an attack will be of fn-qnt•nt occurrence.
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The ultimate aim of training in night work must be to accustom
ill ranks to move and work in the dark, so that individuals and
!llllts can act un<ler these conditions '\\-ith confidence and certaint.y.
This proficiency can only be obtained by practice.
~
Training should be carried out in all the following tasks by
aight:The use of the compass; the recognition of and maintenance
of direction by the stars ; silent movement ; issue
and use of entrenching tools; finding and recognizing
rendezvous ; setting out tasks of work; deployment of
working parties ; bridging of all kinds, &c.

Chap. VI, Sees. 33 - 34.

]'ART II-WAR
CHAPTEH YI
ORGANIZATION AND DISTRIBUTION
33.

General

l. Engineering work in a theatre of operations may be classified
;!1•nera.lly into:i. Field engineering.
ii. Works services.
It must, however, br realized that the line of demarcation between
these categories will, in certain cases, be difficult to define.
2. Field enyineering is intimately connected with tactical operations
in progress or in contemplation, and is executed hv the troops,
including engineer units, placetl wider a comma11rh'r's orders,
supplemented by such organized or unorganized civilian labour as
may be necessary and available.
Warl.:s services, which a.re carried ont under the responsibility of the
D. of W. and his representatives, comprise all engineering work
of a general nature other than field engineering.
34. Command
_l. U.Es. and C.R.Es. of fighting forma.tions and t,he.ir subordinate
uffi••c·r~ are concl'rnl'd primarily "'ith field engineering. R.nd are
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b.e military subordinates of the commander, who is responsible
)r ensuring that due economy is exercised consistent with the
bject in view.
2. The executive command of engineer units (other than those
erving under heads of services) which a.re allotted to G.H.Q.,
ITTllY H.Q., corps H.Q., and L. of C. areas is vested in the C.R.E.,
J.H.Q. troops; the C.R.E., army troops; the C.R.E., corps troops
Sec. 40), and the C.R.E., L. of C. area, respectively. These
>fficers receive orders for work connected with field engineering
'ram the G.1:1. branch, to whom they will refer any important
tter which may arise. As regards works services, their action is
overned by the provisions of Sec. 36.

35. Field engineering

,1

tf(;J

le

1. Each division and cavalry tli\'ision is allotted field c1igint.::(:r
units to undertake or superdse the field engineering work requir{'tl
to enable it to fulfil its funct,ions as a fighting force; field engineerin~
work of a. more technical character may be assigned to c-nginrn
units organized for the purpose and allotted to armies, corps, and.

if necessary, to L. of C. arf'aR.
2. In order that the services of the engineer units of fighting
formations may be ut,ilized to the best advantage, it is necessary

that the st:>fl should:i. Co-ordinate and control the genera] scheme of field cn1-:ineering work by subordinate formations, espcci:111;•; iD
positio11 warfare.
ii. C'CJntrol the supply of engincl·r Rt ores.

8-!
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3. The control of engineer stores involves:i. Prediction of requirements during given periods, both aa
regards types and quantities.
ii. Distribution of available quantities to areas or formations
in accordance with the general situation, and proportional
nlso to the labour which will be available.
iii. Decisions as to the types and patterns of plant and 0011 sumable stores to be provided as standard articles.
4:. Co-ordination and control of field engineering work inv-olves :i. In the advance :(a) .Arrangements to bring forward from rearwa.rd
format.ions, parks, and depots, bridging equipment or special bridging stores to the critical
points at the critical moments.
(b) 01·ganization of any special arrangements beyond
those for which war establishments and equipment t;:1,,bles provide. Such special arrangements
may inYolve redistribution of engineer units or
the provision of special plant, as, for example.
would be required in the event of a concentration
of t.roops in an area in which the supply of water
is likely to prove inadequate.
ii. In a retirement, special arrangements for the organization
of demolitions.
iii. In defence, espeeinlly in position wadare : (a) The preparation of general schemes of fldJ
engineering works.
(b) The allocation to subordinate formation,- uf the·
works to 1e exe<'nted.
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(c) Inspection, to ensure that subordinate formations
are devoting their energies to progress on tbe
scheme ordered by superior authority.

5.-i. It is a duty of the G.S. branch of subordinate formations
to ensure tha.t the field engineering works devised in fuI"therance of
· the plans of the commander are witbin the possibilities of execution.
having in view the field engineering stores allocated to theiJ:formatiom::
by superior authority. and the ability of the movement section of
the staff to arrange for the transport of the stores to the desired
sites. It is therefore also a duty of the staff of subordinat,,
formations to prepare estimates of field engineering stores required
for any contemplated operation, and to ascertain from superior
authority whether the estimated quantities can be supplied.
ii. The Q.M.G's. Lrauch of the staff of subordinate formations is
rc:;ponsible for arranging transport to the sites required.
iii. The G.S. branch at G.H.Q. is responsible for:{a) Preparation of estimates of field engineering at.ores required
in given periods (8<e F.S.R., Vol. I).
(b) Consultation with the Q.M.G's. branch of the staff in
order, if necessary, to modify such estimates so that
they fall within the possibilities of production.
(c) Allocation of the field engineerin.g stores available in base
depots to subordinate formations, after consultation
with the Q.M.G's. branch of the staff as regards possibili•
ties of transport within the desired period from the ba~~
to the formation conc<•rned.
iv. The D. of W. is responsible for nrrnnging for the produe-ti,1n
aud etorebolding at the base of the fi<>l<l engineering stores whl~h the
Q.M.G's. bra.n<'h of the staff has umkrtaken to supply. He IS also
J'f>sponsihl0 for the dPRpatc-h to forrnations of the field engineering:
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stores allocated to such formations, and within the period orckrc·d
by the G.S. branch at G.H.Q.

36.

TVorb sc;·vicc

1. The duties of the works service arc laid down in F.S.R.,
Vol. I.

2. For the carrying out of important and specified works services
in a.u area occupied by a fighting formation in which no representatin•
of the D. of W. is posted, the C.E. or C.R.E. of the formation will
normally be appointed the representative of the D. of W., to whom
he then becomes responsible both technically and financially for
such works. He will look to the representative of the Q.M.G's.
branch of the staff for the supply of the ncccJSRar,v engineer's '' works "
stores.
3. Except iu circumstances of great emergency, which should l lcreportcd at once to superior authority, the inception of work."
services without reference to the responsible representative of the
D. of W. concerned is prohibited.
A rommander incurs personal responsibility if be orders work 1(,
IJe carried out as field engineering which hiR engineer ndvis<·l~
consider should be regarded as aworks service. \York begun .i'"'
field engineering ma.y subsequently develop into a works scn·ic(•.
4. The organization of the works service will be based on the.
system obtaining in commands in peace. Whenever practicable.
the territorial limits of charges will be the same as thoRe assigned
to commanders of formations or areas for local administration.
Special provision may be necessary for direct adminiatrat,ion by the
D. of "-rV. of important works services within the territorfal JirnitH
of subordinat..- commands.
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37, Engin<er officers specially appoinled to G. H.Q. attd ll.Q. of
armies
To assist the staff in the execution of the duties enumerate<l
in Sec. 35, engineer officers are specially appointed to G.H.Q. and
Ithe H.Q. of armies. Their functions are advisory; they are not
iresponsible for methods of execution, nor do they exercise any
tfunctiona of command (8ec. 34, 2). Orders to subordinate
formations are issued b_v the staff of the higher formation concerned.
The senior engineer officer at G.H.Q. is designated the engincN1in-chief, and at army H.Q. the chief engineer.

i

38. Dulies of the engineer-in-chief at G.JJ.Q.

I. The E.-in-C. will be specially appointed to G.H.Q. to act as
adviser to the C.-in-C. and his staff on a.ll matters connected with
the enginee1·s. He will have no responsibility for methods of
execution and will not exercise any functions of command.
2. The duties of the E.-in-C. are:i. As regards control of field cnginecering work :(a) To advise the staff as to the allocation of work
hetwecn snbordin1.tc commands and as regardR
any redistribution of engineer units which maJ
appear desirable. in order to proportion aYailable labour in given areas to the work rPqnil'C'd
in those areas.
(b) To oxami.n0 all the a.vailable infonnation culleckd
by the staff concerning the physical features of
areas in which the C.-in-C. may intend to operate,
which may affect the possibilities of water supply
and the hridging arrangements ,,.hich may be

necessa l'r.
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{c) To prepare for the staff schemes of demolitions
ready for issue in the event of a withdrawal
being enforced 011 any portion of the army.
(d ) To carry out on behalf of the staff such technical
inspections as may Le ordered, in order to ensure
that:(i) The field engineering works executed by subordinate formations conform to the general
scheme ordered by G.H.Q.
(ii) Engineer units (especially engineer workshops)
are being utilized in conformity with F.S.R.
and any supplementaxy orders which may 1m,r
been issued by the C.-in-C.
ii. As regardi!I stores : (a) To adYise the staff as regards the prediction and
distribution of engineering stores, and of standard
designs referred to in Sec. 35.
(b) To act as a liaison officer between the general
staff and the heads of services with a view to
co-ordinating the requirements of the staff for
a (liven period with the possibilities of production
during that period.
(c) To communicate direct wit.h subordinate formations with a view to procuring the engineer
information required from those formn.tions to
enable him to prepare the advice indicated in
sub-para. (a) .
iii. He will be responsible for the supervision of experiment
and research in the field in matters affecting the designa
of field engineering equipment, for which purpose he
ma,y be authorized to communicate dll'ectly ·with the
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D.F.W. at the War Office up to the point when action
is r equired by G.H.Q. At this stage he will submit his
recommendations to the principal staff officer concerned.
who will take any further action requiring reference t o
the ·war Office.

39. Dutie.s of a chilf t 11ginu· r of an army

I. The O.E. of an army will be specially appointed to the H.Q.
1 of the army to act as adviser to the army commander on all matters
connected with the engineers. He will have no responsibility
for methods of execution aud will not exercise any functions of
command.
2. The duties of a C.E. army are :i. ~i\s regards control of field engineering work : To discharge in respect of the army similar duties
to those assigned to the E.-in-O., G.H.Q.

I

ii . .As regards stores : (a) To advise the staff as to the requirements of field
engineering stores and plant, Doth as regards typ<'"
and quantities, demands for which should be
submitted to G.H.Q.
(b) To advise as regards distribution between army
and corps of the field engineering stores allocated
to the army oy G.H.Q.
(r) To arrange with the works service for the forwarding of field engineering stores to destinations
decided by the staff.
(B

2i / L!iD)z
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40. Dutie.s of a chief engineer of a corps
1. The C.E. of a corps will be specially appointed to the corps
H.Q. His advisory and inspection duties are similar to those of a
C.E. a1·my. In addition he may be required to act as the loca l
representative of D. of W. (Sec. 36).
2. The C.E. of a corps will issue technical instructions di.red to
the C.R.E. corps troops, who will rnlieve the C.E. of all matters
of detail connected with corps troops, R.E., so that the lattl'r
may be free for general supervision and control.
3. He will prepare engin"eer instructions elaborating the detail-..
o{ the corps engineering plan. These instructions, when approYed
by the corps commander, will be issued to divisions by the U.~.
branch for the guidance of all concerned.
4. ,vhen centralized control is necessa1·y, be will, at the discretion
of the corps commander, take executive control of all the engineer
units of the corps, or any lesser concentration of corps and divisional
engineers, and, in such a cMe, will issue orrlers dit·eet to the engineer
commanders concerned.
41. D11,ties of a G.R.E. of a diiision
1. The C.R.E. of a. division, in addit-ion to commanding the
engineer units allotted to the division, is the divisional commander'~
technical adviser on all engineering matters.
2. He is responsible for the general direction and control oj
all work oauied out by the divisional engµleers or by enginee1
units attached to the division for works. He is authorized k
inspect and advise on all engineering work carried out by un.itt
of the diYision other than engineer units.
Order~ fo1· such wvr~
,\i]I be iesued by the divisional ~taff to brigade!i or otht-r forrna
tions C"oncerned aftel' consu ltation with tlw C.R.E.
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3. He is responsible to the divisional commander : i. For the fighting efficiency of the divisional engineers and
for their distribution to the best advantage to carry
out such work as the latter may direct.
ii. For the professional soundness of his designs and for theeconomical employment of the engineer stores and plant
which may be placed at his disposal.
4. He will indent for the supply of engineerjng stores and
material on area R.E. parks or dumps up to the quantities
allotted for his division by the C.E. corps. To enable him to make
this allotment, C.E. corps will be authorized by U.H.Q. to dra,,
from depots in a prescribed period restricted quantities, based
1 upon estimates of his requirements ,vhlch are to he forwarded
· b,· him to C.E. armv in accordance with Auc·h inst,ructionR as ma,
1

l;l' i:--sued.

·

·

42. Orycmfr.aUon

1. Engineer units are claAsifird aA : -

Field engineer units.
Non-divisional units, R.E.
Fortress engineers.
2. Field engineer units com.pri8e : Field squa.d.rons, whid1 form the diviAional f>-ngineerB of
a cavalry division.
Field companies and field park oompauies which form the
divisional engineers of an infantry <liviRiou.
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3. Non-divisional units include:i. Army troops companies.
Electrical and mechanical companies.
" "orkshop units.
A.A. Searchlight companies.
Bridging parks.
ii. Other units (which may include certain A.T. and E. and M.
companies) specifically provided for the following serYices : Survey Service.
Postal Service.
Military forwarding service.
Transportation service.
\Yorks service.
4. Fortress units are provided a:-: pnt of the garrisons of fortresses.
43. Distribution of engineers in a field army
1. The only engineer units permanently allotted as an integral
part of a formation are the field squadrons belonging to the cavalry

division.e., and the field companies and field park companies belonging to the infantry divisions ; a1l other engineer lmits, except
those serving under heads of servjces, are either retained as a
G.H.Q. reserve or are allotted to armies by the C.-in-C. and distributed by army comma.nders to corps, either wholly or in part,
in accordance with the requirements of the situation.
2. The distribution of engineer units to various formations
which it is considered will best meet normal conditions is laid down
in war establishments ; but it will often be necessary for higher
authority to rearrange that distribution temporarily, with a view
to obfo.ining t,h c moat effectiYe co-ordination and control of c·nginl·er
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work in various phases of warfare. Such redistribution and the
division of duties between the engineers of the division and those
of higher formations are dealt with in the following sections.
3. The larger proportion of engineer personnel is allotted to
divisions ; but the engineers allotted to higher formations are better
equipped with engineer plant on account of the lower clegree of
importance attached, in their case, to mobility,and, ful'ther, works
services demand less technical work as the front line is approached.
4. There is a class of engineering work (e.g., electrical and
mechanical installations and tramway construction) which cannot
be allocated definitely to field engineering or to works services.
This work may properly be initiated as field engineering and be
continued and improved as works services. For such services
specialist units are normally allotted to army- and to G.H.Q. troops.
44. Duiies of engineer units in the field

The specific duties assigned to various engineer units are :i. Fiel.d, companies and fiel.d, squadrons (Sec. 35).-To execute,
the field engineering required to enable t,h e diviqion
to which they are a-Sr1igncd to fulfil its functions as a
fighting force,
ii. Field park companies.-To as~ist in the dntie.-i assigned to
divisional engineers by executing the rear works, such as

camp construction services, to hold the divisional R. E.
park and bridging equipment, to carry such labour.saving
engineer plant as may be assigned for the use of the
divisional engineers, and to run the electric light plant
for divisional headquarters.
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iii. A.'.T. co1,ipanies.-These units may be required to perfo1·m

either field engineering or works sel"vices (Seci:-. 24
and 36). They will carry plant for construf'tional
purposes only.
iv. E. and }d. companies.- To inst-al and operate engineer
installations for supply of power or water (inc]uding
water-boring). The~· also execute second-line repairs to
engineer plant.
v. Fortress units.-'110 carry out such engineering work as may
be required and to operate the searchlights of the
fortress.
vi. A .A.S.L. Cmnpanies.-To operate the searchlightR of the
air defence troops to which they belong.
vii. Workshop and park, R.E.(a) To hold and account for engineer stores in engineer
parks of fighting formations.
(b) To manufacture special articles required for experimental purposes or which are required in an
emergency and are not supplied as standard
articles of engineer stores.
Yiii. Base ivorl.:shops.(a) To carry out repairs to engineer pla.nt and stol'eS
which a1·e beyond the capacity of the E. and M.
companies mobile workshops.
(b) ~ro manufacture such engineer sto1·ea as may be
decided shal I be made in the theatre of war.
45. Uo-ordin«lion of field

engi11eerinr1 work

1. ln mobile warfare. in an ackance. it is, in general, the duty of

the divisional engit1N•r~ to execute the t•empora1·y wo1·ks requin·tl
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to facilitate the movement of the division. These include, ptincipally, bridging to carry all divisional loads (Sec. 61), temporary
road construction or repair, and water supply.
Following after the cli'rision, it is the duty of the engineers allotted
to the corps to improve and strengthen such temporary works,
including communications, sufficiently, or to construct new works. to
enable the heMier loads of the heavy artillery and tanks to advance.

2. In a retirement, the engineers allotted to the corps wiU be
required to prepare the more serious demolitions while the divisional
engineers execute the numerous hasty demolit.ions required.
3.-i. The principles of co-ordlnation of field engineering work
are, however, best illustrated in the defence, especially in the most
deliberate form of defence, viz., position warfare.
ii. In this case there will normally be two zones of defence
(Sec. 99, I, F.S.R., Vol. II, 1924) :(a) The forward or covering zone, with it~ observation post~.

(b) The main zone, organized in depth, and the rear deferniYc

system (Sec. 99, 7, F.S.R., Vol. II, 1024).
iii. The general plan will normally be drawn up by the C.H.
branch at G.H.Q. or army H.Q.; who will allocate areas to corps,
within which the corps is responsible for:(a) General adaptation to the ground.
(b) More detailed, but still general, plans and works progranurn.·~.
(c) Distribution of available engineers and stores.
(d) Inspection to ensure adherence, by successive cliYisi(ms
holding portion of the front, to the plans and works
programmes.
iv. )forJllally, the forward divisions will execute the works
of the forward zone, and divii:iiona in reserrn those of the main zono
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and the rear defensive system; the engineers allotted to the corps
under the C.R.E. corps troops may in that case be assigned a section
of the main zone or of the rear defensive system. C.R.Es. of divisions and corps troops will in this case be responsible to their commanders for the deta.ile<l plans and working party tables.
v . Alternat,ively, the corps commander may decide to withd.l'aw
portions of the divisional engineers to the direct control of the C.E.
corps, and to charge him with direct responsibility for the execution
of the works of either the main zone or the rear defensive system, or
of bot,h.
Yi. The same princi1Jles of co-ordination and control apply to more
hasty defences, such general plans being designed and adherence
thereto enforced as the time available may permit.
46. Bridgina equipment and stores
The method by which bridging equipment and stores are supplied
for the use of engineer units and the organization by which they are
conveyed to the site required is given in Sec. 61.

47. Eti(tineer spuia1ist staff
It \\ill normally be clei-;irable, especially during JJOsition warfare
or during any prolonged halts of an army, for a C.E. corps to
organize specialist inspection or even branch organizations for the
execution of spcciali:;L ·work, obtaining the officers, if not assigned by
v..·ar establislllllents, from the corps engineer units. Such specialii:.t;,,
may indude any or all of the following:-

E. and'M. engineer.
\Vater engineer.

Roads and tramwnyt1 officer.
Stores officer.
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4-8. En(Ji11eer work on the L. of C.

The organ.ization for engineer work on the L. of C. is detailed in"th<"
Manual of Engineer Services (War). The duties of the D. of ~W.
are laid down in F.S.R., Vol. I. 'r he engineer personnel at his
disposal is divided, generally, into:....
i. An organization for the execution of the major services
required for general administration. 'l'his personnel is not
restricted to any specific area.
ii. An organization for the installation and operation of
mechanical installations (e.g. , power and pu mpiug
installatious).
iii. An organization for produtt,h-o operations (forestry,
quarries, &c.).
iY. A stores organization, including fad or.ies and repair workshops.
v. An area organization for local admin.istrati.e services and
maintenance.

49. Duties of a C.R.E. base or L. of C. arm

I. A C.R.E. base or L. of C. area has a dual responsibility:i. He is the C.R.E. of the commander of his area, and ia
assigned duties analogous to tho~e assigned to a dfrisional C.R.E. He is responsible for the execution of
the minor works services (subject to such limitations as
may be imposed by the D. of \V.) necessary for local
administration.
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ii. He is the representatiYc of tl1e D. of V{., who will delegate
to him such financial responsibility as he may consider

drsirable, and will assign to him such personnel and stores
as he may consider necessary for the minor works referred
to in (i).
2. He will normally be responsible for the maintenance of the
general administrative works (i.e., camps, installations, and depots)
in his area.
3. He will execute for t,he commander of the area, in the absence
of any formation assigned to the area which possesses engineer
units, any field engineering works which may be neces::mry.

II'·•
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CH.\PTER VII
CONTROL OF WORK IN THE .FlELD
50. 'J.lhe necessity for a system, of control of work hi the field

I. In order that the engineers of a force in tho field may be utilized
to the best advantage .it is essential that their activities be controlled
by a system ,vhich is simple in operat,ion and thoroughly understood,
not only by engineer officers themselves, but by a11 commaudcr0,
staffs, and regimental officers for whom and with whom the engineers
work. All concerned must have a clear idea of the Yaried nature of
the work likely to be required under given condit,ions, and know who
wiH be responsible for its initiation, design, execution, and inspection
and for the supply of materials, tools, labour, &c.
2. The principles on which the approYed systeru of control of
engineer work is based arc as follows : i. Conformity of work to the tactical (and strategical)
situation.
ii. Economy of force.
iii. Avoidance of divided control.
iv. Continuity in the execution of work.

Though it may occasionally be necessary to vary the system to
meet special conditions or emergencie~, these principles must always
be borne in mind when such variations are introduced. Any
modifications which contravene these principles are. bound to lead h 1
confusion and waste of effort..
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51. ~Snture of enyinee.r work

1. The work of the engineers must be carried out in accol'dance

with the requll'emcnts of the tactical situation and the plans of the
commander of the force. Time is an important factor, and the
engineers must receive early intimation of a commander's require•
ments to make their necessary preparations. Insufficient notice may
render the officer unable to arrange for the execution of the work in
time to meet the rcquiremc-nts of the situation.
It is imperative, therefore, that the C.E. or C.R.E. should
keep in the closest touch with the general and admi1llstratiYe staff
of his formation so as to obtain from, or communicate to, them t,be
earliest information affecting engineer work.
'l'he conditions wLich affect the efficient carryjng out of euginc-rr
work. and which necrl to be studied, are:i. Labour available.
ii. Time.
jii. :Matedal.
i \·. Transport.
Y. Diftahcl' of work from camp.

2. To be prepared to give an opinion on the possibility of ca1Tying
out the engineer work required for any operation which is under
consideration, thr- C.R.E. of a division must institute technical
reconnaissances. He will communicate the results to theG.S. branch
of his formation and, when necessary, at the same time inform the
C.E. of the next higher formation, who will in turn kc-cp him informed
of the resourees availal,le to assist in the operation, supply intellige-nccJ'\.:Ct"l\'cd from other sources, and initiate any further reconoaissanceis
hl' may consider JlC'C'ePsary.
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3. On the result of these reconnaissances and of the conferences
with the commanders of the subordinate formations, the G.8.
branch of the formation, in conjunction with the C.R.E. in the
case of a cli,ision, or the C.E. in the case of a corps or army,
wlll prepare programmes of works to be carried out in each formation and will take the orders of the commander of the formation in
regard to the relative priority of the various works proposed, and the
agency by which they shall be carried out.
52. Responsibility for the execution of work

1. Work in the field may be classified as under:-

i. TVork for which the engineers are responsi.ble.-This may be

carried out solely by enginee1· units, or by engineer units
with the assistance of working parties of infantry or
other units, or by contract, or by directly employed
civil labour.
ii. }Vari.: for which units other than engineers are re8ponsible.~
This will be carried out with materials supplied by the
engineers, but without supervision or assistance in tbt·
work, other than technical adYice or minor assistance i u
technical details.
2. The commander of the foI"mation, after such consultat,ion with
his engineer adviser as he may think necessary, will decide what
work is to be executed by the different units of the formation. Each
unit, including the engineers, will be given a distinct task to earn
out, those allotted to the engineers being such as require skilled
tradesmen or special engineer t,raining for their execution.
The officer comma.ncUng eaC'h unit will be responsible for t,he proper
execution of the task allotted to it, and will be expected to carry
it out wit.hoot outside assistance (except in regard to t,he proYision
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of t,oola and materials); but in special cases, engineer officers or
N.C,Os. may be detailed to advise ofticel'S commanding parties of
other arms on the lay-out or the mode of execution of theil' work,
or the engineer units may, at the discretion of the commander, be
given additional labour from the other arms.
3. Orders for work to be executed by any formation, e.g., brigade,
division, or corps, will be issued by the staff of the next higher
formation. ,vithin a formation, orders for work to be executed by
the engineers will be issued by the staff to the C.R.E. or to the
C.E. corps under the circumstances mentioned in Seo. 40, 4, as the
case may be, who will issue the necessary executive orders to his
subordinate commanders.
4. The number of engineer units with a formation being limited,
ea.re must be taken that they are, as a general rule, only employed
on such work as requires technical skill or special tools and training.
All arms carry out the ordinary works necessary for their own
defence, including the provision of obstacles and cover, selecting
and preparing their own line of defence without assistance. In
cases where a work requires a high degree of organization, it may
be advisable to assign the responsibility for its execution to the
engineers and to attach to t,hem the necessary working parties of
infantry or other arms.
5. '\Vhen working parties of other arms are employed on work
for which the engineers are responsible, the engineer officers in charge
of the work will be 1·espon,.,ible for:-i. Making the preliminary reconnaissance.
ii. Tracing out the work.
iii. Demanding the working partv.
iv. If none has been supplied, an·d if he t'onsiders it neL'l"i->sary,
demanding, in addition, a covering party.
Y. Supplying m.at,erials and e:x{,ra tool~ if neer-ssary.

i.
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,-i. Supplying guideg for the working party.
\·ii. Specifying clearly what the task is and how long it i::; to t ake.
viii. The technical conectness of the design, and for ensuring
that the work is completed as designed.
6. '\forking parties will consist of complete units, i.e., companies 01
platoons, &c., with their normal proportion of officers and N.C.Os.
The officer in charge of the working party will be responsible for: i. The disposal of his men on the work.
ii. Issuing and en.forcing all orders as regards smoking, lights,
talking, &e.
iii. The diligence of hi.s men, and for the completion of the work
in the time allotted and in accordance with the design
explained to him.
iY. Deciding whether, in the eYent of se1·ious casualties happen•
ing to his working party, it should be withdrawn temporarily or an attempt made to carry out his task at
all costs. If heavy casualties are anticipated, the
commander who orders the work must give definite
instructions as to its urgency.
The demand for a working party should be given in terms ot a
number of men for a specified period, e.g., 150 men for four hours.
The unit will detail from this .information the appropriate number
of ('Olllpanies or platoons (Ree. 9, 2, ii, Manual of Field \Yorks
I All Arms), 1925).

7. .All engineer officers respomible for the design of works should
k~ep in close touch with the commanders of the troops for whose
benetlt the works, whether works of defence or works services, ar,::
intended, so a.a to enaure that they are designed in full accordance
with the military or othtt· requirements.
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53. Authority fur execution of work
1. All work in the field is ordered under the authority of the

commander-in-chief of the force. Au army, corps, or divisional
commander, a commander of a L. of C. area, or the commander
of any other formation, whose staff gives the order for a work to be
carried out, accepts a full responsibility for it. The engineer officer
charged with the execution of the work should be furnished with a
written confirmation of any order given verbally.
2. A co mmander authorized to order work -will satisfy himself
in consultation with his engineer adviser : i. That the work is tactically necessary or, in other caties, is
authorized as chargeable to the pul>lic as au engineer
service.
ii. That the design is in accordance with the military requirements, and that the proposal conforms to the general
scheme of the higher commander.
iii. That the resources at his disposal in men, materials, and
transport am sufficient to enable the work to be completed in the required time, or that these resources can
be supplemented as necessary.
3. When orders have been given for a work to be carried out, the
plan agreed to, and the details of execution arranged, commanders
and staff officers should refrain from interference in the carrying out
of the work. Change of plan, alteration of site, or additional
requirements after completion of the work, all tend to delay, wa-;tC'
of material and labour, and diacouragement of the office1·s and mt.•n
l'ngaged in the work.
4. When Change of policy is inevitable. the Ol'ders for the cer.i;ation
of work or deviation in the scheme "ill be given through the same
channel through which the work was ordered. An offirrr in ehargc
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if the execution of a work should receive orders only from his
irnmediate superior.
54. 'l.'echnical apprm:al of design
1. On active service it is not always possible, before a work i.s
:ommenced, to carry out the full preparation of drawings and
nxamination of engineering details that are required in peace-time ;
J>Ut the broad principle of decentralitation of responsibility for
14".eclmical approval of designs should be adhered to.
2. An officer in charge of a work will take a keener interest in
·ts execution if he is authorized to design it himself, or in the case
f a. large service, which must be designed in more detail by higher
uthority, if he can authorize such deviations in detail as become
pparent during its execution and are e,-idently advantageous t0
the scheme.
3. Junior officers must be prepared to take much greater responibility in the settlement of the design and engineering details
of a. scheme than is entrusted to them in peace. There will seldom
be time to submit projects, with plans, estimates, and calculations.
for the consideration and advice of higher authority.
4. At the same time, whenever possible, opportunity should be
ta.ken of obtaining the technical assistance of officers of more experience, especially when large works, or work of a specialJy technical
nature, are being undertaken.
55. Methods of e.<ecution of wo,·k
L The principles governing the responsibilities of subordinate
engineer commanders and subordinate commanders of other arm ...
in the execution of specific work are laid down in Seo. 52.
2. Certain pr&etica.l considerations to be observed by subordinate
oommandera, whether of engineers or other arms, charged witb
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the a.otual execution of wol'ks in the field are of marked importa.nC!.',
vi-l. : -

i. The necessity for the following carnful prelirn.iuary arrangements to ensure the early commencement and rapid
execution of the work : (a) A carefully prepared scheme to ensure that each
unit receives in good time clear and definite
instructions as to the nature and scope of the
work required.
(b) The careful selection, with due regard to the position of the engineer dump, of rendezvous for the
working parties, and their notification to all
concerned ; the provision of guides with a thorough
knowledge- of the routes to be followed.
Xo
n:atter how urgent the work. it ·will not be- }ll'l'formed unless the arrangements are such as to
ensuxe that the men ardve in a reasonably
fresh condition.
·
(c) An organization to admit of the ready issue of the
necessary tools and materials, care being taken
to ensure that sufficient are a.vaiJable when and
where required. rrhe officer in charge shonld be
informed of hi~ responsibility for the return of the
tool.8 and surplus material.
(d) The instruction of all ranks, before commt.·nciug
w01;k, as to the nature of the work to be dont-,
the method of distributing the party on the wo1·k,
and the tasks assigned.
(e) The provision of technical advice or assistance
when neoesAAry and practicable.
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ii. All work should be carried out as " task work." whene,er
possible. It should seldom be advisable to assign
to each individual a definite task, but it will generally
be practicable to assign a definite task to a working
party as a whole. It will, therefore, be necessary for
the engineer or other commander responsible to estimate
beforehand the amonnt of work which the party should
be able to complete during the working period.
Even in cases where it is clifficult to estimate this
arcurately, it ,vill still generally be the best method of
securing a good output. The principle to be followed is
t-h at a " task" once assigned should never be increased,
eYen though it should proYe to be too small. On the
other hand, if it is seen that, although the wo1·k lias been
steady and good, the task will not be completed in the
time estimated, it can be reduced. Data for the estimation of tasks will be found in the Manual of Field
Works (All Arms) and the Field Service Pocket Book.
ft is incumb{'nt on all subordinate e;ommanders responsil,h·
for the execut,ion of works, to organize cmcl control
the labour under them with a vie-..v to saving time and
labour to the utmost extent. To attain this, particular
attention must be given as to whether time or the available
Jabour is the ruling factor. Mechanical labour-saYing
devices should be employed whene...-er available aml
practicaule.
56. l1t,~p('(:fir,11 of u·ork and 1mits
1. Th(> U.R.Es. of divisions and areas and the C.E~. of coq,~
can best control the employment of the engineers under thell' command and the execution of works hy constant versonal im,pection.
They should not allow them8eh-e8 to be ovC'rloaded with office work.

lll8
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\Vorks progress reports and plans should be in a dear and concise
form, and contain only sufficient information to gi,e the commander
of the formation a general summary of all the works in hand without
entering into any unnecessary detail.
2. Engineer units lose efficiency if they do not have periodical
rest and training like other troops, and allowance for this must be
made in the works programme. Engineers who are to take part
with other troops in any special operations should be withdrMvn
from their normal work and train with these troops to ensure cooperation and success.
3. Experience has proved that in war, as in peace, output of
work is not increased by working more than 6 days a week. \Vhere,
owing t9 the military situation, a day's rest cannot be given by
ceasing work on Sundays, each individual man should ha,e one day
a week to rest, bathe, and clean his clothing and equipment.
4, T'rained sappers under normal conditions can perform 8 hours
,rnrk a day provided that they have an interval for a meal and that
the march to and from their work does not occupy more than one
hour each way. Night work is more exhausting, and 6 hours'
,1·ork is as much c1s can he expcctcd without Joss of efficiency. Guoll
food and sleep in rc-.:1sonably comfortable and secure billets or dugout- arc essent:al to kc('p mf'n fit for hard work. lnfantry ,\orkin,£!
p;u•til'$ do not, a~ a rul(', work efficiently on lic:nT manual fahour,
such as trench digging, for longer than 4 hours at' a stretch, so t.hat
sappers working "ith infantry parties can work through two reliefs;
but where work is h<'inp: clone m three rcliefs or more .it is ach·it,(nblr.
to <'nsurc continuit_,·. to 1"1'lie,·e thC' sapp<'rs so th.:1t their rrlief
docs no~ coincide with that of the working pa,rty .
.I. ChlE'f en~in:>ern arnl C'.R.Es .. whC'n inspectin!!; units. t.(h,•uld
pay particular attention to the matters mentioned in th.iis section,
and to the anangementf:; for interior economy, which play such an
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mportant part in maintaining a unit at a high standard of physical
itness for hard work. Commanders, by showing their appreciation
>f the military value of the work executed, will do much to keep up
f,hat esprit de corps which is so essential to enable men continuously
o brave personal risk in the execution of works in the face of the
i>-nemy, without the temporary excitement which carries troops
through a battle.
57. P,·cc(rnlions

l. Engineers at work must al way:; be prepared t(, eh-fend themlves, and will, if involved in a surprise attack by the enemy, come
automatically under the orders of tl10 commander of the sector
n which they are working, and fight alongside the other troop:-:.
lJ~in)a!; relieved when the situation permiti:i.. A COYl"ring part~
hould be provided by the infantry whenever possible, so as to
rmit all the engineers being free for work. If an infantry cc.vcring
party is not available, engineers should proYide their own, if working
in front of the infantry or in an isolated position; those at work
ean then give their whole attentiou to the work in hand.
2. \Vhene""Ver work is being carried out which inYoJves a return
at night through lines held by other arms, an officer 01· N.0.0. of the
troops holding the line should accompany the engineers to ensure
their safe passage.
3. When carrying out demolition work wit,h a rear gua1·d, an
infantry covering party should always be detailed to coYer the demolition party. \Vhen bridging work is being carried out ·with advanced
troops, infantry and machine guns s~ould cover the bridging operations. Artillery and aircraft ma,y also be rcqull'ed to co-operate·
in engineer operations, such as the bridging of a well-marked orossinpor the clearing of a defile, which the enemy has so well cm-ered by
arti11ery fire as seriously to hamper the progress oI work.

I
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CHAPTER
EXGJNEERS

nu

rn BATTLE

58. Tactical rmploym, nt of c11gi11e€rs
1. The principles governing the tactical employment of the
engineers are the same as those governing the tact,ical employment of troops of other arms. rrhe following are some of the
points to be remembered : i. Engineers work be,;t in propC'rly constituted units-companies and se-ctions-nnder their own officers and
N.C.0s. Sections should never be split trp. The
practice of scatt-ering a. few sappers among an jnfantr_r
working party is wasteful and must l,e a-.~oided.
ii. Engineers, like other arn18. must be l!iven a definite objec•
tive. It is useless to attach engineers to the forward
units of assaulting infantry in the hope that they
may be of use in Rome unclefinPd e-.;-entuality.
iii. Engineers should neYer be employed (except in caHe ,,f
extreme em('rgency) on work, such as <l igging, wirinj!,
&c .. ·which tLe other arms can do for thenrneh-es. This
would be a waste of technical personnel which could be
better employed on technical work.
An f•nginecr rcse1Te should be kept available to meet
nnforesecn calls for engineer assistance. Thlli reHern,
can, jf desired, lie <'mploy<'tl on work that can bt· ahnndoned at short notice.
2. The normal procedure for the employment of divisional
engineers is as follows:i. The control of the. field en_e:ineering work of the d ivil'li011
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is concentrated in the hands of the C.R.11., ·working
under the direction of tl1e divisional commander.
ii. Engineer unita will noL normally be allotted to infantry
brjgades or other formations, except for the execution
of l:iOmc specific work or operation whlch, for &OJllP
reason, generally a tactical one, can better be carried
out under the supervision of the brigade or other
commander than under the C.R.E.
Brigades and other formations requiri;1_~ work to be done
for them bY the em.,ri.J.1cf'rs, indent on tlw dhision fr,r
tbe executiOn of the~ work, nvt for a compan~' or part
of a company of engineer,;.
i\·. ThP ahnormal practice of attac·hing engineer units to
formations may be I"esortccl to when the format.ion i:-cletad1ed frot~ the cliYi:-!ion on a 8pecial mission.
Advaneed and rear guards may he cases in point. In
such cases, the engineer units so attached will be .:lit'cctly
under the command of the cornmander of the formntio11.
The normal practice- should be reverte11 b) a,;:, ~0011
'-'~ the formation rejoins tbe division.
\', To facilitate administration (supplies, billPt\ng. &<'.). it i"
often convenient to attach field t.roops and field companie~
to brigadeR for adrn,ini"'-tration.
59. Enyinra duties on the 11wrd1
1. :\ proportion of the engineers should be plact-d well fonrnrtl
i11 the ol'(ler of march, to deal at, once ,1ith an:v work ne~ded.
Engineers, e.xcept those with caYalry, are dismounted, and, conilt•quently, cannot be brought up rapidly from a position in rear.
Those field companies, portions of which are with the advanced
guard, will usually march near the head of the main body. Such
vehic:lf:18 as they do not require with them will march v.-'1.th the
ammunition columns in rear of the fi~hting troop~.
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:!. Some cngineers ::;houkl norma1ly form part of the adnrnecd

l..'uard; their nnmherR should be relath-dy large if there is r£'a<:ion
to anticipate much work during the march, but they will, as a ruk,

unrlertake only such work as is essential to ensure the unimpeded
adYance of the main body. If, owing to the amount of work to be
done, the advanced guard engineers become seriously reduced in
numbers, they should be reinforced from the main body.
3. Engineer reconnaissance parties sent ahead to ascertain the
details and position of work required must send back reports to the
advanced guard. These parties, each of which should, if possible,
be commanded by an engineer officer, should keep as far forward
as possible. The object is to obtain such definite information as
will obviate any delay in starting any necessary work, and as will
ensure that comparatively unimportant work is not undertaken
through ignorance of the existence of greater difficulties further
ahead. The surest method of obt,aining useful information is for
reconnoitring parties to be given definite questions to answer. It
must be remembered that the number of engineers available for
reconnaissance duties is Jimited. They must not be so dispersed
that, they cannot be concentrated for work when required.
It may sometimes be advisable for an engineer officer to accornpany cavalry reconnoitring detachments. In any case, the engineers
with the cavalry should collect and translIUt back such special
engineer information as may be useful to the columns of the main
body marching in rear.
A Yery important reconnai1:1sanue duty of engineer oflicers is to
im,pcct existing bridges at the earliest possible moment, with a
,·iew to the eredion of notic·es stating the dass of traffi<· that
htidges will carry.
-l. In order to pro,•ide for future contingeucie~, engineer officers of
all ranks Rhonld culth-ate the habit of foresight and intellig"nt

l
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anticipation of tasks likely io be met. Full use should be made of
ail' and other reports. lt will usually be possible to make preliminary
tarrangements long before the reports referrl?'d to in para. 3 ha n ~
ome to hand.
!"i. The work of the divisional engineers on the marrJ1 wiil
;!Cnerally come under one or more of the following heat1ings :-

i. Clearing away obstacles.
ii. Improving comID.unication generally, repall'.ing roacfa.marking and improving fords, making roads across s·wampy
places, and road deviation.
iii. Bridging streams. rin."rs, or ravllw~.
iv. Providing temporary ,ya.ter supply.

ti. Units or portions of units of engineers which ha n, commenced
a work should, whenever possible, remain behind to finish it, their
place in the order of march of the division being taken by othl?'r
units or portions of the same unit brought up from the rear. 'l'he
amount of work which can ho undertaken must be governed by
circmnatances, since the divisional engineers will be required to
keep up with the fighting troops of their division ; but the C.R.E.
of a rlivision is responsible for carrying out all work required to
ensure the movement of the transport of the division when on
the line of march. Subject to this proviso, works of a substantial
or semi-permanent nature should be left for the corps or army
e11gi.I1eers to undertake, or the C.E. of the corps may anange for
itt. exeuution by hired or requisitioned local labour.
The C.R.E. must furnish the staff of his didsiou with notes of
engine{'1· work left to be done by formations following in rear, for
transmission to tho commander of thoee formations, and at the
me time furnish the C.E. of Urn corps direct with any spc·dAl
technical detailB.
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"i . Each tiection of engineero must lmYe its tool cart arn.l li.mbens

for too1s and expJosiYes with it, to en.able it to carry out its clnty
as engineers. Engineers without their tools, explosives, ,,atei
supply stores, bridging equipment., &c., could only be employed
tactically as infantry ; they would be in the same position as a
machine-gun platoon without its machine guns, or a battery of
artillery without its guns.

t

8. The double tool carts of field companies are four-horseU
,·ehicks, and, when fully loaded, cannot move faster than a w1;1)ki.ng
pace, except for short distances on good roads; t110 limbered
G.S. wagons have each one pair of horses.
The L.G.S. wagons containing the tools of field troops have sixhorse teams ; the light lorries enable men and tools of the fie]d
squadron to be moved rapidly.
Pontoon trailers are normally drawn by mechanical transport ; '
they are capable of haulage for short distances off the roads across
cou ntry to the bridging site.
fl. Officers of field companies are mounted for reconnaissance duties
and also to enable them to reach objectives a.head of their sections

:-.o as to devise schemes of work before they arrive.

lU. During a. march, arrangements should be made, when the
military situation admits, for sending on parties to prepare the
wat~r supply at the place where the force will be qnartererl for
t he night.
60.

lVatrr sup11ly

1. Enp;ineer duties as regard& the proYision of water fo1· a fort"<'
will differ considerably in different countries or climatefi.
In a civilized country where w11h:r ii; abnndant. the enginet~.l'l"
,1 ill not he required to do rnorf'. whtn on the line of march or in
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1e presence of the enemy, than to improve the facilities for watering
here it is difficult for units to make their own arrangements,
On the other hand, it may be difficult for an army to operate
1 a tract of country owing to the shortage of water.
In this case
1e provision of water will be of paramount importance, and all
1e efforts of the engineers may have to be concentrated on its
apply. In this respect, as in all other cases, the tactical situation
nd the work requil:ed in consequence of it are the only guides to
,e commander of a force in the employment of the engineers.
:!. \Vhen a force is halted and is not in proximity to the enemy.·
hf' health and comfort of the troops are the first consideration.
n these.circumstances. work in connection with water supply wm
,robably be amongst the first duties to be undertaken Uy the
-n.gineers.
3. The responsibilities as regards water supply arrangements are
i.s follows:i. The medical officen; are res1)onsibJe for adviBing the staff
as regards the suitability of water for drinking and
cooking purposes, and they also advise regarding it"
purification.
ii. The engineers are responsible for arranging fol' such work
as is required, in accordance with the orders of the
commander of a force, for t.he collection and storage of
water and for making drinking water easily accessible·.
They advise the staff as to the most suit-ab1e general
arrangements regarding water snppl_v in an~· camp. &e ..
and provide, ered, and maintain pumps, ta.nks, and
piping as required for the above purposes, as weJI as any
plant necessary for the purification of the water before
distribution.
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ili. The military police are responsible for ensuring that the
sources of the water supply are not being fouled, either
by the troops or inhabitants of the area, and for
,-.ontrolling traffic to and from watering places.
i \~. The water duty personnel of each unit is responsible for
the supervision of the water drawn by the unit and the
purificatiou of water intended for drinking purposes by
boiling, filtration, or the addition of chemicals. They
also take charge of all apparatus and stores connected
with the water supply of the unit.
v . Any unit drawing water is responsible for the pro,ision
of any labour necessary to transfer the water it requires
from the reservoir, stream, or water point to the unit's
water carts or troughs, and also for the erection of the
water troughs which form part of the unit's equipment.'
±. The water supply will lHmally be marked with flags :~
\Vhite for drinking water.
Blue for watering p]aces for animals.
Red for washing or bathing places.
5. \Vhcn on the march, the engineers required to undertake water
upply dut.ies should either be with the advanced guard or, when
not in contact with the enemy, should precede it with the billeting
parties. They should be in charge of an officer, and should accompany the staff officer who selects the halting place, and should start
work immediately it has been selected.
{). When a force 1narches out of a camp, it will generally be
ncces~ary to keep some of the water supply stores ju use until the
last minute. As their remoya] will involvo the retention of a party
of engineers and of a certain amount of transport, the quantitic"s
of these stores should be reduced to a mini.mum.
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7. A force iu billets will usually obtain its water supply from the
sources used by the inhabitants, but the engineers may have t o
increase the facilit.ies for wate1ing animals.
8. Engineer officers must acquaint the staff of the number of
animals which can be watered simultaneously at the watering
places, so that time tables may be prepared accordingly.
9. The details of water supply ,rnrk in the field are dealt with
, in A-Ii.litary Engineering, Vol. VI.
61. Pa ssage of ril:ers
1. Engineers will be called upon to assist in the passage of troops
across rivers, streams, &c., over which insufficient means of pa-asage
. exist, or where bridges have been destroyed by the enemy.
Such engineer work will usually come under the following
headings:i. Reconnaissance and passage of the advanced patrols.
ii. Construction or repair of bridges with mate1ials found
locally.
iii. Construction of bridges with bridging stores held in stock
in the theatre of war (para. 3).
2. l\Iilitary bridges are classified, according to the load they an·
deRigncd to carry, as follows:i. Light bridges(a) Foot b1idges-For infantry in single file.
(b} Pack bridges-For iufantry in file, cavalry in
Ringle file, pack artillery, and pack tran.~port.
ii. )'.Cetlium bridges-For infantry in foura, cavalry in half.
sections, horsod transport, motor-cars . armoured car.~·.
light and medium artillery, 3-ton lorries, all ordinary
}LT. up to a limit of 5}-ton axle load, and trac·k
vehicles up to 8 ton~ in weight and not exceeding
8 ft.!) ins. in width.
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iii. Heavy bridges-For heaY_r artillery, tractors. other M.T.

vehicles in excess of medium loads up to a limit of 16-ton
axle load, and tanks up to 18 tons.
iv. Super-heavy bridges-For ax]e loads and tanks m ext'ess
of the above loads.
3. Bridging equipment and stores are carried or held in E1tock
as detailed below : i. With a field park company-(a) about 360 ft. of light
floating bridge: (b) a trestle tower and superstrnctnro
capable of constructing J2 ft. of heavy or 63 ft. of
medium bridge.
ii. With the pontoon bridge park-(a) about 360 ft. of light
floating bl'idge: (b) pontoons, trestles and superstructure
capable of constructing up to 525 ft. of heavy or 798 ft. of
medium floating bridge.
iii. Jn the engineer store depot at the base-(a) a reserve of
light floating bridges: (b) steel super-heavy bridges.
4. It is the duty of the corps staff to send forward to the points
decided upon for crossings as much of the pontoon bridge park
as ma.y be necessary, to ensure its timely arrival, and to arrange for
iihe provision of any tractors that may be necessary to haul the.trailers
from the road to the site of crossing. It is further the duty of the
corpr,; staff to arrange with G.H.Q. for the timely despatch from the
base of any light floating bridges which may be necessary for the
passage of a stream in battle, and also for the despatch of such
super-heM;,' bl'idges as may haYe been decided a.re l'equii:dte .
.). It is uur111a1ly the Unty of the divisional engineers to constrnct : i. Light bridges for infantry and pack artiller_y in the. attac·k.
ii. Medium bridges for the Ternainder of the divisional artillery
and thf' <liYisional t-rnn~pnrt.
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The engineers of any fonnat1on may be required to construct
heavy or super.heavy bridges.
6. The construction of any bridge includes the approaches to and
from it.
The approach roads to heavy bridges on the main routes of traftic
of an army require special attention, and in some cases new approal' h
roads of considerable length may have to be built, to giYe acce,-,s to
bridges which may, necessarily, have to be sited at a distance frnm
existing roads.
New approach roads will usually have to he made to aU p ontnun
bridges, and the time involved may often exceed that requirnl to
construct and launch the bridge itself.
It is essential, therefore, t;hat careful pre"\iious arrangement~ }'hall
have been ma.de in rega.rd to labour, material, and tranaport, to
ensure the earliest use of the hridge.
•

'll
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7. The following tactical principles affect the work of the engineers
in the passage of rivers : i. The initial crossing by infantry advanced parties shoul<l t,e
arranged to take place at many points simultaneously,
and usually well away from the known and marknl
favourable crossings, which will almost, certainly ~Jt
covered by ai·tillery a.nd machine.gun fire.
ii. Tc, enable infantry and pack artillery to cross a. river in thl:'
attack, the divisional engineers must provide one or
more of the follo,ving : {a) Improvised ferries.
(b) Improvised light bridges.
(c) Light bridges (or fel'ries), formed of the standard
float~ and supt-r8truuture sent up from the ha.'"e.
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When au adequate bridgehead has been secured, it will be
necessary to construct : (a) Medium floating bridges,
(b) One or more heavy floating bridges (if tanks
accompany the division),
to enable the divisional a1tillery and transport to follow
up and Buppozt the infantry.
These bridges should be constructed as near to the
normal road crossings a.a the river banks will permit,
in order to reduce cross-country haulage of trailers.
iv-. When large bodies of t,roops have to cross a river, separate
bridges wj1] 1 wheneYer possible, be provided for up and
down traffic, and road traffic circuits will be arranged
accordingly, so as to avoid congestion at the bridges.
'"· The staff will arrange, when necessary, for forming-up
places away from both banks of the river. 'l~hat on
the near bank will be used for marshalling the traffic
prior to crossing the river, and that on the far bank for
assembling units afteT the passage.
S. It is desirable that bridges formed of pontoon equipment
should be replaced by impro,ised or by steel bridges as soon as
possible, in order to free the pontoon equipment for use elsewherC'.
Light bridge equipment used in the attack will be salved for re-use,
and should be returned to the base, when no ful'ther immediate use
for them is foreseen, in order to reduce the amount of transport in
tlw forward area.
9. In thc> warfare of the future, especially when tanks are employt>d,
there can be little doubt that more and more use will bo made of
physical obstacles, more particularly canals and rivers, to hamper or
prevent the employment of tanks.
jjj.
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Surprise is the essence of success in operations involving
e passage of a water obstacle, and therefore governs all
reliminary steps taken prior to the attack.

The enemy must be kept in ignorance of the points of crossing.
I preliminary preparation must be carefully concealed, recon. sance parties must move with the greatest caution, and every
ffort must be made to deceive the enemy. Obvious crossing
laces, which are easily and quickly bridged, may often be more
· cult to cross on accmmt of the enemy's fire than wider and less
sy ones.
The actual crossing will probably be carried out at night, or
.
der cover of smoke screens. Some light is essential, and dawn
or when the moon is obscured by clouds are suitable times. With
'dal rivers, the time of high or low tide may be the ruling factor.
10. The time required for the preparations necessary to achieve
ucc~sd will vary, but it is most unlikely that more thau a few hours
·11 be available in mobile warfare; a high state of training in and
owle<lge of bridging operations by all ranks is, therefore, essential.
11. Forcing the crossing of a canal or river line is a tactical
peration for which the commander of the uuit or formation which
e actually to force the paHsage is responsible. Ho ·wi11 specifically
detail by name the officer who will be responsible for carrying forward
and launching each bridge. It is for the commander to decide
1ihe sites for the bridges and where the bridges are to be put together,
laa,ving due regard to the technical requirements as represented by
~ technical adviser, the engineer commander.
12. The selection of the actual points of passage can only be

'8cided after reconnaissance. This reconnaissance mUBt be made
'1' officers of the assaulting troops, accompanied by officers of the
engineers il available.
(B 27 /159)•
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13. The number of engineers available in an attack will usually,
only permit of comparatively few being detailed to any particular
assault (light foot) bridge; it will normally be the duty of the assault-

ing troops to carry and launch floating assault bridges ; infantry
units are trained in this work (Chap. IX (B), Vol. II, Infantry
Training, 1926). It is the duty of the engineers to provide the material
and to advise and supply technical assistance in forming bridges.
It is further a duty of the engineers to form pack bridges.
14. Covering parties should be allowed ample time to get into
their allotted positions in order that there should be no dange1
of detection through the necessity for hurried movement.
Covering parties should be in position before the bridges an
pushed across. They should not rush to their positions simultaneously with the bridge-carrying parties.
Should the covering party have to open fire to protect the launch•
ing of the bridges and the paRsage of assaulting troops, it must oper
the heaviest volume of fire possible. Flanking and overhead fir(
from automatic guns will be of great value. This fire should la
supplemented by that of the artillery to neutralize those areas fron:
which the enemy can bring direct fire to bear on the crossings.
In addition, smoke may be of assistance in mystifying the defen<:t
as to the exact points of crossing.
15. The method of crossing depends on the width and nature o·
the channel. \Yith narrow livers and canals, assault bridges ca1
be pushed across. With wide rivers it may be advisable to senc
forward a covering party on raits on a wide front just before launch
ing the assault bridges. VVith large rivers and estuaries, fenie
and armoured gunboats may be the only mearui of crossing.
The number of a.aaault bridges depends on the width of the channel
the material and labour a\'"ailable, arnl tlw tactil'al situation.
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16. Tapes will be laid from t.he forming-up line to the crossings
· beforehand, or, if the latter cannot be reached by the bridging
· .parties, they will be unrolled as the bridging parties advanC'e when
making the assault. Illuminated signs should be provided on the
forming-up line by night ; lights in petrol tins pierced with small
holes are suitable as they cannot be seen from acropla.ues.
17. The leading troops detailed to cross the assault bridges
(unless the carrying party is detailed for this duty) should remain
under cover until the bridges are secured on the far bank and ready
for crossing. They should then cross as rapidly as possible.
Under no circumstances should the assaulting troops follow th e
bri(lgc-carrying party so closely that they have to halt on the
bank and wait until the bridge is ready for crossing.
1

18. Arrangements must be made so that in the event of failure
to launch a bridge, or its destruction by fire, it will be possible
to divert the troops detailed to that bridge to other bridges which
have been successfully launched.
}!), The importance of good traffic control cannot be overemphasized.
Durin5 d.ssault bridging operations congestion is very liaUle to
occur, especially on the near bank.
In order to avoid congestion, a careful system of control posts
&nd connecting files is necessary, so as to ensure that the forward
movement of troops can be properly regulated, and, if necessary,
■topped altogether should the situation at the bridges demand it.
One infantry officer will be detailed for each a-asault bridge to
ensure that troops do not bunch in the immediate vicinity of the
bridges before crossing.
The officer commanding the engineers will arrange for all engineer
personnel, except the essential minimum required to remain at the

(B 27 /H'9)z
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bridges for purposes of maintenance, to clear away from the bridges
as soon as they have been launched.
In addition to the actual control by an infantry officer of the troops
moving up to eaoh bridge, a staff officer will be detailed for each
brigade series of crossings to control the advance of units towards
the bridges.
20. In order to keep bridges in action, 50 per cent. of spare material
and an adequate maintenance party will normally be required.
A party must be detailed to keep watch above the highest up-stream
bridge to divert and bring to the bank floating obstacles, such as
mines or debris, which would damage the bridges down-stream.
62. Selecli,on and reconnaissance of the point of pa-ssage
I. An engineer officer should always take pa.rt in the reconnais•
sauce of a. river for the selection of the points of passage, since

the technical difficulties of construction may affect or modify
decisions which might be arrived at on tactical grounds alone.
2. When not in the presence of the enemy the selection of the
point of passage will be made by the commander of the force,
ohiefly with reference to the ease and rapidity of passing his troops
across the river. A reconnaissance will be necessary in order to ascer•
tain the number and nature of the crossings, and ~the roads lea.ding
to and from them. The engineer officer with the reconnaissance
will be required to note the depth, width, and current of the river,
nature of the banks and bottom, crossings and their descriptions,
boats and materials available for rafts and construction of temporary
bridges, navigability of the river, rise and fall of tide, bridges,
ferries, fords, locks, &c., and any work necessary to enable the troope
to approach or leave any crossing. This information is necesaary
in order to advise on the localities where bridges could be construoted
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if required, and their nature and the timo required to make them.
In some cases, the amount of local civilian labour available should be
·ascertained.

3. When in the presence of the enemy, the selection of the actual
point of passage will depend upon both tactical and technical
oonsiderations. The tactical considerations are the more important,
· except where the technical difficulties are so great as to be in•
·· ~ auperable. \Vhcm reconnoitring for a place at which a passage
i B to be ma.de in the presence of the enemy, the points to note, in
addition to those given in para. 2, are :-The relative command of
each bank ; the support which can be given by the artillery ; the
best line of concealed approach for the bridging equipment, infantry,
&o. ; the places where the bridge can be constructed out of view of
the enemy, or under cover from his fire; and the covering position
which can be occupied bv the first troops sent across.
·
As far as time permits, iuformat-ion must be obtained on the
following points : Nature and width of gap, strength of current, natrtre and slope
of banks, approaches, possibility of deployment of attacking troops on far bank, cover for bridging material on
near bank, positions for covering fire of rifle and machine
guns, the presence and width of any subsidiary channels
or obstacles which would have to be bridged, and,
if a tidal river, the rise and fall of the tide.
This information will be obtained from large-scale maps, aeroplane
tdJotographa, both vertical and oblique, and ground reconnaissances
larried out e.t dawn and dusk.
Oircumatanoes will often necessitate the river being a.pproached
..i, the bridge being constructed under cover of darkness ; in this
eue the routes to the river must be reconnoitred and marked.
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Also, the best place must be selected at which to construct the bridge
during the night. This need not necessarily coincide with the nctual
site of the bridge, but it should be some place easy of access_. from
which the rafts, &c. can be floated to the point of orossing, either
in the darkness or at daybreak, or from which the bridge can be
carried or moYed to its position.
"'hen time and the situation permit, and if officers with the
necessary air experience are available, air reconnaissance should
be carried out by engineer officers. Air photographs (including
obliques) of the points of passage will also be of great value.
4. It must be remembered that darkness greatly increases the
difficulty of bridging operations, and also the time which must be
allowed for preliminary reconnriissa,nces and selection of bridging
sites.
5. In the absence of sufficient equipment or materials for making
a bridge, it may be necessary to cross a river by means of boats

or rafts collected on or near it, by fords, or by swimming. The
places at which such passages will be made will be selected in accordance with the principles indicated in the preceding para.graphs.
Troops themselves are responsible for doing all they can to get
across by means of rafts, boats, &o., until the engineers can provide
better means of crossing.
The engineers should give such assistance as is possible in the
training of infantry and other arms in making use of such temporary
expedients.
6. The reconnaissance for the collection of sufficient boats will
often have to be an extensive one, and the engineers may require
assistance from the cavalry. All parties employed on the reconnaissance should be informed of the nature of the boats and materia1■
required. The place to which the materials are to be sent and the
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route they should take must be given, and arrangements made for
transport, if necessary, through the Q.M.G's. branch of the staff.
· The selection of the route along which boats are to be taken to the
site of the bridge will depend on the tactical situation and on the
degree of secrecy required. If the construction of the bridge is
to be secret, it may be advisable to use only boats collected on some
tributary of the river to be crossed, or it may be necessary to
transport them overland, under cover of the advanced troops.
7, _A ford must be crossed before it can be reported as passable.
The course of a ford, both its ends, and its depth must be noted,
well as any obstructions on the bottom which may require removal.
The level of the water at the date of the reconnaissance should be
noted, by reference to some easily recognizable object, or by the
erection of a notched post.
8. A place at which it is proposed to swim horses across the river
' should afford easy access to and egress from the water. A supplementary landing-place is required on the far bank to land horses
oarried down stream. The amount of work necessary to allow
horses to enter and leave the river with ease should be noted.
9. \Vhen reconnoitring a frozen rh·er, it ia: necessary to ascertain
...,hat traffic the ice will carry, to find a place where the edges of the
.lee a.re sound, and to mark a route on the ice, ensuring that the
.foe is supported throughout by the water and free from air-holes.

as

63. JJfaintenance of a 1nedium or lteavy bridge
1. In order to maintain an important bridge in working order
it, i1 neceuary to keep rea.dy a sufficient working party to guard
tlf&inst and repair damages which may be occasioned by shell fire.
a:rcraft, accidents, constant tra.ffic, or floods. The commander who
orders the CODBtruction of a bridge is responsible for making suitable
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arrangements for its safety and maintenance. This will usually be
the duty of corps or army engineers. A watch should be kept on
the river for some distance up-stream, and arrangements made to
divert any flotsam which would damage the bridge. On a river
liable to sudden rises of level an observation post should be estab•
Ushed, to give warning of any rise.
2. It ma.y be necessary to arrange for openings in a bridge to
allow river traffic to paea through. These openings should be marked

so as to show their position and, where necessary, guard boats
should be used to give warning of and control the traffic. Such
traffic must be subordinated to that across the bridge, and must not
be allowed to interrupt the passage of a column. It may be necessary
to restrict the river traffic to certain hours, and in a hostile country
unauthorized boats should not be allowed to approach a bridge.

3. The maximum axle load and type of vehicle which a bridge
will carry will be shown by a notice board facing the point where
the bridge approach leaves the main road, and the traffic control
post is responsible that no heavier vehicle than t,hat shown is allowed
to approach the bridge.
4. The details of improvised ferry boats, rafts, footbridges, and
light bridges constructed of materials likely to be found locally are
given in the Manual of Field Works (All Arms). The construction
of military bridges for all classes of traffic is dealt with in Military
Engineering, Vol. Ill.
6'>. Road constructi<m
1. The ordinary roads of a country a1·e seldom r;ood enough to bear
the heavy traffic of an army for long ; it is, therefore, usually
necessary to undertake special repairs, to widen, and to proYide
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·versions. In some cases, entirely new construction may be
eccssary before an army can advance at all.
2. The amount of labour, material, and transport required for
oad. construction is very considerable, and, a.a a rule, the divisional
ngineers will not be able to do more than put the existing roads
· to a passable condition, make rough cross•country tracks, and
onstruct temporary bridge approaches for divisional traffic.
3. The corps and army engineers and road construction companies,
rovided with the necessary materials, transport, aurl additional
abow·, -will undertake the work of reconditioning or constructing
the roads to carry lorries and heavy traffic and mainta.in the ma.in
outes behind the advanced troops.
4. The details of military road construction are dealt, with in
"litary Engineering, Vol. V.
65. E·ngineer duties in the encounter attack

l. The work of the engineers -..vill depend upon the nature of
he attack, and in pa.rticular upon whether it is an "encounter

ttack

11

or a "deliberate attack" (Chapter VIII, F.S.R., Vol.

, 1924).
2. An encounter attack presupposes lit,tle or no time for special
reparatory measures. The cfot.ies of cngineerR in such circnmt&nces may be : i. Impro'\"ement of communications to facilitate the aRsembly

and deployment of troops, guns, tanks, &c., including
the provision of Lridges over gaps and atl'eams.
ii. The putting in a state of defence of important tactical points
gained by the attacking troops dw·ing the successiYe
phases of the advance.
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iii. Obtaining information regarding and making preparation

for the engineer work which will be required during the
attack and after it has succeeded. This work may take
the form of improving or constructing forward commnnioations for guns and transport, &c. as the advance
progresses ; repairing or reconstructing bridges damaged
or destroyed by the enemy ; demolition of hostile works
of various descrivtionH; provision of water points for
our troops in the captured areas ; and the removal of
mines in roads, railways, &c., during the advance.
Some of the works mentioned in (iii) will have to be started
immediately the attack commences and others after some of the
objectives have been gained.
It is of importance that the leading formation in contact with
the enemy should be accompanied by sufficient engineers to ensure,
as far as possible, that no delay to the advance is occasioned by
obstacles, but they must not be sent forward with the assaulting
troops nor should they follow them too closely. Engineers should
not be sent forward tlm·ing the attack without some specific work
clearly assigned to them. It,t.ws cannot be done, they should be
held in reserve until actually required. It is also of importance
that when an engineer unit is once engaged in any specific work,
the rapid completion of whlcb. is desired, it should not, if possible,
be required to hand oYer this work to another engineer unit. The
engineer assistance required by leading formations can best be
provided by engineers being pushed forwnrd to them from time to
time, as the situation demands, from the engineer reseno.
66. Engi11ea duties in the deliberate atfacl·
1. A deliberate attack can only be made after due prepnra•
tion. The amount and ecope- of the work required of the onginet>rE
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will depend on whether or not the enemy is highly organized, is in
occupation of a strongly fortified position, and is well supplied with
. artillery. The degree of surprise aimed at and the conditions
existing on the battlefield will govern the nature and scope of the
engineer work to be undertaken. ,vhen the enemy is not in a
strongly defended position, when his training and a.rmament ure
not of a high standard. or when surprise is essential and the time
for preparation short, many of the works described in this section
will be unnecessary, but the general principles governing the nature
of the engineer assistance will be the same. The works descriLc-d jn
thefollowingparagraphs are based on the assumption that the enemy's
position is highly organized, that the attack is to he launched from a
position that has been occupied by our troops for some time, aml,
oonseqnent]y, that very thorough preparation, enta,iling a brge
amount of engineer work, will be necessary and pract.icable.
2. In a delibe;ate attack the engineer work will fall iuto two
distinct phases, viz. : i. The phase preparatory to the attack.
ii. The phase during and subsequent to the attack.
3. In order to ensure the efficient execution of the necessary preparations, a detailed programme of the engineer work to he carried
out must be drawn up by the staffs of the formations concerned,
in conjunction with their engineer advisers, before work is begun,
showin : i. The items of work to be done and their priority in importance.
ii. The a our available.
iii. The methods of concealing the work.
iv. The dates on which the various items must be started in
order to be ready by the day of the attack.
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4. The phase preparatory to an attack may vary in length from
days to months. The increasing employment of tanks and the
immense advantages to be gained by surprise will tend greatly to
shorten this preparatory period, and, consequently, the extent of
the works undertaken prior to the delivery of an attack. When it
is necessary to unde.rtake all or any of the works mentioned in
para. 5 preparatory to an attack, the decision as to which should
be undertaken, and by what formation or unite, is made by the
ommander.
5. The ,r-orks on which the engineers can be most usefully
C'mployed may include:i. During the preparatory period:Skilled work in the forward area to facilitll.te the
approach march and the deployment of the
attacking troops ; this will include engineer
reconuaissance, clearance of obstacles, aml demo•
litions.
Main communications and forward tracks, including
bridging.
Water supply.
Construction of battle headquad,ers, obsen-ation,
intelligence, and look-out posts, machine-gun
and mortar emplacements, advanced dressing
stations, and bomb-proof shelters.
Accomruo<lation for troops.
l!'ormation of engineer <lumps.
Preparation for extension of trench tramways.
Special camouflage work.
The position and erection of signboards.
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ii. During and subsequent to the attack their duties may
include:-

The opening up of roads and tracks (including bridging) to permit of the forward movement of guns,
ammunition, and supplies.
Putting captured tactical localities in a at,ate of defence
to serve aa supporting or rallying points in case
of counter-attacks.
Engineer reconnaissance of every description, e.g.,
of roads, bridges, tracks, water supply. dumps,
dug-outs for use as headquarters, mines in roads,
hou11ea, dug-outs, &c.
Blocking routes not required for communication, to
prevent troops losing their way.
Opening up sources of water supply and making water
points.
Forming dumps of engineer stores in the captured
area.
Constructing new headquarters.
Extending or mah.ing trench tramways for UH· carriage
of stores and evacuation of wounded.
ExpE'rience has shown that during the attack engineers can only
be effectively employed on works for which careful preliminary
org-anization ancl reconnaissance have been carried out.
'l'o ensure that no time is Jost in starting work, it, is generally
advisable for the engineers to remain in some convenient position
of assembJy until the situation admits of work being started.
An engineer officer, if available, should be attached as liaison
officer to each infantry brigade headquarters. He will act as
technical adviser to the infantry brigade commander, and will be
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responsible for giving early notifica,tion of requirements to the

C.R.E.
O. The duties of the enginl'ers allotte(l to corps or higher formations include : i. Repair and construction of roaUS a.nd bridges to take all
military loads.
ii. Extension and constrnctio·1 of power tramways.
iii. Extension of piped water-supply systelllS and constrnction of
wells.
iv. Reconnaissance for mines and tntps left by the enemy
and rendering harmless those found.
7. In connection with the employment of engineers in the deliberate
attack, the follmving points are of special importance : i. The large number and ,·ariety of engineer works required
throughout all phases necessitate the C.R.1£. retaining
control of the engineer operations to the greatest
possible extent,, in order that the work may be properly
organized and that the engineer .:cserYes may be forthcoming, when required, to enable the attack to be
successfully exploited. Nevertheless, the earlier phases
of the operations may sometimes demand the plal·ing
of engineer units or portions of units under the orders
of commanders of subordinate formations.
ii. As many engineers as possible should be held in reserve
as long a::i possible, in order to meet important and
unforeseen demands as they arise, and to effect the
necessary rcliefs.
iii. The engineer personnel should be concentrated on the ,ital
engineer works, the less important ouea remaining in
abeyan()e.
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iv. As laid down in F.S.R., Vol. I, it is the duty of all troops to
forward information gained by reconnaissance. It is
further the duty of engineer troops to forward to their
superior officers and of C.R.Es. to forward to the senior
engineer officer at the next higher formation such tech•
nical information as may be necessary to enable that
officer k> perform the duties assigned to him. (Sec. 38,
2, i (b)).
v. Tho establishment of an organized system of engineer
liaison between the C.R.E. and the commanders of the
advanced formations is essential.
TI. The success of the engineer operations in an attack may
depend upon the maintenance of efficient communica•
tion between the C.R.E. and the engineer unita. It
may be advisable to organize an independent engineers'
communication service.
1'. During an attack or an advance a very large amount of
additional transport and labour will usually be necessary to meet
engineer requirements, and it is the duty of the staff of the forma•
tions concerned to ensure that, as far as circuru8tances permit,
these demands are met. The amount of transport avn.ilable will
usually be the limiting factor in the amount of work that can be
carried out by engineers.

1

9. The engineer works required in connection with raids will be
of the following nature : i. Before the raid, preparing behind the line facsimiles of the
portion of the enemy's position to be raided.
ii. During the raid, demolition of important works, dug•outs,
emplacements, &<>., in occupation by the enemy.
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iii. Construction and possible manipulation of devices to deceive
the enemy, such as dummy tanks, dummy figures, smoke
screens, &c.
iv. Engineer reconnaissances, under eover of the raid, with a
view to obtaining information for use in subsequent
operations.

When engineer parties are detailed to take part in a raid they
should work. both in rehearsals and in action, under the command
of the officer commanding the raiding force. Each party should
be organized to carry out specific works. The personnel should be
selected with care and thoroughly trained in their duty. The parties
should attend all rehearsals, and should preferably be quartered,
for some days prior to the operation, with the nnit or units with
whom they a.re to act during the raid.
67. Engineer duties in the defence in mobile

VXlrjare

l. The principles of the organization and occupation of a defensive

position are laid down in Chapter IX, F.S.R., Vol. II, 1924.
2. The senior engineer officer will accompany the commander
or the staff on reconnaissances of the defensive position, and
must keep and be kept in close touch with the course of the
operation, so aa to be ready to organize and carry out promptly
any work that may be necessary. His headquarters should be
with, or in close proximity to. those of the commander.

3. Tho decision as to the order of importance and of the priority
of execution of defensive works resta with the commander responsible
for the defence. The governing factors will be the tactical situation
and the time, materials, la.hour, and transport available

I,
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4. h. the hasty occupation of a defensive system, engineer units
should be allotted to definite sectors of the defence, which should,
where possible, correspond with t,he sectors allotted to the
·formations, such as brigades. Commanders of engine-er units
should keep in the closest possible touch with the commanders
of the formations in whose sectors they are working. In the initial
Btages of the defence of a. po.5ition it is usually impossible to lay
down a definite programme of work for the engineers, and during
this period it is their duty to afford the other arms all the assistance
in their power towards strengthening the defences. As the situation
develops, and its requirements in engineer work become more
definitely known, the activities of the engineers "ill be lllore and
more co-ordinated by the C.R.E., who will assume responsibility
for the execution, with the engineer units under his command,
of. definite engineer works in accordance with a programme laicl
down by the commander.
5. The works which the engineers may ha-ve to undertake in
the defence in mobile warfare differ in degree, but not in kind,
from those in position warfare (Sec. 68). The types of work
on which engineers are most likely to be employed in the initial
etages of the defence of a position are :i. Obstacles requiring the use of explosives or special engineer
tools, and anti-tank obstacles.
ii. Clearances requiring the use of explosives or special engineer
tools.
iii. Shelters a.nd dug-outs for important headqua.rters.
iv. Construction, maintenance, and signboa.rding of roads and
tra.ck.o for a.II classes of transport.
v. Water supply.
vi.. Provision of engineer stores and extra tools.
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6. Engineers may be regarded as reserves, but will be wed to
fight only as a last resource. In such cases an engineer unit should
be allotted a definite task, such as the defence of a certain locality,
the protection of an exposed flank, or, in very exceptional cases,
the delivery of a counter-attack, &c. It is essential that they
should be released as soon as possible, in order that they may resume
thrir normal duties.
68. Engineer duties in tht defence in position warfare

1. The deliberate defences met with in position warfare are the

direct outcome of the hasty defences described in Seo. 67, the latter
being elaborated and improved as the tactical situation may require
and permit.
2. The circumstances in which a period of position warfare
may ensue and the method of organization of the defences during
such a period are described in Sec. 98, F.S.R., Vol. II, 1924.
3. The details of work in connection with the deliberate preparation of a defensive position are dealt with in the Manual of Field
Works (All Arms), and the more permanent works in Military
Engineering, Vol. II.
4. During periods of position warfare more demands will be
made on the engineers for work in connection with the defence
scheme than during mobile operations. \\'hen climatic conditions
are unfavourable for the latter, the work of the engineers will be still
further augmented by demands for securing more healthy and
comfortable conditions for the troops, both in and behind the line ;
for the construction and maintenance of efficient rail and road
communications; an<l. for making the necessary preparations for
resuming offensive operations. These may involve works of great
extent and magnitude, and their execution may strain to thfl utmost
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the energy, skill, and .resources of the engineers, the calls on whom
must ho reduced as far as possible by ensuring that all arms carry
out for themselves all works which involve little or no technical
skill. All these works will involve the use of large amounts
of transport, and the provision of the additional transport will be
the duty of the formation concerned.
5. Except in oases in which the general situation will permit
the commander to choose the position on which he will await
att,ck (e.g., deliberately prepared rear systems), the position of
the forward zone will be determined by the tactical 1:1ituation. and
will usually be on or near the lines on which the leading troops
~ of the opposing forces were disposed when stationary conditions
supervened. In all cases, the position of the main zone will be
decided by the commander.
6. The development of the works in the forward zone will normally be the duty of the forward formations, with such assist.wee
from the engineers as may be necessary for the execution of works,
if any, requiring technical skill.
7. The bulk of the engineers will normally Le employed in
~ strengthening the main zone. 'rhey will be called upon to carry
out (i) works requiring technical skill, and (ii) works which, though
not requiring technical skill, are of such magnitude or rugency as
to necessitate special organization.
8. The system of organization of work of the divisional engineers
outlined in the preceding paragraphs, may result in part of a unit
being employed in the forward portion and part in the rear portion
of the divisiona1sector. The former will have muoh, and the latter
very little, night work. This will permit of regular reliefs being
carried out within the unit, with the result that, whereas formations
occupying the area are liable to frequent change, the engineer unit
can be retained for longer periods in the same sector, and thus a Yoi, l
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the inevitable dislocation caused by the relief of comp]ete engineer
units.
9. The works which the engineers may have to undertake in
connection with the defence of a position in position warfare, subject
to the principles laid down above, are : i. Obstacles requiring the use of explosives or special engineer
tools, and anti-t.ank obstades.
ii. Clearances requiring the use of explosives or special
engineer tools.
iii. The construction of shelters and dug-outs for head.quart.era
and for signal, medical, and other units, of such a nature
as to require technical engineering skill in their construction, or the construction of which the units concerned are not in a position to carry out. The units
should supply all possible labour.
iv. Drainage works requiring technical skill.
v. Re~etment of trenches, where the nature of the soil makes
it specially difficult.
vi. Construction and maintenance of roads and tracks for all
forms of transport.
vii. '!'he laying of tramways.
viii. Signboarding of a.11 communications, important points, &c.
ix. Com,truction of observation posts of special type.
x. Construction of machine-gun, artillery, and mortar emplacements requiring technical skill. The units concerned
should supply all possible labour and should construct
all normal types of emplacements and shelters.
xi. Gas-proofing dug-outs and headquarters.
:xii. Camouflage of important works.
xiii. Water supply.
:xiv. Inundations.

1
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10. The above should not be considered a comprehensive list of
o works that may be required ; in certain cll'cumstances, such as
that referred to in para. 7, it may be necessary to employ engineers on
ordinary trench works, or on the works mentioned in para. 9 which
do not require technical skill.
11. During a prolonged period of position warfare, the scope of
the works required is likely to be considerably increased. Defemive
to be considerably strengthened by more permanent works, chief amongst which will be reinforced concrete
shelters, &c. for ma.chine guns, headquarters, reserves, &c. Tramways may be necessary for the conveyance of materials for such
work. It may be necessary to undertake mining operations on a
large scale. wit,h a. vjew either to the destruction of the enemy's
works or to count,ering the enemy's attempts to undermine the
defensive position. In such cases. specially t,rained tunnelling
companies and a special mine warfare organization will usually be
employed (para. 12 ).

! positions will have

12. The general principles and the details of mine warfare are
ntaincd in Military Engineering, Vol. IV.

13. A well-organized and approved system of liaison between
e engineers and the infantry and other arms in all natures of
fence, whether hasty or deliberate, is very necessary. {Sec.
1.)

14,. The works required in connection with the development and
"ntenance of communications behind the line may include :-i. Ext.enaion of, and repairs to roads.
Divisional engineers
will normally be employed on forward roads and traoka

only.
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ii. Construction of additional bridges, and widening and
strengthening existing ones.
iii. Trench tramways.
iv. Cross-country tracks.
v. Signboarding of roads and localities.

15. The works required in connection with the security and
efficiency of the troops behind the line may include any or all of
the following : i. Provision of hutted accessories for camps.
ii. Protection against bombing or long-range artillery.
iii. Gas protection.
iv-. Camouflage of important works, headquarters, &c.
v. Headquarters, dressing stations, &c.
Yi. Water supply.
vii. Drainage.
viii. Electric lighting.
ix. Improvements to billets.

16. The inception, execution, and control of the numerous services
referred to in the preceding paragraphs, including the supply of the
necessary materials, will necessitate the most careful organization
and preparation on the part of senior engineer officers. In order
to carry out the necessary works behind the line, to which reference
is made in paras. 13 to 15, it is usually necessary to allot a considerable portion of the engineers to these duties, the remainder being
employed on duties in connection with defences. Such a distribution facilitates the relief of the units and affords opportunities
for the peri(;(la of rest and training which arc e:sscntial to the
continued efficien1,.·y of engineer troops. \Vhen, however, preparations for an attack are in hand, these will usually take prcc-edence
of all other work.
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In position warfare it is of the greatest importance that all available
rsonnel and material shall be used to the best advantage, and
ntinuity in the policy and progress of the works is secured. It is
erefore essential that a. program.me of the necessary works
ahould be prepared by the G.S. branch, in consultation with the senior
engineer officl'rs, for the approval of commanders in the manner
: laid down in Sec. 51, that the programme should be reviewed and
re,.--ised periodically, and that the provision of the transport required
should be considered.

69. Engineer duties in a retirement

1. The principles governing the conduct of a retirement and of

the action of rear guards are laid down in Sec. 110, F.S.R., Vol. II,
192J.
The role of the engineers will depend in some measure on the
nature of the retirement. It may be either : i. A planned retirement carried out at lejgure, the enemy's
pursuit being possibly halting and ineffective. . ,iJ
In this case, the engineer's role will consist of carrying
out such works as the thorough preparation of rear
defences, the construction of Obstade8, the preparation
of demolitions, &c. in accordance with t,he plans prepared by the higher commander, sufficient time, labour,
materials, and transport being made available to permit
of their thorough execution. In such operations it
will be only necessary to provide a comparatively
small proportion of engineers to meet the enginct:r
requirements of the troops in immediate contact with
the enemy.
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ii. A forced retirement in the face of a pursuing enemy.
In this case, although the actual works to be undertaken will be of a nature generally similar to those
mentioned in (i), it will be necessary to concentrate on
works of immediate and prime importance. In these
circumstances, all engineer commanders must take
special st.eps to keep in touch with the varying phases
of the battJ.e, must act with great initiative, and be
ready at the shortest notice to provide for the engineer
requirements of the formations in immediate contact
with the enemy.

2. The work of the engineers in a retirement may include :i The demolition of bridges (including railway bridges).
ii. The destruction of water supplies, stores, hutments, stations,
railways, road junctions, tel6c,rrraphs, ammunition dumps,
&c.
iii. The creation of obstacles, blocking of roads and fords, and
the creation of inundations.
iv. The preparation of defensive positions; these may be
a succession of hastily constructed positions designed to
permit of the retiring troops fighting a succession of
delaying actions. (Seo. 68, 10.)
v. The construction of special means of communication,
including hasty bridges, repairs to roads, &c., to permit
of the ready withdrawal of troops, guns, and transport.

3. During such operations the direct control of the engjnecr uuits
by the engineer commanders of formations is desirable. Thev
alone are in sufficient touch with the staff to estimate and pro,iU;.
for the engineer requirements of t,he situation.
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The work of the engineer units requires the most careful
-ordination and control under circumstances of peculiar
"fficulty.
The distribution of the engineer units will necessarily depend
on the localities in which the main engineer work is required,
d their movements will, therefore, seldom correspond with
those of the formations in direct contact with the enemy. It
is, however, of great importance that the immediate engineer
uirements of such formations should be promptly met as they
·se.
However desirable t,he attachment of portions of engineer units
to these formations may appear, such a procedure would generally
,be wasteful owing to the large amount of engineer work required
. , be carried out under direct divisional control. It is, therefore,
oat necessary for the C.R.E. and other engineer commanders
arrange for a close and effective liaison with the rea.r guard.
(Bee. 71.) By this means it should be possible to provide
omptly for the necessary enb'llleer requirements of these forma·ons as they arise, especially as they can to a great extent be
reseen and preparations made accordingly.
Time is all-important, and during a retirement elosel~- pl'esst>d
the enemy it will almost invariably be advisable to detail the
· eers to work required in some position where they will have
to carry it out, rather than to keep them with the rear guard and
oontinually on the move. Such work may include the preparation
bridges. &c. for demolition. formation of bridgeheads in the rear,
truotion of additional bridges, crossings, &c.
4. Certain features of engineer work in a retirement, somewhat
uliar to that operation, call for special attention, viz. : L The rapid development of new situations that occur entails
VMY varying and urgent demands on the engineers,
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and possibly frequent changes of orders. All ranks
must, therefore, be trained to realize that this may be
be expected in the normal course of the operations, e·ven
when the situation is well in hand.
ii. Engineer commanders must take special steps to keep in
touch with the situation, must act with initiatiYe, and
readily assume responsibility.
iii. Engineer commanders must take special steps to keep
superior commanders well informed as to their own
situation and the progress of works, and must report
a.ll information of engineering or tactical importance.
iv. Engineer commanders must be ready to n-spoud to any call
for engineer or other assistance made on them by any
other arm, if they are satisfied that the call is warranted,
and hating due regard to the importance of any other
orders under which they may be acting.
v. The C.R.E. must be kept well informed of the exaet locality
of engineer units' report centres.
\-i. It may be necessary to organize an independent and efficient
engineer communication service. 'The report centres of
units, from the nature of their works, can seldom be
located in the neighbourhood of divisional signal centres.
The entire success of the engineer operations during a.
retirement, as in an advance, depends on the maintenance
of efficient communication between the C.R.E. and the
engineer units. \Vhenever possible, howt:ver, use must
be made of the divisional signals in order to a,·oid
unnecessary despatch work.
vii. Special care and precautions must at all times Le takl·n
by all engineer ol:licers to guard agaim,t the lo~a oi
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engineer tools and equipment, as well as of personal
equipment. When working in immediate contact with
the enemy it becomes frequently necessary to withdra"
the section vehicles whilst work is in progress, and th r
engineering efficiency of the section dependH on the ear]~·
recovery of these vehicles.
5. In special circumstances it may become necessary to use
ngineer units as infantry. (Sec. 67, G.)
6. The arrangements for the demolition of bridges require very
areful organization beforehand in order to ensure : i. That all bridges which it is desired to destroy are demolir-.h cd.
ii. That no britlge is demolished until it is no longer required.
To effect thh, the following principles must be strictly
adhered to : (a) The policy as to whether bridges are to be destroyed in
the event of retirement, an<l any limitations as to the
scope or extent of such demolitions, are the responsibility of the commander of the force. The policy
should be communicated to the engineers in the
force before the retirement commences, so that they
may know what is required of them and may make
their plans accorilingly.
(b) When it is decided that bridges are to be demolished, the
area through which the force is to retire must be
divided up into sectors and the demolition of bridges
in each sector made the responsibility of the engineers
of one formation.
Each engineer unit will then be
given definite orders asto the extent of its responsibility
and which bridges it has to destroy.
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(c) To ensure the demolition of bridges when the policy has
been laid down, it is desirable that the responsibility
for ordering the demolitions should be delegated to
commanders of infantry brigades or other formations
in contact with the enemy. The engineer units,
therefore, receive orders as to whioh bridges are
to be prepared for destruction from the C.R.E.,
and the executive orders to destroy them from the
brigade or other commander responsible for the defence
of the sector in which the bridges are situated.
(d) The brigade or other commander may, in the case of very
important bridges, give the actual order to destroy a
bridge himself. More often he will delegate the responsibility to some other officer. Who this officer may be
will depend on the circumsta-nces of the case ; he may
be the commander of the rear party expected over the
bridge, the engineer officer in charge of the demolition,
or another officer specially detailed for the purpose. In
all cases, the engineer officer or N.C.O. must be given in
writing the name of the officer who '\"iill give the actual
order for the destruct.ion of the bridge.
(e) The engineer officer or N.C.O. in charge of a demolition
will in all cases be given written intructions as to
whether he is to destroy the bridge in the absence of
further orders should the enemy reach a oerta.in position
within effective rifle fire of the bridge. This is to l
ensure the demolition of the bridge should the officer
detailed to give the order fail to do so.
(!) The engineer officer or N.C.0. in charge of a demolition will
ensure that all ranks of his pa.rty understand all the
an-angements that have been made. so that in the
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event of his becoming a casualty himself those under
him may make no mistake.
(g) The engineer officer or N.C.O. in charge of a demolition must
make every endeavour to keep himself informed as to

(h)

the tactical situation in the vicinity of his bridge,
and must especially keep in touch with comm.anders
of formations expected to cross it.
As a1Jon as a bridge has been destroyed, the engineer officer
or N.C.O. in charge of the demolition will immediately
render a report to the O.C. of his unit, stating the
exact time of the demolition, the amount of explosive
used, and the extent of the damage effected. This
information will be transmitted without delay to the
C.R.E. of the division and to the brigade commander
concerned.
70. Transport of engineer stores

In all types of operations, but especially position warfare, careful
ements have to be made for the transport of engineer stores.
e provision of transport is the duty of the staff of the formaiion
ponsible for the work. Engineer units have normally no transrt available for stores, unless they render themselves immobile
off-loading some of their vehicles and dumping the equipment.
position warfare, however, it is often possible to utilize the transof engineer unita in this way. The vehicles provided for ca.rrythe bridging equipment of a field park company are particufarly
for carrying bulky stores. such as timber, pipes, hurdles, &c.
d companies have limbered G.S. wagons that can be utilized;
park compa.niea have box cars. The tool carts of field cornare not suitable for the carriaJ?e of stores aml should not be
for this purpose.
-
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71. Engineer duties

in liaison wifli other arms

1. The necessity for dose and effecti,-e liaison in battle bdwcen
the engineers and the arms towards whose assistance the e11tire
en!!ineer effort is directed has been sbown in Sees. 65 to 69, which
deals with engineer duties in the attack, defence, and retirement.
The main objects to be attained by such liaisons are:i. To furnish the formations in immediate contact witli tlie
enemy with:(a) A channel of communication between the commanders
of such formations and the engineer commanders
responsible for furnishing them with the engineer
assistance required by the nature of the operations.
(b) Technical information and advice respecting works for the
execution of which the forma.tions are responsible.
Such works, although not requiring the technical skil1
of engineers for their execution, may be of such a nature
as to make it desirable to have technical advice in regard
to the design, methods of execution, supply of materials,
organization of labour, and the provision of the
necessary transport.
It is the duty of eYcry engineer officer to draw
attention to any unsound field engineering work being
carried out by other arms, in order that mistakes may
be rectified at once.
ii. To furnish engineer commanders with : (a) A means for obtaining under all circumstances immediate
and accurate tcchnkal information respecting tLo
enginect' assistance required by commanders of
formations, and of forming a close and personal
link bcl,ween the engineers nnd the formations.

~
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(b) An agency for effecting all purely local preparatory
measw·es necessary to ensure the rapid execution oi
works required of the engineers, prior, if possihlc, to
their arrival.
The presence on the spot, when a demand for
engineer assistance is received, of an engineer officer
in a position to estimate the nature and extent of the
work, tools, equipment, material, and transport
required, the skilled aud un!:ikillecl labour required, anLl
the best method of execution, &c. is an ideal means
of securing the rapi<l and efficient execution of the
work and of securing the economy, both in men
ancl material, ,vhich is so necessary.
(c) An effective agency for the organization and execution
of ad,anced engineer reconnaissances.

2. The required liaison is effected by attaching, when necessary,
"" an engineer officer of sufficient experience to the headquarter11 of
formations requiring engineer assistance ; this oJficf'r will normally
require the assistance of certain engineer N .C. Os. or other personnel
for carrying out engineer reconnaissa.nc<:s under him, furnishing
guides to en6rineer parties, &c.
3. It may sometimes be possible and advantageous for the commander of an engineer company himself to carry out the necessary
liaison duties, but often, particularly in the period preparatory to, and
during an action, it may be desirable that the liaison officer t:ihould
remain continuously, perhaps for several rlays, with the formation
requiring assistance. In such cases, tLe company commander.
who is normally fully occupied with the organization and supervisio11
of the work of his company, will usually depute a junior ollicerprobably the commander of a section uhich is working near the
he&dquarters of the formation concerned-to perform the liaison

dutiea.
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iii. Bridging, or improvising methods for the crossing of
rivers.
iv. The clearing of obstacles, and improvement of communi- •
cations.
v. Special temporary arrangements for water supply, when J
operating in waterless countries.
73. Duties of engineer units allotted to corps in position warfare

In the attack (Sec. 66) or defence (Sec. 68) of deliberate defences ,
which are constructed in position warfare, it will usually be
necessary for G.H.Q. to allot to a corps, some engineer units from
the G.H.Q., engineer reserve.
The staff of the corps will then

apportion the works required in the corps area between the
divisions and the engineer units employed directly under corps
orders, as enunciated in Sec. 35, 4, iii (a) anrl (b). The latter
may include field companies withdrawn from the divisions tem~
porarily by the corps commander. C.E. corps may then be placed
in executive control of all the engineer units thus acting directly
under orders of the corps. (Sec. 40, 4.)
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CHAPTER IX
mPPLY OF ENGINEER STORES AND UNIT EQUIPMENT
74. General remarks
1. 1t is essential that every engineer officer shall thoroughly

1nderstand the principles which determine the quantities and
;fi&tu.res of material which can be supplied for the execution of
. ~ngineer work in any given period. F.S.R., Vol. I, and the Manual
,£ Engineer Services (War) should be studied closely.
2. The following considerations are fundamental:i. Supply will be limited by one or more of the following
factors:(a) Supply of raw material.
(b) Factory production.
(c) Sea freight available.
(d) Dock capacity at the base.
(e) Transportation facilities from base to front line.
Normally (e) will be the determining factor.
ii. To obtain a substantial "flow" from home to the front
line of any new type or pattern of store involves a
delay of several months.
iii. When, in order to economize sea freight, articles are manufactured at the base, a change of pattern of any particular
store article may, and normally will, check the whole
output for a considerable period.
(27 /J59)z
F 2
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3. The following principles are, therefore, laid down : i. Estimates of probable requirements from home will be
made monthly in advance.
ii. \\Tork for any given period will be restricted by superior
authority to the material available in that period, and
may be still fmther restricted by an insufficient allotment of transport.
iii. The staff at G.H.Q. will determine what standard types
of stores shall be adopted. ,¥orks will, therefore, be
designed so as to incorporate standard stores.
iv. The authority ordering a work jg responsible for ensuring
beforehand that t he necessary material w:iU be avai1ablc
(Sec. 41).
v. Strict economy in transporting and handling stores wiH be
exercised.
Stores will be carried to the furthest point possible
by rail and thence direct to the site of the work.
vi. The creation by formations of large reserves is prohibited;
otherwise stores may become locked up while urgently
required elsewhere. Unavoidable accumulations of
stores will be reported immediately.
4. In conformity with the foregoing principles : i. The etaff at G.H.Q.> with a knowledge of the programme
of \vork which is to be carried out by subordinate formations, will determine the quantities of stores to be
supplied in a named perjod.
ii. Stores will be despatched from the base to area parks.
Normally these areas will coincide ,Yith corps areas
L. of C. areas, or such areas as G.H.Q. or army H.Q.
areas. It may, howeYer, in preparation for a battle 01
prepa,ration of a defence line, be ndvi~aLh• to dt•Rpatf'h
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field engineer stores to divisional railheads for divisional
parks.
iii. Subordinate formations will report stocks in hand to their
higher commanders at named intervals.

75. Demand, control and issue

1. The chain of communication for demand for field engineering

stores in general is through the G.~. branch; the chain of supply
is through the Q.l\I.G's. branch of the staff; the neceRsary coordination is effected at G.H.Q. Engineer sto1-e8 for works services
will, however, be dcmaudc-d through the Q.l\1.G's. branch of the
otatf.

2. C.R.Es. will indent direct on the engineer base store depot
• for spare parts required for the maintenance of engineer plant,
other than unit equipment. Indents will be endorsed with a
: certificate by the O.C. unit to the effect that the spares indented
1 for are to replace parts worn out.

3. In all parks, simple accounts will be kept in tally card form
showing receipts, issues, and balance in hand, so that the C.E.
or C.R.E., concerned may be ablo to ascertain at any moment
the position as regards '' dues-in," "dues-out," and stocks
available.
4. Stores will be issued from a park OHly on the authority of
the C.E., or C.R.E., concerned; a receipt signed by an officer
will be required. The C.E. army may order that certain stores be
reserved in a corps park for issue on his authority only. Similarly,
C.E. corps, in the case of sto1'€'s sent direct to a divisional park,
may reserve certain articles for issue on his authority only.
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5. The system of despatch from the base will normally be : i. The engineer store depot will be informed by the D. of W.
of the allotment of stores made to armies or corps for
a given period.
ii. The C.E. of the formation concerned will notify the engineer
store depot the parks to which consignments should be
made, and the quantities to be sent to each park.
iii. The engineer store depot will despatch consignments, normally in train loads, on dates arranged with the movement branch of the staff, notifying despatch by telegram
to the park concerned.
iv. With each truck will be sent an advice note of its contents.
v. A complete list in duplicate, in the form of a way bill
(A.F. F 784), will be sent by post to the C.E., or C.R.E.,
concerned, one copy of which will be signed by the
stores officer of the C.E., or C.R.E., and returned to
the engineer store depot as a receipt, the other being used
as a receipt voucher.
vi. DW'ing periods of mobile warfare, engineer stores will usually
be sent to the front in trncks attached to trains of
railway permanent-way material.
6. Meticulous accuracy in checking cannot be obtained in the
theatre of war. Consignments checked a.a being within 2! per
cent. of the consignment note will be receipted in full.
7. A vocabulary of enginPer stores stocked at the base will hE
issued as early as possible in a. campaign.
76. Timber
Timber will be allotted by the G.S. branch at G.H.Q., &n<
consigned in " standards " of 165 cubic feet. The engineer stol'I

1
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"1epot will deepatch, so far as may be feasible, in the scantlings
,requested by the consignee, but every conaignee must perforce
!accept a proportion of odd scantlings.

I

77. Purchase and requisition

•"

1

The purchase of stores in a friendly country and requisitiom1 in
a hostile country are desirable in so far as they economize transport
from the base. Quantities thus obtained will be reported to
G.H.Q., in order to assist in framing estimates of stores required
from home. When a force remains stationary in any area for
a considerable period, it will usually be necessary, after a time,
to prohibit further purchases, for the inevitable predominance of
demand over supply will not only force up prices, but will cause
importation to the area, which will usually react adversely upon
the transportation system. (F.S.R., Vol. I.)

78. Standard design~

Machine tools are provided for various engineer units to enable
,1'11 them to carry out the duties assigned to them. (Sees. 44 and
82.) When standard designs of stores have been approved by
G.H.Q. the manufacture of non-standard types by the engineers
of any formation is prohibited, save with the sanction of a higher
authority or for experimental purposes. The manufacture of
ltandard types by formations should only be carried out in cases of
emergency, in view of the fact that fluch work withdraws personnel
al field unite from the execution of their normal duties.
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79. Eccnmny and safraye

Jt is an espC'cial duty of all enginC'er officers to inC'ukntC' cconom,
and prevent t,he waste of engineer stores. The cumulative effect of
c~m bined effort to check waste has been found by experience t
have a. marked effect, not only financially but also on the facilit
of supply. The salvage of engineer plau·t is especially importan1
for plant is not always e~sy to replace in war.

80. U11it equipment

Unit equipment stores, shown in the War Eqttlpment Tab'
(G.1098) of the unit. are ordnance stores, and will be replaced, whe
necessary, by the ordnance service; indents will be forwarded t
the D.A.D.O.S. of formations.

81. S.A.A. and e:rplosive..,

(See Chapter XV, F.S.R., Vol. II, 1924)
1. NormaJly, explosives to replace wastage will be supplic-d
the same manner as S.A.A., i.e., through the S.A.A. section/'3 of tJ
ammunition and maintenance companies (R.A.S.C.).
2. In the event of explosives being required by units other th,
those which normally carry them, and in the event of anticipat.,
abnormal expenditure by the latter, the Q.M.G's. branch of the sta
in consultation with the C.R.E. or C.E .. will make arrangemf"nts f
the additional Aupplies rc-qnirNl.
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82. Repair oryanizfltion, of enyinecr plant and equipment
(See F.S.R., Vol. I )

l. The repair of damaged equipment is not a duty of the engineers.
2. Engineer units will, therefore', only carry out first line repairs,
.e., those which can be performed by themselves with the use of
11on-power tools only.
3. When the repair required is beyond the capacity of the unit,

·.he damaged article will : i. If it is an artirle of unit equipment, be sent for repair to
the R.A.O.C.
ii. If it is engineer plant, be sent for repair to an E. and M.
Coy., R.E.
I 4. The R.A.0.C. and an E. and M. Coy., R.E. possess mobile
irorkshops with which " second line repairs " can be effected.
5. If beyond the capacity of these "second line,, repair organizni.ions, the damaged article will be sent to the base and will he
replaced.

6. Engineer base repall' shops are provided in the base engineer
depot.
7. It is not possible to define the limits of a second line repair
rganization, but, in 01·der to <letermino the repair equipment
uin.•d for an E. and M. Cov., it may be assumed that it would not
ly undertake work re<i_uiring niore than four days to execute.
8. Field Park CoyH. and A.'l'. l'oy8 .. however, carry a limit,ed
,._. uantity of powel' plant for construction purposes, e.g., circular
WB, oxy-acetylene cutting plant. and pipe screws.
It muHt bf' clenr)~, understood. howt>ve1·, that it is not the proper
uty of tlH•8f' units eit11C'r to mannfactun· 1:1tandard articles of
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store or to repair equipment or engineer stores. They may,
however, be employed for the manufact.ure of trial articles for
experimenta.1 purposes.
9. The exigencies of a campaign will undoubtedly demand that
some manufactures of stores shall be carried out in the theatre of
war either : i. To save freight (e.g., conversion of timber into trench boards,
&c.).
ii. To prm;de a. first supply of some newly-designed store,
which may be deemed essential by the staff before
supply can arrive from home.
Such manufactures will normally be produced at the base by tht
service concerned (e.g., trench boards by the engineer store depot
and hand grenades by the R.A.0.C.).
Only circumstances of great urgency will justify the employment
for this purpose of divisional or corps troops and plant provide<
for construction or repair work.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX I

LIST OF BOOKS REQUIRED FOR TRAINING
The training manuals with which officers, warrant officers~ and
:N.C.Os. of R.E. require to be familiar are:Field Servi.re Regulations, Vols. I* and II.
Training and Manceuvre Regulations.
Engineer Training. Vol. I (Drill)t and Vol. II (Training and
War).
Manual of Field Works (All Arms). For training in field work.
and improvised bridging.
The "\Var" volumes of the manuals of other arms. t
8mall Arms 'l'raining. Vols. I and II. For instruction in
weapon training.
Manual of l\Iap Readiog and Field Sketching.
Army Manual of Sanitation. For camp and barrack sanitati0u.
Physical Training.
Animal Management. For all officers.
'Except N.C.Os.

1 In

t

prt'paru.t i011.

Eu·cpt W'.Os. a.ud

N.c.o~.
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Officcr::1, in addition, Rhould l1a n:- : -

King's Regulations.
Manual of :Militarv La,v.
Regulations for Engineer ~('rviccs.
Manual of En~ineer Sc-rYices-,Yar. (In prrparotion.)
The Field Senice Pocket Book.
Military Engineering, Vol. I. Building and general.

(I"

preparatian.)
l\filitary Engineering,
Military Engineering,
Military Engine<>ring,
Military Engineering,
Military Engineering,
l\filitar.v Engineering,

Vol.
Vol.
Vol.
Yo1.
Vol.
Vol.

II. Defences.
III. Rridging.
IV. Demolitions and mining.
V. Roads.
VI. Water Supply.
VII. Accommodation. (In prepara-

tion.)
l\filitar;v Engineering, Vol. VIII.

Installations.

(In prepara-

fi?n.)

l\1ilitnry Engineering, Vol. IX. Searchlights. (In pr('_paration.)
l\lilitary Engineering. Vol. X. Railwayt;. (Jn preparatio11.)

APPENDIX II
COURSES HELD AT R.E. TRAINING CENTRES
i. At the School of 11-Iilitary EngLneering, Chatham and at
Cambridge:(a) Junior R.E. rcaular offfras' 1·c1trsr on first appointment.
A two _years an<l 9 mont,hR' tourse of geneml militar~·
training and special frclmiral training. aR <leHc-rih;•d in 1
more cidail in 8l'IC'.

1,1,,
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(b) R.E. senior rdJ'iarsfromlltdia.-A sLx months' eour1:1e, to give
officers who have served 10 venrs in India, and intend
to continue in the Incliau Service, an opportunity of
keeping in touch with the military developments of
the home service. Most of the time is spent in military
training (including tactical schemes and schemes bring•
ing out the method of employment of engineers in conjunction with other arms) and field works. They also
have short periods in the survey. electrical, construction,
and mechanical schools, receiving instruction in the
latest developments in these branches of engineering.
This is followed by a period of study in special subjects,
which in some cases are selected by the Government
of India, and reporting thereon.
(c) Territorial Army engineer officers.-AB described in Sec. 5.

(d) Hrouy bridging course for officers andN.C.Os. of engineer field
units. A 3 weeks' course in heavy trestle and pile
bridges, erection and launching of steel girders, and the
use of stock spans.
(e) Senior officers' course.-For commanders and senior staff
officers. A 6 days' course to give senior officers of other
arms an insight into the work and organization of the
engineers in war.
'fhe work of all schools at the S.l\f.E. will be shown.
Schemes and discussions will be held regarrJing the
tactical employment of engineers in war and their
training with other arms during <'Ullectrve training.
(/) Foreman of worl·s' course.-A one year\~ course in m11t.erinlf-l
and lmilu.ing eorn,Jtruct.ion, water supply. sanitation,
lighting nnd heating, estimating and quantitystrr\·eying,
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use of instruments for laying out buildings and survey
of building sites, electric light, bells, and lightning conUuctors. Practical instruction in workshops.
(g) lnstrncl.ors' class.-An 8 weeks' course for the training ot
N.C.Os. of engineer units to act as instructors in militarJ
duties. The course includes drill, weapon training
anti-gas training. and elementary tactics. Four sue}
classes are held yearly.
(h.) llfilitary engineering course for engineer N.C.Os.-Al
8 weeks' course in field works and bridging, design81!
t,o tr.n.in N.C.Os. of engineer field units to act as instructor
in their own units during their annual field works courst
Those who qualify obtain a qualified instructor's cert1
ficate (S.M.E.), which is valid for two years.
(i) Pioneer serjeants (infantry).-A three mooths' course c
practical instruction in various trades in workshop
including estimates for small repairs in barracks an
the care of sanitary appliances.
(j) Various other courses for warrant officers, N.C.Os .. and nu

of the engineers of special trades include courses f,
surveyors, miners. electrical mechan.isb::i, instrumer
repairers, electricians, engine•clrivers and machim.•1
mM•ha.nists; also the instruction of enlisted boys
trades, and the regular recruits' course for sappers.
ii. At the Mounted D Ppot, Ahkrshot : (.a) Recruit drivl·rs' counu·.

1,b) Mounted sappers for the fiel<l s4.uadron.
tc:) Officers' equitation and stable duties courxt·,

i
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iii. At the Railway Training Centre, Longmoor : Instruction of officers and other ranks of the railway troops
in railway construction, traffic, and engine driving, both
for standard and narrow-gauge railways.
iv. At the School of Electric Lighting, Gosport:(a) Officers' course, 3½ months. Electrical and mechanical work
and searchlights.
(b) Young soldiers' course, 8 weeks. This is followed by
special courses of varying lengths for electricians, engined.rivers, and instrument repairers.
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])roduction and holding at the base, responsibility
Purchase and requisition of, considerations
...
Quantities and nature, officers to understand factors affecting
.,
principles determining .. .
- - Nllvage, importance of
...
...
•..
. ..
- - Standard design when approved to he carried out
- - 8upply. limiting_ factors
..•
- - 'l'ranAport, responsiLility for
Vocabulary of at base, issue of
Supplementary ReserveAnnual training of units ...
Duties of officers
.. .
Officers, training of ...
...
. ..
Units, conduct of collective training
SurveyCompany, organit.a.tion and traini ng of
Officers desiring to specialize in •..
Syllabus of junior officers oourse
-

T
TacticalEmployment of engineers in battle
.. .
Knowledge, all ranks. necessity for increased
Unit, the smallest
Tactlcat exercisesDetails of , reriponsibility fo r
With troops, conduct of
..
,vithout troop11, conduct of
'l'ankR, l'n-op(']'ation with, d11t i1·1( . ..

PAO.E

84
149
85
157
157
1G2
159
85
159
155
156
160
15!1

155
85
HlS
32
5
20
49

47
JO
17

llO d seq.

I
5
31
7'l d seq.
70 fi tiff/.
1r.:1

,. Index.)
TechnicalExeroi~ti, ,.fotai(g of, responsibili ty for
Training, necessity for
. ..
. ..
. ..
Rooonnais~ances, nect>i1sity for institution of
Territorial ArmyAnnual training of units
Officers, tmining of .
&>()ruit, training of ...
Units. officers, duties of
Trainer. qualifications for
...
Timber. allotment and despatch of
...
. ..
'l'nol carts, limbers, &c.; necessity for presence of
..
not to be used for tran1:1port of tit,orc11
...
'1',)ol.'J and cquivmcnt, care to be tab·n againl-lt lu;;f.l nf
TradelJh h;inn vf sappcrt1 on enlit1tment. Ly
...
Efficiency of men; suUaltern to take pritlc in
,.
s11pp<:r!:I, responsibility for
Improvement of qualifications
...
. ..
Qualifications of sappers, responsibility for
Skill at.. necessity for maintenance of
.. .
. ..
Unskilled men to be ginn opportunity to qualify
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31
49

100
32
20
24
5
0
158

II<

14!1

HG
:!2

:n
30

ao

G
49
'),')

Tr-affic-

Control post, responsibility of
..
River, control of affect.ing bridges
Rol\d, control of affecting bridges
Trainin,!A.A.S.L. battnlion, conduct of coUccth-P .
Aim of in the leader and man
Annual, general im~tructions
Billet~. occupation of
.Brigade, ta8ks during
•..
C.R.E. of a. divii;cion . reRp0nsihilitic1; for
Colle<"tive, objeot of.••
Crossing rivers by temporary expedients ...
DC'8ign and execution of work, importance of
DiacipJinc, the bedrock of
Divisional, tasks for
Drivers, horsed transport v,·hic!{'.~
-- - - F..dncatii,nnl, conJuel of

128
l::?8
123

48
8 et seq.
30 et seq.
01
77

32
30
12G
35
I
78

2:J
:!Ci. ~7
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Training-contd.

PAOE

-

Engineers, responsibility for co•ordination of
Field, aim of in units
...
. ..
company, conduct of collect.ive
,. engineering exercises
,, operations, general instructions
,, park company, conduct of collective
,. squadron, conduct of collective
- Fortress company, conUuct of collective .
-- Individun.l, a.im and nature of; details
,.
o bject of ...
...
. ..
Infant ry, for employment as in battle
Manuals rcquirod for, list of
Marching, importance of
Method, esaentia.Is for
•..
Military, of junior officers ...
Night operations, importance of
,. work, importance and aim of

-

Object.a of

. ..

...

Officers, regular
.. .
- Patrols, conduct of .. .
- - Physica.l, general
...
~ Programme, yearly, for '1'.A. units...
.
- - Programmes, nature and preparation of ...
Railway oompany, conduct of collective .
Reconnaissance; importance of
Recruit sapper, detail of •••
,.
general considerRtions
...
...
..
-ReJX)rt and sketchEII!, junior officers and N.C.Os.
Responsibilities of all commanders
T.A. recruit ...
...
•..
-Tactical exercises with troope
...
,.
.,
without troops ••.
Toohnical, junior officers .. .
. ..
.,
necessity for
...
. ..
Section commanders, reeponaibility for
.,
delaying of by backward men
Survey company, conduct of collective
Unit, prinoipal
...
...
...
...
. ..
Units, Supplementary Reserve, conduct of colleotin·
- - Up to date, method of keeping
..•
...
...

31
51
4~ et 1Jeq.
74 et seq.
50 et seq.
45 rt seq.
41
46

3~ I/ i:;..-q.
30
ti4- f f stq.
1(i3 et seq.

52
10

17
51
80

1
1ti et seq.
68 t l seq.
28
21
10
47
79

24
22 et

Btq.

4 et

seq.

38
...
24
7~ tt SUJ.
iO ,1 seq.
17

49
6

II
47
5

49
:{6
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Transport-

PAOJ:

-

Additional durmg attack; fa.otor hm1ttng work

-

Mo.rob rliac1phne, rule8 for ..•

•..

135
61
23

••

_ - Mechanical, enlistment of drivers ...
Provision of by staffs during exercises
Stores, provision of; responsibility for

79

85

u
Unit160

Equipment, replacement of
Field training. aim of
-Tactical, smallest .. .
-Training, principal .. .

51
5
5

Units-

--

Allotted to corpe in position warfare, duties of
Engineer, classification of •..
dutiee of in the field
.,
organizo.tion •••
•• .
. •.
Employment of on wtirk in the field
F1eJd engmcer, details of . .
.

,, survey, orgo.n1&&hon of personnel
-- lnapeotion of, importa.nt points in the ...
- - Order of ma.rob po8ition in
Scrvicca of, utilir.ation of . . .
. ..
. ..
Supplementary Reserve, duties of officers
T •.A. dutiea of officers
...
. ..
- -Training of in night operations, importance of
-- - War, Apreial for, ('nlistmeot of 88.ppers
~

154
91

93
91
102
91
47
...
10S
Ill el 8ttJ.

~3

s
r,

61
23

w
W&rrant oflioer, duty in fitneN for higher rank
...
Water obatacle, importanoe of surpriae in the pauage of
Water ■upplyArrangement for on th(' march
- - Marking of with ftags
...
- - Raponeibilitin for
Special oonaidera.tions
. ..
...
...
. ..
Stores, oonaideration• when ma.rohing out of oa.mp

a
.•.

121

.••

IU
116
115

]14 d 8tf/.

116
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Work-

-

-

llll

O>ntrol of, in tlto licld, necessity for
DC'.qign and execution of; importanco in training
.. of, engineer officer responsible for. duty of ...
Divisional engineers on the march, nnturo of

3
JO

Employment of engineer units on ...

102

ll3

-

Engineer. organization of on L. of C.
Engineering. cla.ssifioation of
Inspection of ...
"Makrials and tools, provh1ion of
Night, importance of and aim in training ..
- - Orders for execution of : iafme of .
- - Plans for, regarding alteration to .
Programme, position warfare, reviewing of
Rapid and accurate, importance of
Responsibility for executi(ln of in the field
Restrictions during mnnceuvres, detailed plans of
Retirement. nature of in & •
Training in ; taking over from works service
Working partiesComposition of
•. .
.. .
. ..
Demand, f0r , instnictions reganling
...
. ..
- - Employment of. I'('Sponi:iihity of c-ngincc-r offic:cr i/c
Offi('er i '(', responsibility of
Prntection of . . .
. ..
- R elic-! of, periods for ..
\Vorks serviceDevelopment of from field engineering work
.Execution of, rc1:1ponsibi lities for
-Nature of
...
Org;inization of
. ..
. ..
...
• ..
.. .
.. •
Trai11ing period, taking over Md com11lct.ing work .f rvm
Work~hop and pnrk R.E., duticRof
...
...
.. .
.
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MILITARY BOOKS published by Authority-continued.
Gun Drllls-contin1ud.
18-pr. Q.F. Mark IV. Carriages, Marks III, III•, Illt, and IV. Jan,
1923. 3d. Amendment No. 1. April 1924. 1d.
18-pr. Q.F. Gun, Mark IV Carriage, Mark V. 3d. Amendments, Feb.
19-:z5. 1d.
60-pr. B.L., Marks I-I••. Carriages, Marks I and III. 6d. (6d.)
Amendment. Id.
6o•pr. B.L., Marks II and II•. Carriages, Mark IV. 1923. (G.D. 46.)
3d.
60-pr. B.L. Gun, Marks II and II•. Carriage Mark IV . Amendment
No, I. April 1924. Id. Jan. 1926. Id.
Amendments:-Feb. 19?2. Id. Feb. 1925, Id, May 1925. Id. Jan.
1926. 2d. Jan. 192fi. Id,
See also MACHINE GoNs; MOSKETRY REGULATIONS, Part I; and Ross
MAGAZINE:.
Health of the Army. Report for the year 1922, Vol. LVIII. 3s.
Do.
Do.
1923. Vol. LIX. 3s. 6d.
Do.
Do.
1924. Vol. LX. 3s. 6d.
Historical Records of the British Army:Horse Guards. 5s.
Dra~oons, 1st, 3rd, 14th, and 16th. 4s. each. I3th. 3s,
Manne Corps. 3s.
Foot, 10th, IIlb, 12th, 13th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th, 19th, 21st, 22nd,
36th, 39th, 53rd, 67th, 71st, 72nd, 73rd, 86th and 87th. 4s. each.
56th, 61st and 70th. 3s. each.
Histories, Short, of the Territorial Regiments of the Briti!lh Army.
69 numbers, each 1d. (2d.)
Do. The Scots Guards, 1d,
Do. The 6th (loniskilling) Dragoons. (01d of pri11t.) 1d.
Histories, Short, of the Territorial Regiments of the British Army.
Alex~:;;~d
of 1'tvii~~~s e~~~- The O:i:fordsbire and Buckinghamshire
(Yorkshire Regiment).
Light Infantry.
The Bedfordshire Regiment.
The Prince of Wales's Leinster RegiThe Black Watch (Royal Highlanders).
ment (Royal Canadians).
The Cameronians (Scottish Rifles). Tbe Prince of Wales 's Own (West
(Out of print.)
Yorkshire Regiment).
The Cheshire Regiment.
The Prince of Wales's Volunteers
The Duke of Comwall 's Light Infantry.
(South Lancashire Regiment).
The Duke of Wellington's West The Princess Charlotte of Wales 's
Riding Regiment.
(The Royal Berkshire Regiment).
The Durham Light Infantry.
Tbe Princess Louise's Argyll and
The East Lancashire Regiment.
Sutherland Highlanders.
The East Surrey Regiment,
The Queen's (Royal \Vest Surrey
The Hampshire Regiment.
Regiment).
The Highland Light Infantry,
The Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers,
The King's Own (Royal Lancaster The Royal Sussex Regiment.
Regiment).
The Royal Welsh Fusiliers.
The King's Own ~c.ottish Borderers. The South Staffordshire Regiment.

P1l!~~~:·

f~! t:k~!l~~i~:R~;f~ent.

~he Suffolk Re~iinent.
The Loyal North Lancashire Regiment, 1 he Welsh
The Northamptonshire
TI.le Worcester~hire Regiment.

Regiment.

Regiment,

MILITAlCi' HOOKS p11b'1s1ud by A"l1iority-continued.

History of the Great War.

See

\\'AR.

Horses, Field, Pack, Medium and Heavy Artillery. Instructions for
Practice (includiug Movable Armament). Feb. 192 I. 3d.
Horses. Notes on the Feeding, Management, and Issue of Army. March 1916. Id.
See also ANIMAL MANAGEMENT.
Hospitals,
Hyg,iene.

Military Families. Nursing Staff Regulations. Dec. 1909.
See also NURSING SERVICE attd TERRITORIAL FORCE.
Manual of Military. 1921. IS.
See also PHYSIOLOG\' and

1d.

SCIIOOLS.

Indian Empire, The. A Short Re"iew and some Hints for the use of Soldiers
proceeding to India. 6d. (7d.)
Do. Amended 19;;1 \'ersion. A short review and some hints for the use of
;:,oldiers proceeding to India. 6d.
Infantry Training. Vol. 1. Training. 1922. Prn,·isional. IS. Amendments.
Nov. 1924. Hl.
Do.
Vol.2. \Var1926. 9d.
Injuries and Diseases of War. Manual based on Experience of the present
Campaign in France. Jan. 1918. 9d.
Institutes. Garrison and Re~imental.
visional.) Sept. 1923. 1d.

Rules for the Conduct of.

(Pro·

Italian Cavalry Training Regulations. 19u. Training for Marches,
Tactics of Minor Units and Training of Patrols. Translated. 4d.
Jamaica.

Standini Orders.

1912.

ts.

Jersey. Royal Militia of the Island of.
Jerser Militia Laws, 1905. 1s. 3d.

Regulations.

1914.

King's Rei1ulations for the Army and the Army Reserve.
Do.
Amendments. Feb. 1924. Id.
Do.
Amendment (A.O. Feb. 1924). td .

1923.

With the
1s. 6d.

Kln~'s Re~ulations, 1923.
June 1925.

Id.

Amendments. October 19:q. 1d. :May 1925. td.
July 1926. Id. .-\ug. 1926. Id.

Kin~•s Re~ulatiotts, 1923.

Comparati,·e Table.

De.::. 1923.

Id.

Kit Plates;-

Artillery, Royal:(6) Garrbon. Kit laid out for Iuspection. 19.:>9.
(10)
Do.
Kit in Barrack Room. 1909 . 2d.
Cavalry. 1891. xd.
(18)

(Ou, of pN1,,.)

MIUTARY BOOKS publis1ud by Authori,y-continued.
Kil Platee-conti,.ued.
Engineers. Royal:No. I. Dismounted. Details of Shelf and Bedding, with Marching
aud Drill Orders ready to put on. 1914. Each 1d.
No. 2. Dismounted. Full Kit laid out for Inspection in Barrack
Room. 1914. 1d.
No. 4. Mounted N.C.O. or Driver and Field Troop Sapper. Full
Kit laid out for Inspection in Barrack Room. 19m. Id.
No. 5. Mounted. Detail of Shelf and Bedding. 1910. Id.
No. 6. Driver with pair of Horses, Field Kit laid out for ]nspection
on Parade, including Articles carried in Valise in Baggage Wagon,
1915, 1d.
lnfantry,Higbland. 1884. 1d.
Medical Corps, Royal Army. Kit in Barrack Room. 1913. 2d.

Ordnance Corps. Royal Army. For guidance of Marching Order and
Kit Inspections. 2d.
Kit in Barrack Room, with arrangement of Locker for Daily Inspection.
,d.
Kit in Barrack Room, with arrangement of Shelf for Daily Inspection. 2d,
Kit laid out for Inspection. 2d.
Land Forces of Brltlab Dominions I Colonies and Protectorates (Exclusive
of India). Notes. Dec. 1925. IS.
Lar~ra!:i~=t:~o~ •tb:'~ie~p~~:!\~~s R~!~1a\1~~~~~t~h:eFre~~h0 t~~n~~tJ
Oct. 28, 1913. 6d.

Law. ManualofMilitary. 1914. (Reprinted1917.) 3s.6d.
Do. Amendments, May 1919. 1d. Aug. 1926. 1d.
Machla.e Gun TralnlnJl. 1925. 1s.
Mallaahle ReJlulatlons. 1~22. 1s 6d Amendments, Nov. 1923, Feb,
1924. Dec. 1924. Apnl 1925. Aug 1925
Oct 1925. Each 1d.
Malaria. Observations on, by Medical Officers of the Army and Others. (With
Plates a#d Diagrams.) 1920. 6s.

Manoeuvrea. Army. Report. 1925. 4s. 6d.
Mappin& from Air Photographs. 4s.
Map Readillll and Field Sketchlnll• Manual.

1921.

3s.

See

also

PROTRACTOR.

Mechanical

See TRANSPORT.
lledJcaJ. r.orpe. Royal Army . (See also Tl:RR1TORIAL FoRCE) :-Admission to. Regulations for. Jan. 1921. 2d.
Royal Army Medical Corps (T,A.) and thf' Army Dental Corps. Shnding
Orders, 1924. n. Amendments. 1d. Amendments. id. Amend·
Tfllllllport.

Tn.:C~ ~;;,s..

I~~-

tm°~~~i. ~~pt :r;:6.
(19)

id.

MIUTARY BOOKS published by Authority-continued.
Medical Department.
to 1896, 3d.

Army.

Index to Appendices of Reports from 1859

Medical Diseases. In Tropical and Sub -Tropical Areas.
(Fourth Edition) 1924. 2s. 6d.
Medical History of the Great War.
Medical Service. Army:Regulations. 1923. IS. 6d.

:Memoranda on

See WAR.

Amendment, Aug. 1925.

xd.

Medical Service. Strategical and Tactical Employment of the, as carried out
in an Army Corps; with a Series of Problems. Translated from the
Austrian. 4s. 6d.
Medical Services. Army. Advisory Board for. The Treatment of Venereal
Disease and Scabies. First Report. 1904. IS. 6d.; Second Repor.t.
1905. 2s.; Third Report. 1905. 1s.; Final Report. 1906. (Out of
prilll.)

Medical Services of Foreign Armies. Handbook of:Part I. FRANCE. 6d. Part II. GERMANY. 6d. Part III. AUSTRIAHUNGARY. 6d. Part IV. Russ!A. 6d. Part V. ITALY. 6d. Part VI.
TUE NETHERLANDS AND BELGIUM. 6d.
Mekometer Handbook. 1911. 6d.
Mesopotamia. Report for the Army Council on.
IS. 6d.
Mesopotamia. Some impressions of, in 1919.
Mesopotamia Campaign, 1914-18.
Military and other Terms.

See

Military Cooking and Dietary.

See at end.

Manual of.

Sept. 19.24.

Byelaws

Mine Rescue Work on the Western Front.
Mounted Troops (Divisional) Training.

Night Operations.

(1919.)

9d.

SCHOOLS.

MHltary Lands Acts, 1892 to 1903.
RANGES ACT, ETC.

Movement Manual (War).

(''Vilh Map.)

(19.20.)

Aug. 1923.

6d.

See ARTILLERY AND RIFLE

5s.
June 1915,

Provisional.

1d.

IS.

Elementary Training in.

1911.

1d,

(::d.)

Numb~r of Tr.oops to the Yard in tb_e principal battles since 1850. Memo. on.
With opinions of Modern Auth,nt1es on limits of extension at the present
<l.nv. 18tq. •Jcl.
Nurslnll. S~rvlce. Queen Alexani.lra 's l1aperia.l Military. Regulations. for
Adm1ss1on to the, 19:n , 2J, Se, also HOSflrALS .ANO l'&RRITOIUAL 1-·oa1,;~,
(,o)

IUUT.t._Y IIODKS ""61iaW 6' A._,,__tloud,

Cerpa:-

. i81No.~io~t-~i:s.~dai;:i~◄-- 0 l!i:: 1;:6: J_s.
i ~ a r. 16, 1908 . Id,
5•
3

a..::=:: :a!orc.:::~:~! ~Cid ::-~arct1~920, for
0

c-~. ,tba

tt of tbe Junior and Senior Division . u .

State Topoanplalcal Suney , 190,-11. Report on the .
• Su.Z.O

ARTJLLSRY

...

the 33M. Each

Jos,

Cou.s os :-

JS ,

6d •

d later. S• Artillery Collep.

lllli!:".'l:...~~f«. iolhBdltlon. 191s. gd.

ztUl:'""~u.
• II, 6d. eacb.
, Id ,

Ollpt. . _ . Staadlog

. A&idl-•

Id,

_,,...._

-to.

Olden, 19H , (Provialoaal.) 6d,
Id.
-,.6, Ml,

ApaJ..-s.

A Coma at 3 .Lectma sivm

to the Azm7 CluL

Loncba

, • .,.•• 11d.
oa. Seveatla edition. WIiia Volume ill Plalw,

... ,-:.cd-'J:::'i/...

1910, Dec. 11_1•.

. . . . 1111.

BMla 1d •

Ml LIT ARY BOOKS publishetl by A«lhority-contioued.
Pay Duties of Officers Commanding Squadrons, Batteries, Companies, ~tc.
Instructions. (Revised for the period of the War.) I. Home and Colomes.
II. lo the Field. June 1918. 2d. See also TERRITORIAL FoRC&.
Pay of Officers and Allowance for Officers' Children.
Royal Warrant, Jan.
25, 1918; with the Army Council's Instructions thereon, and Regulations.
(Special Army Order, Jan. 26, 1918.) Id.
Peace Establishments:Part L Regimental Establishments of the Regular Forces for 1926-27.
2s. 6d.
Part II[. Departmental and Miscellaneous Regular Establishments and
Instructional Institutions, 1926-::7. IS.
Changes in Parts I and 3. 1926-27. Oct. 1926. 2d.
Pharmacists in the Army.
rmployment. 1s.

Report of the Committee appointed to consider

Physical Examination of Recruits.

Instructions for the.

2d.

Physical Tralnin!l Table Card (Provisional) for all ranks and all arms.

3d.

Physical Training, Manual of. (Reprint 1908 with Amendments published
in Army Orders to Dec. I, 1914.) 9d.
Pbys,loloQy, Elementary, in its relation to Hygiene. Feb: 1919,
See also HYGIRN8 atul SCHOOLS.
PJace•Names occurrtnt on Forellln Maps.
of. 1919. IS, 6d.
Plottln,i from Alr Photo11raphs.

Rules for the Transliteration
.

Graphic Methods of.

Port!!::n~~~;J~~~~!.)Ma:tl), and How to use it.
Postal Services,
ments, 1915.)

Manual of Army.
3d,

2d.

War, 1913,

1925.

1911.

3s,

(Reprinted, with

(Reprinted, with Amend-

Procedure, Rules of. 1926. 6d.
Procedure, Revised Rules of. Notes on the Principal Amendments.
1926: Id.

Oct.

Projection, Etc. Linear Perspective. A Text-Book for use of the R.M.
Academy. Part 1.-Text. Part 11.-Plates. 1904. 6s.
Promotion of Lieutenants of the Army Veterinary Corps, Special Reserve,
and Territorial Forces. See FIELD ALLOWANCE.
Protractor. Service. For use in Map Reading Classes. 1d. Ste al.so
M4P READING.
Publications (Recent) of MWtary Interest. List of. Quarterly. Noa. 1
~0
2d. each; Nos. 9 to 17, 4d. each.

o!,J~~'3~•-f,.~.s A:!: R!:{.t"~"t).

MILITARY BOOKS published by A11thority-continucd.
Railway Manual (War).
Range Courses.
Do.

19n.

(Reprinted, with Amendments, 191.~.)

Range Finder. Handbooks:Artillery, No. 2. (Barr and Stroud.) 1926. 9d.
Infantry, No. 1. (Marindio.) 1913. 3d.
Do.
No. 2.
(Barr and Stroud.) 3r5-inchcs Uase.
Amendments. July 1920. 1d.
Ranges. Miniature Cartridge.
1914.) 3d.
RanC,ing.

6d.

Annual, for Rifles and Light Automatics. Nov. 1922. 2d.
Amendments. Jan. 1924. 1d,

Examples of.

(Rep,~nted f,o,,i

See ARTILLERY,

TH£ ARMY

TR.UNJNG,

1916.
REVIEW,

bd.

Jan.

F1ELn.

Ranf~~~~~rs;d, Instructions for the Training of with the Artillery

Range·

Rations. Army. Their Bearing on the Efficiency of the Solclier. By D. Nod
Paton, M.D., F .R.S., Professor of Physiology, University of Glasi;ow. 3d.
Recruiting for the Regular Army and the MUitla.
visional). Jan. 1922. 3d.

Reg,ulations (Pro-

Recruits. Instructions for the Physical Examination and Dbcharge of Recruits
with le.is than six months' Service, considered unfit on Medical Grounds.
June 1926. 2d.
RecruJts' Table Card, Feb, 1922.

Remount Manual (War).

4d.

Aug. 1923.

2d.

Remount Reiulations. 1924. 9d.
Remount Service and Jts Duties in Peace and War. Org.anization.
Lecture given to the Army Class. London School of Economics. Lent
Term. 19:z5. 6d.
Reserve. See also SPECIAL RESERVE, SUPt'LHIENTARY RESl:.R\'I!. a11d TERRI
TORIAL FORCK.

Army Reserve. Class I. Regulations. 1922. Jcl.
Do.
Amendments, June 1913. 1d.
National Reserve. Regulations. 1913. Provi;;ional.

1d.

Research Department, WoolwJch. Reports:22. (Part Ill.)
Viscosity of Cellulose. JS. 9d.
.
35, Influence of Chromium on Steel. 7s. 6d.
(0111 of pnnt.)
45. Elastic Properties of Steel. Effect of 0Yen.train on the. .:s.
46. Vent Sealing Tubes. Part. I. Results of Jnve-.tigation in the Cau;;es
of Failure by Splitting on Firing.
(O:,t of pm1t .)
48 . Heat Treatment of CarLon Gun Steel!!. 6s. 6d.
49. Heat Treatment of Nickel Gun Steel.
(/n tlie press.)
51. The Properties of some Chromium Steels. 3s,
(23)

MILITARY BOOKS published by Autho,ity-continued.
Research Department, ,voolwich, Reports--continued.
52. Coolidge Radiator Tube. Investigation into the Behaviour of the.
IS. 6d.
54. Recovery of Elasticity by Iron and Steel after Overstrain. 2s. 6d.
55. Properties of some Nickel Chromium Steels. 7s. 6d.
56. X-Ray Installation for Veterinary Practice and Research. IS. 6d.
57. GermaoGuoSteels. 3s.
60. Gun Wire. 2s. 6d.
61. The Properties of Medium Carbon Steel with High Manganese Coo tent.
IS. 6d.
62. A High Vacuum Pump and its Mode of Action. 1924. 1s. 3d.
63. Part I. De;cription and Discussion of Air Disturbance round Bullets
Jn Free Flight. 1925. 4s.
65. The Influence of Tungsten on the properties of medium Carbon Steels
containini;:- Nickel and Chromium. 1925. 4s.
68. Ponable X-Ray Equipment. 1926. IS. 6d.
Review of New Orders, Decorations and Gallantry Medals, etc.
Nov. 1920 .) 3d.
Rllle. Enfield 1914 Pattern.

( Re,•ised

See MUSKETRY REGULATIONS, Part I.

Rifle. Ross Maitazine •303-Inch, Mark llle.
(Reprinted with Amendments, 1917.) 1d.

Handbook of the.

1915.

Rifles, Short and CharQer•loading, Maitazine, Lee•Enfteld. Handbook
for Serjeant-Instructors of Special Reserve, Officers' Training Corps, and
Territorial Force in regard to the Care, Inspection, etc., of. 3d.
Russo .Japanese War:MnorcAL AND SANITARY REPORTS from Officers attached to the Japanese
and Russian Forces in the Field. 1908. 5s.
OFFICIAL HISTORY:Part I. Causes of the War. Opening events up to and including the
Battle of the Ya-lu. Second Edition. 1909. 1s. 6d.
Part II. From the Battle of the Ya•lu to Liao-ya~~~tefcf:!i~/
1908. SS,
Part 111. The Siege of Port Arthur. 1909. 4s. 6d.
Part IV. Liao-yang. 1910. 4s.
Part V. Sha•ho. 4s. 6d.
NAVAL AND l\11LITARY : Vol. I. To Aug. 2, 1904. With case of Maps. 15s.
Vol. II. Liao-yang, the Sha-ho, Port Arthur. With case of Maps.
15s.

Vol. 111. San-De-Pu, Mukdcn, Tbc Sea of Japan. With case of ~laps.
7o,;.
(Reduced prfrefo, the 3 Vols., £3 3-f . , postfrse.)
REPORTS FR?M BRITJ_SJI OFFICRRS attached to the Japanese and Ru ...!!-ian
Forces in the Field. In 3 Vols. with two case! of Maps (not sol.t
separalel.y). 2ts.
Of the above Reference Books the Naval and Military gives tbe m~t accurate
and up-to-date account.

MILITARY BOOKS published b" Authority-continued.
Salisbury Plain. Standing Orders applicable to all Troops Encamped on
Salisbury Plain and applicable generally to Troops Quartered at Bulford,
1925. IS. Amendment. Jan. 19..-:6. td.
Sanitation. Army Manual of, 1926. 6d.
Scabies. See MEDICAL SERVICE.
Schools, Army : Annual Reports on, for 19u-12 and 1912-13. Each IS.
Military and other T~rms, and Words which occur in Orders. Lists of. 1914
(Reprinted 1918.) 3d,
Physiology. Handbook of Elementary. 1901. id. See also H\' GlliNR;
PHYSIOLOGY j and (below) SCHOOL HYGIENE.
Regulations. 1911. 4d.
School Hygiene. Handbook of. For Teachers. 1907, 6d. See also
HYGIENE; PHYSIOLOGY; and {above) PHYSIOLOGY.
Scboolmistrtsses and Pupil Tcachrrs in lnformation for the guidance of
Candidates, etc. Id.
Singing in. Regulations for Teaching. 19u. (Reprinted 1915 .) id.
Standing Orders for Inspectors, Examiners, and Teachers. 1910. 6d.
Scouts.

Training and Use of.

Lecture by Col. F. C. Carter.

1905.

Screws, Provision of Standard Leading, for Screw-cutting Lathes,
of Committee. 1905. 1s.
Section Leadioi in Attack and Defence, 1923.

2d,

Report

2d.

Separation Allowance, Allotments of Pay• and Family Allowance.
Regulations for the issue of, during the present War. 1918. 6d.
See also F,UIILY ALLOWANCE and PAY FOR SoLDlERS.

Army.

Service Corps. Royal Army:Regimental Standing Orders. 1922, 9d.
Do. A.S.C. Memorandum. No. 25. 1d.
Do. Amendments. July 1923. March 1924, July 1924. Feb. 1926.
Each Id.
Soldiers' Pay Schedule. (R,_printed, with Amendments, to April 1919.)
IS. 6d,
Training, Part. I. 1909. (Reprinted, with Amendments, 1915.) 9d.
Do.
Part II. Supplies 1922, 3s. Amendments. May 1925. 2d.
Do,
Part III. Animal Transport. March 19:n. 2s. 6d.
Do.
Part IV. Mechanical Transport.
(0111 of Ptint.)
Do.
Part IV. A. Mechanical Transport (Technical). 1925. :zs.
Do.
Part IV. B. The Motor Cycle. 1s. 6J.
Do.
Part IV. C. Mechanical Transport (Maintenance, Upkeep
Do.
Part a~i~- 0 f,~ra;~~~Lni~~f-\ra~~f!Ort (Overseas Establishm·nts,
Depots aud Parks). 1926. 6d.
Sevastopol, Siege of. 1854-55. 3 Vols., with case of Maps and Plans.
Half Morol·_co £5 4s. ~loth £4 4s. Or Separately:Vol. I. Eugmeer Operations. 26s.
Vol. II.
Do.
With case of Maps and Plans. sos,
Vol. Ill. Artillery Operations. 10s,

MILITARY BOOKS publislml by Authorjty-continued.
SewaQe,

Practical Treatment of.

Sboeburyness Garrison.

The latest development of.

Standing Orders.

1913.

Siege Operations in the Campaign against France, 1870-71.
Translated. 4s. 6d.
SiQnal Service.
Signal Service.

1906.

6d.

1s. 6d.
( Von Tiedeman11 .)

The Army. 1d.
Manual of Army. (War) Provisional, 1914.

2d.

Sig,nol Tralnlnlt : Part I. 1919. IS.
Vol. I. 1926. Organisation and lnter-communkali1,m in the Field. Cd.
Vol. II Part I. Theory of Electricity and Magnetism as applied to Tele•
graphy and Telephony. Dec. 1923. 6d.
Vol. II, Part II. Theory of High Frequency Currents as applied to Wireless
PartTit~ar:rov~~~n";';i.)elet~n!el{~~e0:iph; 9
~~iepbony Lines. 2s.
Amendments. Nov. 1924. 1d. April 1925. Id.
Part VI. 1918. IS.
Part VII. (Provisional.) Signal Organisation. 6d.
Pamphlets. Vol.. 111.:No. I. Telephone. Set D. Mark III.• 1926. id.
No. 2. Heliograph. 5-inch. Mark V. 2d.
No. 3. Fullerphone. Mark III•. Feb. 1923. 3d.
No. 4. Switchboard, Field, 10 Line (Mark 236). July 1923. 2d.

!!d

Small Arms Training. Vol. I. 1924. 1s. Amendments No, 1.Feb.1925.
Id, No. 2. Jan. 1926. 1d. Vol. II. 1924. IS, Amendments No. I .
Feb, 1925. 1d. No. z. Jan. 19:::6. rd. No. 3. (Appendix No. 1). Jan.
1926. 2d. Vol. III. Small Arms Range Regulations. 1924. 1s.
(Amendments No. I published in Army Orders, June 1925), Amendments
No. 2. Oct. 1925. 1d.
Small Wars. Their Principles and Practice. Third Edition. 1906. (R~printed 1914,) 4s.
Smoke,

Manual on the Use of.

July 1923.

2d.

Soldiers Disabled and Dlscharted ln France.

See D1u.eu:o.

Soldiers Died ln the Grept War• 19q-19 : Part 1. Household Cavalry and Cavalry of the Line (including Yeomanry
and Imperial Camel Corps). 5s.
Part 2. Royal Horse and Royal Field Artillery, Regulars and Territorial
Or si~::te\~n:~ding Honourable Artillery Company Batteries). 15s.
iction 1,
Section 2,
Section3,
Section 4.
Section 5.

A to c. 2S. 6d.
D to H. 2s. 6d.
ltoN. 2s.6d.
2s. 6d.
T to Y. 2s. 6d.
0 to S.

Sect\~ctdi::YJi~n~~~bl~nir~itfe~~ F~~~p~~l~~~teit~)i.tor1:~

~~e
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Soldier■

Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part

Died Jn the Great War, 1914-191g.---continiud.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
II,

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22,
23.
24.
25.
26,
27,
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

:::
~i:
Part 39.
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part

Part
Part
Part
Part
Part

40,
41,
42.
43.
4-4,

,,.45.

Royal Ganison Artillery. 7s. 6d.
Corps of Royal Engineers. 7s. 6d.
Foot Guards (including Guards' Machine Gun Regiment). 7s. 6d,
The Royal Scots (Lothian Regiment). 7s. 6d.
The Queen's (Royal West Surrey Regiment). 5s.
The Buffs {East Kent Regiment). 5s.
The King's Own (Royal Lancaster Regiment). 5s.
The Northumberland Fusiliers. 7s. 6d.
The Royal Warwickshire Regiment. 7s. 6d.
The Royal Fusiliers (City of London Regiment). 7S. 6d.
The King's (Liverpool Regiment), 7s. 6d.
The Norfolk Regiment. 5s.
The Lincolnshire Regiment. 5s.
The Devonshire Regiment. 5s.
The Suffolk Regiment. 5s.
Prince Albert's {Somerset Light Infantry). 2s. 6d.
The Prince of Wales' Own (West Yorkshire Regiment). Js. 6d.
The East Yorkshire Regiment. 5s.
The Bedfordshire Regiment. 5s.
The Leicestershire Regiment. 5s.
Royal Irish Regiment. 2s. 6d.
Alexandra, Princess of Wales's Own (Yorkshire Regiment). 5s
The Lancashire Fusiliers. 7s. 6d.
The Royal Scots Fusiliers. 5s.
The Cheshire Regiment. ss.
The Royal Welsh Fusiliers. 5s.
The South Wales Borderers. 5s.
The King's Own Scottish Borderers. 5s.
The Cameronians (Scottish Rifles). ss.
The Royal Inniskilling Fusiliers. 5s.
The Gloucestershire Regiment. 5s.
The Worcestershire Regiment. 5s.
The East Lanarkshire Regiment. 5s.
The East Surrey Regiment. 5s.

~~=

The
The
The
The
The
The

g~t: ~~ ~clJf:if~~

~if~e!tfRiJf!g R!~i!~~tJ
ss
Border Regiment. 5s,
Royal Sussex Regiment, 5s.
Hampshire Regiment, 5s.
South Staffordshire Regiment. 5s,
Dorsetshire Regiment. 2s. 6d.
Prince of Wales's Volunteers (South Lancashire Regiment)

The Welch Regiment. 5s.
46. The Black Watch (Royal Highlanders). 5s.
47. The Oxfordshire and Buckinghamshire Light Infantry. ss.
48. The Essex Regiment. 5s.
49. The Sherwood Foresters (Nottinghamshire and Derbyshire
Regiment). JS. 6d.
Part 50. The Loyal North Lancashire Regiment. 5s,
Part 51. The Northamtonsbire Regiment. 5s.
~
~~~iment). 5s.

~;: ft:= ~l,~ey:~ ~:!fJ~:f~e:r:~w~
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Soldiers
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
Part

Died in the Great War-1914-1919-co,stimud.
54. Tbe King's Own (Yorkshire Light Infantry), 5s.
55. The King's (Sbropsbire Light Infantry). 2s. 6d.
56. The Duke of Cambridge's Own (Middlesex Regiment). 7S. 6d.
57. The King's Royal Rit\e Corps. 7s. 6d.
58. Tbe Duke of Edinburgh's (Wiltshire Regiment), 2s. 6d.
59. The Manchester Regiment. 7s. 6d.
60. The Prince of Wales's (North Staffordshire Regiment). 5s.
6J. The York and Lancaster Regiment. 5s.
62. The Durham Light Infantry. 7s. 6d,
63. The Highland Light Infantry. 5s.
64. Seaforth Highlanders {Ross-shire, Buffs, The Duke of Albany's).

,,.65,

Part
Part
Part
Part
Part
l'art
Part

The Gordon Highlanders. 5s.
66. The Queen's Own {Cameron Highlanders). 5s.
67. The Royal lrish Rifles. 5s.
68. Princess Victoria's (Royal Irish Fusiliers). 2s. 6d.
69. The Connaught Rangen; 2s 6d
70. Pnncess Louise's (Arg) II and Sutherland Highlanders)
5s,
71. The Prmce of Wales's Lemster Regiment (Royal Canadians).
:zs. 6d.
Part 72, The Royal Munster Fusiliers. 2s. 6d.
Part 73. The Royal Dublin Fusiliers. :zs. 6d.
Part 74. The Rifle Brigade (The Prince Consort's Own), 7s, 6d.
r:~h~~~:a!T:k fr~IT1~~y 7t'o~Pany (Infantry) The London
Regiment, Inns of Court Officers' Training Corps, In one volume.
ISS.

;:~! ~t

Or in separate parts:Section r. ISt (City of London) Battn. {Royal Fusiliers). 1s.
Section 2. :znd (City of London) Batto. (Royal Fusiliers); 3rd (City
of London) Battn, (Royal Fusiliers). 1s.

Sect~fnL1~di!~ i~~\~ ~[Ifo0;a1o;~s~i;:~) ·; '!ifh3 }6r;i~}erJ~dii:i~7:~~
(Royal Fusiliers); Honourable Artillery Company (Infantry);
Inns of Court Officers' Training Corps. 1s.
Section 4. 6th {City of London) Batto. (Rifles). 11.
Section 5. 9th (County of London) Batto. (Queen Victoria's Rifles),

"·

Section 6. uth (County of London) Batto. (Finsbury Rifles); r:ztb
(County of London) Batto, (The Rangen;). J.S,
Section 7. 13th (County of London) Battn. (Princess Louise's Kensington Batti:i,); 15th (County of London) Batto. (Prince of Wal?s'1
Own Civil Service Rifles). 1s.
Section 8. 16th (County of London) Battn. (Queen's Westminster
Rifles) 3JSt, 32nd and 34th Battns. IS.

~=~:~~: 910. 51f1~ctg1~1tt°i.do~1:lo!i1~°at1n'.11i:~t8 c~~ BR~!tf?· J~ib
(County of London) Batto, (Hackney~. JS.
SectiR~fl:S) "; :;11: ,~:!~tyof0~~:r~.u!~t(Cy~~~f; ~:b
of London) Batto. (Artists RUies); 53rd Batto. 11,

1~':~~
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Soldiers died In the Great War, 1914-19----------continutd.
Or in separate pacts-<on&imud.
Section 12. 7th (City of London) Battn.; 19th (County of London)
Battn. (St. Pancras).
Section 13. 20th \County of London) Battn. (Blackheath and
Woolwich). IS.
Sect~;rd1(Cou~:;\iioo':iJnJ°~~t~:~o~L Batto. (First Surrey Rifles)
Section 15. 22nd (County of London) Batto. (The Queen's); 24th
(County of London) (The Queen's). IS.
Section 16. 14th (County of London) Batto. (The London Scottish);
18th (County of London) Batto. (London Irish Rifles). 1s.
Part 77. The Monmouthshire, Cambridge and Hertfordshire Regiments,
Army Cyclist Corps. The Northern, Highland, Kent and Huntingdon·
shire Cyclist Battalions, and Royal Defence Corps. 2s. 6d.
Part 78. Royal Army Service Corps. ss.
Part i9. Royal Army Medical Corps. 5s.
Part 80. Labour Royal Army Ordnance, Royal Army Veterinary and
~ifitlafrcrr:sa~f CMWtt~r;0:fusu~!et~Jci SF~tPoii~:~s;cc?~~0 ~f~~~jj
Arms School; Military Provost; Non-Combatant Corps; Queen
Mary's Army Au1iliary Corps. 5s.
Somallland : Military Report on. 1907. Vol. I. Geographical, Descriptive, and
Historical. 2s.
Operations Jn, 1901-1904. Official History. Vol. 1. 3s. \'ol. II. 4s.
South African War, 1899-1902:Medical Arrangements. 7s. 6d.
Medi.~\!h~1~~~; 1 j~h!PJ~~1!V°1.~~;a~te~i~~) ·cof;~. p~- (Reprinted from
Railways. 4s.
Surgical Cases noted. 7s. 6d,
Telegraph Operations. 10s.
Voluntary Organisations in aid of the Sick and Wounded. Report of the
Central British Red Cross Committee on. 1902. 3s.
Spedal Reserve. (See olso ENTRANCE; EXAMINATION; RESBRVE) : Regulations for Officers of the Special R('serve of Officers and for the St>ecial
Reserve. 4d.
Sche:e ~~elh~/s~;~li~~~rf:~iRaet!~?.{t~J;~i;~'th: t::;R~~~i~:~;ef;:
Sc1eme to the existing Militia. (Special A.O., Dec. 23, 1907.) 2d.
Staff College (Camberley) Regulations. 192.5. id.
Statlon.s of UDlta of the Regular Forces, Militia, Special Reserve, and
Territorial Force. Quarterly up to No. 4.5, July 1914. Each 2d.
(S11bscqurnt pubJ1caticm susprnded.)
Statlatlca of the Military Effort of th~ Britbh Empire. Su WAR.
Statutu relating to the War Office and to the Army, 1880. 51,
(29)
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Statutory Powers of the Secretary of State, Ordnance Branch.
Steam En~ines and Boilers and Gas and Oil Engines.
randa on the Management of. 1911. Id.

1879.

5s.

Notes and Memo·

Sudan Almanac. 1926. Compiled in the Intelligence Department, Sudan
Government. Astronomical Calculations made in the Computation Office
of the Survey of Egypt, Egyptian Ministry of Finance, IS. 6d.
Sudan.

Standing Order for the British Force,

1914.

9d.

Sudan.

The Anglo-Eityptian, A Compendium prepared by Officers of the
Sudan Government:Vol. I. Geographical, Descriptive, and Historical (with Eighty-two
illustrations). rns.
Vol. II. Routes. 7s. 6d. (nol including Cliapter VII Suppleme,d (A)).
Do. Jn Separate Chapters. IS.
J. and II. Nil; III. North-Eastern Sudan; IV. Eastern Sudan; V,
Central Sudan; VI. Soutb-Eastecn Sudan; VII. Bahr el Ghazal;
VIII, Kordofan; IX. North-Western Sudan.
Do. VII. Supplement (A). Bahr el Ghazal. Additional Routes. IS.

Sudan Campaign. History of the. In two parts, with case of Maps. 1890.
15s.
Supplementary Reserve of Officers and the Supplementary RC!lerve Regulations. 1926. IS.
Supply Manual (War). 6d.
Supply, Transport, and Barrack ServJces. Regulations.
Do. Amendments, Sept. 1922. 2d.
Do. Amendments, Jan. 1923. Id. March 1926. 2d.

1915.

6d.

J:;t:di~:-0~\n ::ep:i,Z:i~~~j

1
Surveying. Topographical ancl Gers::~ll~8;;;
Do. 1905. Appendix XI. Tables for tte Projection of Grat1cules for
squares of 1° side on scale of I : 250,000, and for squares of f 0 side on scale
of I : 125,000; with other Tables used in Projecting Maps. ,t.d.
Do. 1905. Appendix XII. Tables for the Projection of Graticules for Maps
on Scale of I : t ,000,000. 1910.
Tactical Rides and Tours on the Ground. The Preparation and Conduct of.
Translated from the German, 1s. 3d.
Tactical Training, Elementary. Notes. Jan. 19:13. 1d,
Technical Papers : I. Ar:~x;;!-~t.ely2:if~~ous Adjustment of Simple Figures (.,.:II, Diagra,,u).
Telegraphy and Telephony. Army. Instruction lo:1
1
~~~: 1}:
rR:Pr1~fe:e~:::c:::~~r:,tl~~::i1 911~~) IS. 6d.
Do.
Revised Chapter I. Field Cables. Provisional. 1d,
Do.
Amendment, April 1918. Revised para. 67. id.

ii!~:me:i9 i9.

Territorial Army Nonlnt Service.

Standin1 Orden, 191•.

,t.d.
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Territorial Force. (See al!o

E~UlPMENT and EXAMINATION):Annual Return for the Year ending Sept. 30, 1920. 4s.
Cadet List. 1925. A List of Cadet Units which have received Official
Recognition up to May 1, 1925. 2s. 6d. Amendments. Sept. 1921>, 3d.
Cadet Units in the British Isles. Regulations governing the Formation,
Organisation and Administration of. 1924. 2d. Amendments July
1926. Id.
Field Kits. Officers and Men. Id.
Hospitals, General, of the. Regulations for. 1912. 2d.
Medical Corps. Royal Army. Syllabus of Training. 1914. Id.
(Under revision.)
Mobilisation of a Territorial Infantry Battalion. (Reprinted from THE
ARMY REVIEW, July 1913.) 3d.
Nursing Service. Standing Orders. 1912. (Reprinted, with Amendments, 1914 .) xd.
See also HOSPITALS and NURSING SERVICE.
Pay Duties during Embodiment. Instructions in. 2d.
Territorial Army (including the Territorial Army Reserve) and County
Associations Regulations, 1924. xs. 6d. Amendment. Oct. 1925.
1d. Aug. 1926. (2 issues.) Each xd.
Voluntary Aid:Scheme for the Organisation of, in England and Wales. Dec. 1910.
(Out of print.)
Do.
Do.
Amendments. Id.
Do. in Scotland. Oct. 1911. 2d.
Do.
Do.
Amendments. xd.

Tractor Trials held by the Experimental Sub-Committee of the Mechanical
Transport Committee at Aldershot, Sept. and Oct. 1903. Report on. 6d.
Training and Manmuvre Regulations. 1923. 9d. Amendments. Jan.
1926. Id.
TrainlnQ Manual for Royal Army Medical Corps Territorial Force Cadets
(Provisional). (Issued wit}I Army Orders for Sept. 1920.) 2s. 6d.
Transport. Mechanical:Heavy Poptoon Bridge for use by. 1914. Provisional. 2d
Maintenance Handbook. r926. 2d.
Regulations for the Appointment of Inspectors of. 1d.
Vehicles. Care, Maintenance and Operating. Instructions. Jan. 1923. 3d.
Do.
Supplement No. 1, Sept. 1923. 1d.
Do.
Do.
No. 2, Jan. 1925. xd.
Do.
Do.
No. 3, April 1925. td.
Transportation in War. A Course of 5 Lectures giv~n to the Army Class,
London School of Economics, 1925. xs. 6d.
·
Tnuuport.
Troops.

Notes on Pack.

(Reprinted,

with Amendments, 1916 .)

1d,

See MOtJNTll:D AM NUMBER,

Trumpet and Bua,le Sounds for the Army.

ofJ~r-=i:~:~1:r; i~~~:

~~:
(lt)

With Instructions for the Training

J\f!LITARY BOOKS published by Aulhori'.ly-continued.
Type Exercises.

See SCHOOLS.

Typhoid {Anti-) Committee.

Report.

1912.

Typhoid (Anti-) Inoculation Committee.
Typhoid Inoculation. 1905. 1s. 6d.
Urdu-English Primer.
Valise Equipment.
Valparaiso.

2s. 6d.

Report on Blood Changes following

For the Use of Colonial Artillery.

1899.

Instructions for Fitting Bandolier Pattern.
See also EQUIPMENT.

15s.
1903.

2d·

The Capture of, in 1891.

Venereal Disease.

See MEDICAL SERVICfiS.

Veterinary Corps.

Royal Army:-Standing Orders.

Veterinary Manual for War.
Veterinary Services.
Voluntary Aid.

April 1923.

Army.

1920,

6d.

2d.

Regulations.

1923.

4d.

See TERRITORIAL FORCE.

Volunteer Acts, 1863, 1869, i895, 1897 and 1900, except where repealed.
Reprint of: Extracts from Regulation of the Forces Acts, 1871 and 1881,
and Reserve Forces Act, 1890; and Order in Council of Feb. 5, 1872. 1d.
Volunteer List.

Oct. 1919:

War Graves Commission.

1s. 6d.
Imperial:-

The Graves of the Fallen. Descriptive Account by Mr. Rudyard Kipling,
of the Work of the Commission; Illustrations by Mr. Douglas
'Macpherson, showing the Cemeteries and Memorials as they will appear
when completed. 6d.

t;

War ~~~v~!•, 1~~;,
~i~~~~c!~~n!rr;~d ;r~~!;ic0
Director of the British Museum. 3d.

~!!;~:

:.rJ~;

War of 1914-20 : Despatches {Naval and Military) relating to Operations in the War:1. Sept. Oct. and Nov. 1914. \Vith List of Honours and Rewards
Conferred. With Sketch Map. (Reprinted 19n .) 1s. 6d.
II.
lII.
IV.

No;:.;,.,,~~d:

ir ti~n~i~i~~i~ c'~i;s~ N::;es of Officers mentioned, and

July to Oct. 1915. With names of Officers and Men mentioned,
and Awards of the Victoria Croc,s. 3d.
Dec. 11, 1915. From General Sir Ian Hamilton, G.C.B,, describing
the Operations in the Gallipoli Prnin~ula, bdudinlf the J.andin1
at Suvla Rily, :Jd.

MILITAR\' BOOKS published by AutJwrity~ontinued.
War or 1914-zo-continued.
Despatches (Naval and Military)--conlinued.
V. Jan. to April 1916, With Names of Officers and Men mentioned.
and Awards of the Victoria Cross. 6d.
(Out of pri,.t,)
VI. 1rlat~fo~:\:r~!~· 1 fith Names of Officers and Men Awarded the

De~btVfciirlaullr~f:.7. 9;~ith Names of Officers and Men Awarded
July 1917 to )une 1918. With Names of Officers and Men Awarded
the Victoria Cross. is. 6d,
IX. July to Dec. 1918. With Names of Officers and Men Awarded the
Victoria Cross. rs.
X. Jan. 1919 to Jan. 1920. With Names of Officers and Men Awarded
the Victoria Cross, 2s.
History of the War. Medical Services :-(For other Official Histories
fi~~~:hee:d .)therwise than through H .M. Stationery Office, Stc,
VII•

VIII,

Diseases of the War. Vol. I. 21s.
Do. Vol. II. Including the Medical Aspects of Aviation and Gas
Warfare, and Gas Poisoning in Tanks and Mines. 25s.
General History. Vol. I. Medical Services in the United Kingdom,
in British Garrisons Overseas, and during Operations against
Tsingtau, in Togolaod, the Cameroons, and S.W. Africa. 21s
Do. Vol. II. Medical Services on the '\-Vestem Front, and during the
Operations in France and Belgium in 1914 and 1915. 21s.
Do. Vol. III.' Medical Services during the Operations on the Western
Front in 1916, 1917 and 1918; in Italy; and in Egypt and
Palestine. 21s.
Do. Vol. IV. Medical Services during the Operations in the Gallipoli
Peninsula: in Macedonia; in Mesopotamia and North-West
Persia, in East Africa, in Aden Protectorate; and in North Russia:
Ambulance Transport during the War. 25s.
Hygiene of the War. Vol. I. 21s. Vol. II. 21s,
Pathology. 21s.
Do. ofC~!~e.ntx~g::!nl~t!::icoi~~~:setcec;~~~i~lted in the preparation
Surgery of the War. Vol. I. 25s, Vol. II. 25s.
Military Effort of the British Empire. Statistic's of the. March 1922.
10s. 6d.
Parliament's Vote of Thanks to the Forces. Speeches delivered in
the Houses of Parliament, Westminster, on Oct. 29, 1917. id.
Veterinary Servfoes. 2u.
War Offtce List, and Administrative Directory for the British Al'my. 1926,
Sold by Ha"isort 11ml Sons, 44-47, St. Marlin's L•ne, W .C.::. ,-s. 6d. ttet.
WaterSupplyManual. 1s,6d.
(Oulofprirtt; Hderrevi.sion.)
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MlLlTARY BOOKS Jmblislud by Authority-continued:
Women's War Work in maintaining the Industries and Export Trade o~ ~h~
United Kingdom. Information officially compiled for the use of Recnntmg
~~cers, Military Representatives and Tribunals. Sept. 1916. Illustrated.
Works Maoual. War. 1913. Provisional. 4d. ·\ppendix I. 1914. td.
Wouods of War. General Principles guiding tbe Treatment of. Conclusions
a,lopted bv the Inter-Allied Sur;::iral Conference held in Paris, March and
May 1917: 2rl.
Yeomanry and Mounted Rifle Trainlo1t. Parts I and 11. 191:2. (Reprinted, with .-\mendments, 1915.) 6d.
Zulu War of 1'379. Narrative of the Field Operations connected with the.
1881. (Reprinted IQ07.)
Pl.'ll

!'IONS OF THE IMPERIAL DEFENCE COMMITTEE.
Mesopotamia Campalftn, 1914-18. Vol. I. 15s.
Do.
Do.
Vol. II.
~

~

v~m •~

Principal E,·ents ot the War, 1914-18. (Naval, Military, Air and Political.)
Jn diary and index form. 10s. 6d. net.
{No Dis,;ount is al1011·.·d to Oflkers, :--on-Commissioned Officers and ;\fen
,,n this item.)
PUBLICATJON OF THE ROYAL ARTILLERY INSTITUTION-,
\\'OOLWICH, S.E. 18.
L1,;rs OF nFFlC!•:NS, ROYAL ARTILLERY.

SENIORITY AND DtSTR!Bl'flr"l:S

OFFICIAL HISTORIES OP THE WAR.
Publishtd otherll'ist thaii through H ..\f. Statinnny Office.
lNo Di~cr,unt is allowe<i tn Ofhc·er~, Xon-C,,mmi~5ioned Officers anrl ~!en
on tht~C item~.)
HISTORY OF THE GREAT WAR.
Based on Offidal Documents.
By direc.tion of the Historical Section of the Committee of ]mperial Defe11(C.
!\fILITARY.
Military Operations. France and Belgium, 1914. By Brig.-General J.E.
Edmonds, C.B .• C .M .G.
Vol. I. Mons. the RPtreat to the Seine, the Mame and the Aisne. Aug.Oct. 1914. With Sketches. rzs. 6d. net.
34 General, Battle and Situation Maps in separate case. t:z&. 6d. net.
Vol. II. Antwerp, La Bas!>ee, Armentieres, Mt'ssines and Ypres. Oct.Nov. 19q. us. 6d. nt!t.
40 General, Battle and Situation Maps in separate case. 5 ■• 6d. net.
(Macmillan and Co., St. Martin's Lane.)
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